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i. INTRODUCTION

BY J.CJ). MILTON



INTRODUCTION - J.C.D. Milton

This eighth semi-annual report on Physics and Health Sciences covers the
first complete 6-month period under a tight restraint budget and an almost
total hiring freeze. The effects are expected to be somewhat delayed so
that it is not surprising that there are nonetheless several notable
achievements in the review period.

Dr. R.V. Osborne relinquished his duties as Executive Assistant to the
President of the Research Company and returned to Chalk River as Director
of the Health Sciences Division on 1989 November 1. Dr. D.K. Myers, who
had served with distinction as Acting Director since Dr. A.M. Marko's
retirement in March, now becomes Associate Director, in which position he
will have wide scope to make use of his extensive knowledge of the effects
of radiation on health for the benefit of AECL and the public, as well as
assisting Dr. Osborne in unifying and focussing our programs in the health
sciences.

Dr. Gerald Dolling was appointed Vice President, Radiation Applications and
Isotopes PRC on 1989 July 15 after Vk years outstanding service as Director
of the Physics Division. Dr. Dolling's wise counsel and extraordinary
willingness to take on extra tasks, for example, coordinating the BATAN II
bid, AECL representative, on the Federal Government's Interdepartmental
Science and Language Committee, most recently the Research Company presence
in Corporate Government Affairs, and many, many smaller tasks, will be
sorely missed in Physics and Health Sciences. With Dr. Dolling's
promotion, the Acting Director, Dr. Malcolm Harvey, became the Director.
Dr. Harvey, a well-known nuclear theorist who was elected to the Royal
Society of Canada in June, will be strengthening our theoretical support of
the experimental programs.

Three hundred people attended the highly successful second annual
W.B. Lewis Memorial Lecture in Deep River on October 6, sponsored by
Physics and Health Sciences. This year's distinguished lecturer was
Sir Denys Wilkinson speaking on the subject of "Symmetries in Art and
Nature". Sir Denys was the first person to perform a basic physics
experiment on ZEEP and was well known by Dr. Lewis. The high calibre and
success of the first two lectures bodes well for the series becoming a
worthy tribute to Dr. Lewis.

The U.S. DOE/NSERC "Temple" Review of technical, cost, schedule, and
management for the SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory) proposal was
performed in late October. SNO received high praise for its preparedness,
presentation and competence. CRNL has been a major contributor to SNO
since its inception 5 years ago, and was heavily involved, with some staff
playing a pivotal role, in all phases of the Temple Review, as was also
true in the scientific proposal. Full funding for the SNO proposal was
announced by the Honourable William Winegard on 1990 January 4.

The 9th BIOMOVS Workshop was held in Ottawa 1989 November 13-17, hosted
jointly by AECL and the AECB. Participants came from eight European
countries, the United States, Japan and Canada. This was the last working
meeting in the current BIOMOVS program and focussed on the preparation of
the final reports as well as future requirements in biosphere modelling.
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There was general agreement that the program should continue; AECL will
continue to contribute, this time under joint sponsorship with the AECB.
It is hoped that BIOMOVS 2 will begin immediately after the final meeting
in Stockholm 1990 October 8-12.

Very gratifying progress has been made in commissioning the superconducting
cyclotron of the TASCC facility. The number of beams available at the end
of the year was 17, of which 12 were developed during 1989. Of particular
importance was the acceleration for the first time ever of a beam with the
radio frequency system operating in the % mode. The cyclotron's
reliability is now such that its beams are routinely used in experiments,
and in fact, it has supported its first experiment in which an outside
group was the lead. These achievements are all the more remarkable when it
is realized that during this time the tandem and injector ran in top form
carrying a full slate of experiments, and TASCC Phase II - a 4-year 15 M$
capital project to complete the TASCC laboratory - was completed in
December, 3 months ahead of schedule and substantially under budget.

Members of the Radiation Biology and Dosimetric Research Branches have just
completed a 5-year experiment on the relative biological effectiveness of
tritium 0 rays in a mammalian tumor system, induction of acute myeloid
leukemia in mice. This is of considerable importance in Canada, because
an appreciable portion of the dose from operation of CANDU nuclear
electricity generation comes from this radionuclide. A preliminary
analysis of the data indicates that the effectiveness per unit of radiation
dose from tritium 0 rays is little, if at all, different from that of the
same dose of the reference X rays. The results from this 1 M$ plus
project, which was supported by AECL, AECB, Ontario Hydro, Hydro Quebec,
and New Brunswick Electric Power Commission, substantiates results obtained
earlier with the acceleration of the appearance of mammary tumours in
female rats as an end-point. The current use of a quality factor of one
for tritium seems to be appropriate.

Research in contaminant hydrogeology continues to attract international
attention, and support is growing for establishing an international
facility at Chalk River. Both the Germans and the Japanese have made
commitments to support collaborative programs at the site over the next few
years. An international conference in 1990, organized by
Dr. G.L. Moltyaner of the Environmental Research Branch and sponsored by
organizations in four countries, will provide the focus for multinational
discussions on the establishment of an International Laboratory for
Hydrogeology at CRNL.

The cancer screening work continued to receive excellent press coverage. A
visit from Carole Thibaudeau in August resulted in full colour spreads on
two successive Sundays on the front page of the Science Section of
La Presse. A third article featured Paul Browne and Kirk Dobbs and their
thermal clothing. In September, David Lees, a well-known science writer
visited the Radiation Biology Branch with the result that an article
appeared in a special Canadian supplement to OMNI magazine in 1989
December.
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Some Additional Highlights from this Report

Our unique sediment probe was demonstrated by us in salt water at a U.S.
EPA Superfund site. Major zones of probable groundwater and organic solute
upwelling were mapped over a 44 hectare area on the bottom of Puget Sound.
The technique involves the measurement of electrical conductivity in the
sediments with a continuously towed probe and hydrogeologic follow up of
suspected areas of upwelling with a newly designed harpoon piezometer.

Saline springs, or seeps, in the Precambrian shield can offer evidence on
whether the discharges originate in shallow or deep formations. There is
reasonably strong evidence that the saline discharges in the Nipigon Basin
originate in nearby sedimentary rocks and not from deeper crystalline
formations. There are however some anomalies in the radium and uranium
concentrations that require further study.

Because of our expertise in animal studies and in dosimetry, the AECB has
requested that we perform the experimental portion of a major study on the
possible carcinogenic effects of inhaled uranium ore dust. The end-point
being used is lung cancer in rats. A preliminary- study of lung loading and
possible toxicity to other organs such as the kidneys is underway. It will
identify the appropriate ore dust levels to use in the long term lung
cancer study.

In order to increase communication and collaboration in the Canadian
radiation protection community, the Dosimetric Research Branch recently
sponsored a very successful workshop on current problems in tritium health
physics. The workshop was attended by representatives from Ontario Hydro,
the AECB, the Advisory Committee on Radiological Protection to the AECB,
the Canadian Fusion Fuels and Technology Project, as well as from CRNL. It
is hoped that the workshop will serve as a first step in establishing a
joint collaborative research program on tritium health physics involving
the above organizations, and possibly the US fusion program.

The PC (Personal Computer) version of the internal dosimetry code GENMOD
has been launched as a commercial product. The code predicts the
distribution, elimination and dose consequences of inhaled or ingested
radionuclides. The initial response has been very encouraging.

Publications and Talks

The number of publications and talks in the Health Sciences area of Physics
and Health Sciences in 1989 remained within the range of values reported
from previous years. The results are:

Calendar
Year

1986

1987

1988

1989

Full
Publications

44

45

44

47

Unrestricted
Reports

29

6

7

8

Scientific
Talks

129

158

166

131

Public Affairs
Talks

44

33

44

36
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1. HEALTH SCIENCES - TOPICAL REVIEW AND SUMMARY

1.1 TOPICAL REVIEW - RADIATION PROTECTION AND THE RISK OF CARCINOGENESIS
- R.E.J. Mitchel

Historically, for radiation protection purposes in the nuclear
industry, the risk of cancer arising from an exposure to ionizing radiation
has been related only to the received dose. These risk estimates, and the
exposure standards developed from them are based primarily on
epidemiological studies of excess cancer incidence in large groups of people
accidently or occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation. Many years
after exposure some of those exposed developed cancer potentially
attributable to that exposure. Typically, the groups studied received high
doses at high dose rates, and of particular importance are the survivors of
the atomic bombs exploded in Japan during World War II. Radiation risk
estimates have recently undergone an upward revision, in part because of a
recalculation of the radiation doses believed to have been absorbed.
Estimates derived from such high dose, high dose rate exposures are also
used to estimate carcinogenic risks associated with low doses and low dose
rates for both populations and individuals, although a "protection factor"
of two is usually used for protracted doses.

This approach puts limits on the values for cancer risk in large
populations living under some average but undefined set of circumstances at
the time of a single exposure and afterwards during the development of the
cancer. It does not however, provide adequate information on the risk for
any particular individual living in a particular set of circumstances, nor
does it necessarily produce valid estimates for other groups of people
living under other environmental or exposure conditions. Current procedures
for estimating the risk of radiation induced cancer better have placed more
emphasis on increasingly accurate estimates of the dose received, while
ignoring the potentially greater uncertainties resulting from individual
variations in biological processes, working histories or personal habits, or
have at best averaged those factors over large populations. This approach
tends to blur the importance of these biological factors and impairs the
development of strategies to modify them and reduce overall risk.

Modern evidence indicates that cancer is a multistep process. While
the initial DNA damage caused by ionizing radiation or other carcinogens is
a necessary event, the extent of that initial damage is biologically remote
from and only indirectly related to the risk of cancer formation. All the
stages in carcinogenesis depend on biological processes but cancer is only
one of the possible consequences. Other biological responses to DNA damage
are more likely. It is therefore the probabilities of the individual
biological steps which occur subsequent to the initial DNA damage (during
the "latent period") that determine the actual probability that a cancer
will eventually result. The steps in this process, as they can be currently
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distinguished, are outlined in Figure 1. Since the overall r::.sk of
converting a normal cell into a cancer depends on the probability of each
individual step, then if the probability of any step increases, the overall
risk will increase, but if the probability of any step can be reduced the
overall risk must also be reduced. If the probability of any step becomes
zero, then overall risk must also be zero.

The events depicted in Figure 1 represent biological or biochemical
processes. Research programs in Radiation Biology are directed toward
understanding the nature of each event and its contribution to the overall
risk of cancer. Some of these events are better understood than others but
all can be demonstrated at either the cellular or whole animal level. A
general result of these experiments has been the realization that many or
all of the biological processes can be manipulated or controlled and that,
consequently, the ultimate biological risk of an exposure is not a fixed
value, but can be made to vary. This is illustrated below, with selected
examples from research here at CRNL.

Of the steps shown in Figure 1, one of the best understood is the
first, called "initiation" in mammals, and which is believed to be
equivalent to mutation. A mutation results not from the initial DNA damage
per se but rather from the action or inaction of DNA repair systems on that
damage. After the DNA has been damaged, by radiation for example, there are

LATENT
PERIOD

NORMAL CELL

J<
INITIATION

I
PROMOTION STAGE I

CARCINOGEN

i
PROMOTION STAGE II (tumor)

PROGRESSION (carcinoma cell)

i
DISEASE DEVELOPMENT

CELL
DEATH <r

NATURAL
KILLER
CELLS

Fig. 1

CANCER

Individual stages in the multi-step process of carcinogenesis.
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three possible general outcomes of repair: return to normal, cell death or
mutation. All DNA repair systems have an inherent probability of error and
mutations result from these errors. Neither a return to normal nor to cell
death contribute to subsequent risk. The probability of any particular DNA
damage resulting in any one of these outcomes depends upon the relative
activities of the various DNA repair systems which recognize that type of
DNA damage. If only one repair system recognizes a particular type of
damage, the observed mutation frequency will vary with the absolute activity
of that repair system. If however, as is normally the case, more than one
DNA repair system can act on a particular type of DNA damage and these
repair systems differ in their error frequency ("error prone" vs "error
free"), then the mutation frequency (and hence its contribution to the
overall risk.) will vary with changes in their relative activity. This
concept is diagrammed in Figure 2. These ideas of variable risk have been
demonstrated, measuring mutation in a lower organism (yeast) and also iri
vivo, measuring tuiwor formation in mice. We have shown that the
probability of mutation or tumor initiation can be made to vary by
application of agents that cause cellular stress (we have used radiation or
mild heat exposure). For example, in the yeast system we have shown that a
sublethal ionizing radiation exposure induced error-free recombinational
repair capacity and protects against mutation by many chemical carcinogens;
low LET radiation is more effective than high LET radiation at stimulating
this repair capability. We have also shown that a hyperthermia treatment
produces the same net effect, a reduction in mutation from a chemical
exposure, but for a different reason; hyperthermia inhibited the error prone
type of DNA repair, forcing the cell to repair through the error free
process. In the animal system we have shown that a radiation exposure
reduced the number of tumors initiated by a chemical mutagen, and affected
the risk of initiation when applied up to a week before or after exposure to
the chemical. A single hyperthermia treatment, conversely, increased the
risk of tumor formation.

Error-prone
repair

Initiated
(mutated)
cell

Normal
cell

Carcinogen
exposure

Cell with
DNA damage

Error-free
repair

Non-repair

Cell
restored
to normal

RISK

Dead
cell

Fig.2 Variable risks of cancer
repair activities.

initiation dependent upon relative DNA
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These results and those of other workers demonstrate that the
activity of DNA repair systems, including those that recognize and repair
radiation damage, can be temporarily altered in either direction (either
inhibited or stimulated) by stresses like heat, radiation or exposure to DNA
damaging chemicals. Changes in the relative activities of competing DNA
repair systems (Fig. 2) can either increase or decrease risk of this stage
of initiation. The changes in risk that we have observed resulted from
changes in the level of DNA repair activity of "normal" individuals. It
should be noted, however, that all persons may not have equally functional
DNA repair processes to begin with. Such individuals, permanently altered
in repair capacity for genetic reasons, are permanently at altered risk.

Once initiated, cells have the potential for further movement through
the multistep process of carcinogenesis, but, as far as can be determined,
can never return to a non-initiated (i.e. normal) state. Therefore, they
remain available, if stimulated at some point in the future, to progress
further down the chain to cancer. The next steps in the process, stage I
and stage II promotion (Figure 1), are less well understood. Stage I
promotion seems likely also to involve DNA repair processes. At this stage,
initiated cells may gain the potential for expression of the initial
mutation. One hypothesis suggests that this may result from a particular
(recombinational repair type of) conversion of a single mutation copy in the
gene (heterozygous mutation) to a duplicated copy (homozygous mutation),
potentially allowing expression of the mutation. It has been speculated
that such a repair process may respond to stimulation by oxidizing agents
like superoxide radical, thereby increasing the probability of this event.
If true, natural antioxidants such as superoxide dismutase or vitamin E, (or
chemical p.ntioxidants added exogenously) may alter the probability of this
step.

Stage II promotion involves loss of the inhibition to cell division
provided through contacts between cells. This occurs possibly through loss
of cell-cell communication via gap junctions, membrane channels through
which cells exchange molecules. This results in uncontrolled cell division
and formation of a tumor. These tumor cells can progress to true, malignant
cancer cells (the next step in the process) if they receive another
mutation, from a second exposure to DNA damaging agents, such as radiation.
A second exposure to the same or different carcinogen, long after the first
initiating event may therefore significantly increase the risk of
progression to malignancy and therefore the apparent risk related to the
first exposure. Since DNA damage always results in DNA repair events, the
considerations shown in Figure 2 also apply at this stage. Current evidence
suggests that the progression event can occur after promotion as shown in
Figure 1 or as a second mutation originating at the time of the original
initiation.
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The existence of malignant cancer cells, however, does not guarantee
the development of clinically significant disease. Because of their
transformed nature, cancer cells are often recognized as "non-self" by the
immune system. This immune surveillance system musters cytotoxic white
blood cells, particularly natural killer cells (Figure 1), that can
recognize, attack and kill the cancer cells.

Research programs in the Radiation Biology branch are investigating
the processes involved in each of the above steps. We have established that
the probability of each step can be altered. We have shown, for example,
that hyperthermia at the time of promotion markedly reduces the probability
of both stage I and II of promotion, virtually preventing both malignant and
non-malignant tumors in initiated animals. Chronic radiation, on the other
hand appears to act as a weak stage I promoter and increase the probability
of both promotion and progression in animals initiated and promoted with
chemical agents. This means that a relatively low radiation exposure could
appear more dangerous than would be the case had it been evaluated in
isolation. At the disease development stage (Figure 1) mild exposure to
either heat or radiation appears to stimulate the activity of natural killer
cells, while higher exposures are inhibitory.

It is apparent that the cancer risk from exposure to a carcinogen,
like radiation, cannot be considered in isolation from other stresses and
exposures. The risk of formation of a cancer resulting from a single or
multiple carcinogen exposure can be highly variable, and depends to a large
extent on events that have or may occur either before or after the exposure.
The above results also demonstrate however that it is biologically possible
to establish techniques for a deliberate intervention to reduce cancer risk
in exposed individuals. Intervention is possible at many steps in the
process of carcinogenesis.

In view of these results and the multistep nature of carcinogenesis,
the ideas of radiation protection can be considered in a new light.
Heretofore, this concept has meant only protection against radiation
exposure, but it is now possible to consider strategies for protection
against the real hazard, that is the biological consequence of a radiation
exposure, and even possibly to reduce those consequences by a selective
intervention after an exposure has been received.

1.2 SUMMARY OF PROGRESS - R.V. Osborne

1.2.1 Environmental Research

The relation of streamflow and groundwater in the Perch lake basin
during snowmelt is being studied in collaboration with staff from Trent
University. The completed analyses of data collected in the last Spring
show that meltwater initially moves down through macropores in the organic-
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rich upper soil horizons, displacing pre-melt soil water below this zone.
Groundwater has been shown to be the main source of streamflow from the
catchment, discharging from a central wetland, rather than by the formation
of groundwater ridges under the slopes lining the wetland and stream
channel.

Two problems in the simulation of dispersion of contaminants in
geological media are being solved. The first is in numerical analysis and
is that of allowing the mesh size in different areas of the finite element
grid to vary with time over the domain modelled so that a fine mesh applies
where the concentration changes most rapidly. The intent is to be
economical with computation power. The second is the problem of describing
dispersion in heterogeneous geological media. The conventional way is in
terms of a dispersion parameter that is a complicated function of the mean
flow velocity. The solution being developed relates the dispersion
parameter to the measurable variability of hydraulic conductivity.

The results of measurements in situ of the transport of americium and
plutonium in overburden sediments are being interpreted to indicate that the
radionuclides occur in several chemical forms with significantly different
behaviour in these natural conditions.

The mobility of strontium-90 in one of the sub-surface plumes (the
"nitrate plant" plume) was shown earlier to be anomalous, varying with
distance (and time) from the source. The behaviour of strontium-90 has now
been investigated in another area with similar hydrogeological conditions
(the "A" disposal area). Strontium-90 here behaved as expected from the
results of absorption measurements in the laboratory, from which it is
concluded that the behaviour in the former plume results from natural
geochemical or, more likely, artificial chemical influences from the source.

Further correlation of activities of radionuclides adsorbed on
different minerals with the minerals' characteristic surface areas has been
demonstrated. Correlations have now been demonstrated for cobalt-60,
cesium-137, americium-241, and strontium-90.

The behaviour of solutes in the bottom sediments of lakes is being
studied both in situ and in the laboratory. The interest is in finding ways
of detecting and measuring groundwater discharge through these regions. The
profile of a non-reactive solute in the sediment after being added to the
water column has been shown to be sensitive to groundwater ingress, a result
that adds credence to the model developed earlier. In both the studies, the
behaviour of reactive solutes was not quantitatively relatable to
groundwater flux.

The idea that each annual layer of a mussel shell will contain a
sample of the chemical pollutants present in the mussel's environment in
each year is being tested by exchanging mussels between a lake that has the
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trace contaminant, strontium-90, and one that is free from the tracer. The
introduction of the mussels to a contaminated environment from an
uncontaminated one is indicated by the appearance of the contaminant in the
annual layers but for the reverse transfer, the persistence of contaminant
in the mussel tissues appears to result in the contaminant appearing in the
following year's shell layer.

International collaborations in testing and comparing models for
predicting radionuclide transfer in the terrestrial, urban, and aquatic
environments have continued. In the BIOMOVS project, the terrestrial food
chain model, CHERPAC, has been shown to predict the observed data on iodine
very well. In VAMP, an IAEA Coordinated Research Program, the inadequacies
of models for the urban environment have become very apparent. In a
national intercomparison, the CRNL code for atmospheric dispersion
modelling, PLUMEDOS, gave results in good agreement with those of Health and
Welfare Canada and the Atmospheric Environment Service.

In shallow land burial sites, there is some advantage in reducing the
groundwater flow through the site. Mathematical simulations have shown that
a hydraulic barrier upgradient from the most favoured site would reduce the
flow by a factor of 35, provided that the bedrock was sufficiently
impermeable. Measurements of the hydraulic conductivity of the rock, have
now shown that it ranges over five orders and that the leakage at the higher
values would significantly reduce the effectiveness of the barrier.

The first season of the forest climatology comparative studies at the
Perch Lake site and the mixed forest site at the Petawawa National Forestry
Institute was completed. The validity and generality of models of energy
and water flux and of concepts on which they depend - such as canopy
resistance - are now being assessed.

Saline springs on the Precambrian Shield are of interest because of
the evidence that they can offer of whether the discharging waters originate
in shallow or deep formations. Although there is reasonably strong evidence
that the saline discharges in the Nipigon Basin originate in nearby
sedimentary rocks and not from deeper, older formations, there are still
some puzzling observations. The sedimentary brines, now sampled, have lower
concentrations of uranium and radium than observed in the discharges so that
if these are the sources of the discharges, accumulation of the
radionuclides must have occurred in the shallower portion of the flow path.
Further measurements are proposed.

The design for the replacement ambient radiation monitors has been
completed and the prototype is now ready for testing. Novel features of the
design are the low power data acquisition and UHF transmission circuits that
allow operation from solar power at remote sites. This equipment will be
the basis for the upgrade of the CRNL remote ambient radiation monitors.
The miniature radiotelemetry-based instrumentation for acquiring data from
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various environmental sensors has proved itself in its first application,
recording and transmitting water levels from observation wells. Additional
units are being made.

The measurement of very low concentrations of isotopes has continued
in various ways. In preparation for restarting mass spectrometric
measurements with the newly-installed TASCC, measurements with carbon-14
have shown that the precision, accuracy, background and efficiency have
changed little from those attained before the upgrading of the accelerator.
Attention is now turning to measurements of chlorine-36. A different series
of determinations is being carried out on potential structural materials for
the SNO project. Alpha spectroscopic measurements at CRNL of uranium and
thorium at the order of picogram per gram concentrations have shown good
agreement with mass spectrometric measurements elsewhere.

Increasing effort is going into site assessments around the
laboratories. Examples are in building up the data base that we have for
the hydrogeology, and the distribution and behaviour of radionuclides around
the waste management areas A and B, and around the closed-down NPD reactor,
and the distribution and behaviour of contaminants around the landfill site.
Particularly interesting results are the observations that the HT/HTO ratios
in the atmosphere Northwest of the laboratory range from a few percent to
about 30% and the evidence that mature trees are bringing strontium-90 to
the surface from a one metre deep surface plume. The data base will be a
guide to future monitoring and remedial actions.

1.2.2 Dosimetric Research

The plastic CR-39 has been used routinely at CRNL as a dosimeter for
neutrons for the last five years. Improvements continue to be sought, the
most recent being in the response to thermal neutrons. The improvement is
brought about through the intermediary of a material with a high cross-
section for thermal neutrons. A painted layer of boron nitride, rather than
a separate lithium borate layer is being evaluated. A different kind of
CR-39 (sold under the name LANTRAK), claimed to be more sensitive for
californium-252 neutrons when chemically etched, has not exhibited any
substantial advantage over our present material when the damage is
determined by electrochemical etching.

The thermoluminescent material LiF(Mg,Cu,P) has been shown to promise
several advantages for thermoluminescent dosimetry, including better
sensitivity and batch homogeneity. Field trials are about to start with a
new assembly for the standard photobadge. The material is now available in
thin (5 milligrams per square centimetre) plaques which seem ideally suited
to extremity dosimeters. Development of such a dosimeter has started.

Available methods for estimating the doses in the skin from distant
beta sources are only approximate. One, based on the tabulated
distributions of dose with depth for normally-incident broad beams of beta
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rays, ignores the effects of the intervening air on the beta spectrum and
the angular distribution. Another, based on the distribution of doses in
homogeneous media from a point source, neglects backscattering at the air-
tissue boundary. The magnitude of the approximations have now been
determined by calculations with the Monte Carlo code, SANDYL. For example,
the former method underestimates the surface dose from a yttrium-90 source,
distant 100 cm, by 20%. Tables are being published of the distributions of
dose with depth for normally incident beta rays and for beta sources on the
skin.

Although tritium in the elemental form is considerably less hazardous
in general than tritium as the oxide, there are some areas where special
attention is warranted, most notably in the contamination of surfaces and
tĥ : transfer of this contamination when the surfaces are handled. Recent
results have shown that hair, plucked from contaminated skin, shows the same
variation of concentration of organically-bound tritium with time after
exposure as does the underlying skin. Hence hair might provide a non-
invasive method for assaying tritium in this form in skin. Other
experiments, with hairless rats, are providing the basis for a biokinetic
model of the behaviour of tritium introduced into the skin from surfaces
contaminated with tritium gas of high specific activity. One finding is
that serum may be suitable for routine bioassay.

Models for the biokinetics of cerium and lanthanum that have been
generally accepted for estimating committed effective doses from given
intakes ignore early urinary excretion. Although not important for such
estimates, given an intake, this excretion is important for estimating the
intake from measurements of urinary concentrations soon after an intake. A
model that includes this early urinary excretion has now been completed.
The estimate of committed dose per unit concentration of cerium or lanthanum
in urine measured in the first two days after intake is orders of magnitude
less than with the older model.

Considerable effort now goes into formal quality assurance in the
dosimetry service. There are the continuing intercomparisons with the other
Canadian suppliers of a TLD service and calibrations of counting equipment
with other organizations' phantoms and standards. In addition, QA manuals
are being completed for all aspects of the dosimetry service.

1.2.3 Radiation Biology

The interplay of heat, radiation and chemicals that initiate or
promote the development of cancer, and the similarities in their modes of
action, are being studied in a variety of test organisms:



In yeast, tolerance to heat and radiation can be induced by prior
exposure to heat or radiation, reduced sensitivity to radiation having been
shown to be a result of increased repair by recombination. Heat has been
shown to be less effective than radiation at inducing radioresistance and
heat and radiation have been shown to turn on different sets of repair
genes. Surprisingly, in a radiosensitive mutant in which radioresistance is
not induced by heat and radiation, the two sets of repair genes are turned
on.

Hyperthermia and repair have been studied in the green algae
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The results indicate that, unlike yeast, this
algae does not become radioresistant following heat treatment even though it
does become radioresisiant after a radiation exposure. The results also
indicate that error-prone repair, which can be induced by N-methyl-N'-nitro-
N-nitroso-guanidine (MNNG) in yeast and which is suppressed by heat or by
radiation, is not the same mechanism whereby MNNG induces mutations in the
algae.

Heat treatments are used clinically to sensitize tumors to killing by
radiation and by some chemotherapeutic agents like bleomycin. A single non-
lethal heat treatment has been shown to increase the resistance of human
lymphoblastoid cells to killing by heat. It also prevents further heat
treatments from sensitizing the cells to killing by radiation. However,
further heat treatments can still sensitize the cells to killing by
bleomycin. Hence combinations of heat and chemical therapies of this kind
may not be as limited as heat and radiation combinations.

Hyperthermia has been previously shown to reduce by up to ten-fold
the promotion by 12-o-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) of MNNG-
initiated tumors on mouse skin. Radiation has now been shown to provide a
similar protection at the initiation stage but the combination of heat and
radiation results in less protection. A possible explanation is that the
synthesis of proteins related to heat shock reduces the capability of the
cells to synthesize proteins needed for the radiation-induced protection.

Strains of mouse leukemia cells that are resistant to adriamycin have
been shown to be also resistant to radiation. The shapes of the survival
curves have provided evidence that the capability to repair DNA is important
in determining the resistance to this drug. The heat shock-like proteins
were expressed in drug-resistant, but not in drug-sensitive, cells in the
absence of any stress.

The development of the screening assay for detecting abnormal
sensitivities to radiation in human populations has continued with emphasis
on determining the reproducibility of the assay, on developing alternative
measures of grow back, and on an examination of the correlation of this
assay with cytogenetic assays:



Two methods are used to establish the lymphoblastoid cell lines
(LCLs). One uses phytohemagglutinin, the other uses cyclosporin. The
distributions of radioresponse that have been observed on the LCLs derived
from the blood cells of more than 250 cancer patient donors have not shown
any systematic differences between populations of LCLs produced by the two
methods. Pooling of the results may therefore be possible. However,
although multiple cell lines derived from a single blood donation, and
likely originating from a single cell, showed similar response, another
multiple LCL showed a wide variation. Testing of multiple LCLs from a large
number of individuals is now starting.

The assay with LCLs involves counting many cells. A spectrometric
assay, if one could be found, would allow a much larger number of samples to
be processed. An assay for mitochondrial activity, based on the enzymatic
ability of cells to reduce a yellow tetrazolium salt (MTT) to a purple
formazan precipitate, has been investigated. It is an assay that is
currently being used for short-term testing of potential genotoxicants.
Although the assay produces results for UV-irradiation consistent with those
determined by cell counting for LCLs derived from XP and normal donors it
failed to detect the known sensitivity of lines from AT patients foi
ionizing radiation exposure. The suspicion is that it may not be valid for
radiation-induced lethality at all.

Several research groups have advocated the use of cytogenetic
endpoints to assess individual variation in radiosensitivity. This is time-
consuming and expensive: the Chalk River screening assay may offer an
attractive alternative. A collaborative program with agencies in the UK has
started to compare the assays. Three blood samples have been obtained from
the UK, one of which is reported to have shown an increase in chromosome
aberrations. However in the measurements here, the samples appear normal in
both our aberration (micronuclei induction) and LCL grow-back assays. A
conclusion is that different sensitivities may be shown by the same
individual at different times and that comparison of assays must be on
contemporaneous samples.

Further direct clinical applications of the screening technology that
are currently being investigated are to screening for sensitivity to UV and
in determining whether retinoblastoma occurs in some children because of a
high mutation rate in a parent or the child. If this is the case then there
may be a correlation with the sensitivity of LCLs to radiation or chemical
carcinogens. These investigations are continuing in collaboration with
clinicians.

In order to help the choice of the most appropriate quality factor
for tritium beta rays, an experiment to measure the relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) of tritium beta rays compared with X-rays and gamma-rays
for the induction of myeloid leukaemia in male mice was started in 1985.
The study has now been completed. The best estimate for the RBE for tritium
beta-rays compared with X-rays for this experiment is 1.2 + 0.3.
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The 1988 Hare report on The Safety of Ontario's Nuclear Reactors
noted that there had been a steady rise in the standardized mortality ratio
(SMR) for all cancers for three successive five-year periods among long-term
male employees at Chalk River. The SMR ranged from 0.72 in 1971-75 to 1.07
in 1981-85. While none of these values was statistically significantly
different from one, it could, nevertheless, have been indicative of the
development of latent cancers. We have added three more years of follow-up
to the data to see if this trend has continued. Preliminary data indicate
that the SMR for all cancers for the years 1986-88 was 0.64 (95% confidence
interval: 0.40-0.98). The wide fluctuations seen in our data over time are
likely the result of the small sample size rather than problems arising from
radiation exposures of CRNL employees. A report on the data is now being
prepared.

1.3 PUBLICATIONS, DIVISION OFFICE

1.3.1 Publications

SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR ABNORMAL RADIOSENSITIVITY
D.P. Morrison, N.E. Gentner and A.M. Marko
Proc. of Int. Conf. on Risk Assessment of Energy Development and Modern
Technology, pp. 97-112. Health Research Foundation, Kyoto (1989)

RECORD LINKAGE AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FOLLOW-UP OF RADIATION WORKERS IN CANADA
M.M. Werner and D.K. Myers
Proc. of Int. Conf. on Risk Assessment of Energy Development and Modern
Technology, pp. 126-140. Health Research Foundation, Kyoto (1989)

HEALTH EFFECTS OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND OF ENERGY PRODUCTION: A REVIEW
D.K. Myers and M.M. Werner
Proc. of Int. Conf. on Risk Assessment of Energy Development and Modern
Technology, pp 183-200. Health Research Foundation, Kyoto (1989)

WORKSHOP/SYMPOSIUM ON RADIATION PROTECTION: PAST AND FUTURE
D.J. TerMarsch and D.K. Myers, Editors
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-9959 (1989)

RELATIVE RISKS AND OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO RADIATION
D.K. Myers and M.M. Werner
Proc. of Workshop/Symposium on Radiation Protection: Past and Future, pp.
107-113. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-9959 (1989)

REMINISCENCES: SOME HITS AND SOME MISSES
A.M. Marko
Proc. of Workshop/Symposium on Radiation Protection: Past and Future, pp.
221-238. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-9959 (1989)
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RADIATION PROTECTION WORKSHOP, SUMMARY REMARKS
R.V. Osborne
Proc. of Workshop/Symposium on Radiation Protection: Past and Future, pp.
317-323. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-9959 (1989)

RADIATION PROTECTION ISSUES OF THE 1990s
D.K. Myers
Bull. Can. Rad. Prot. Assoc. 10, 14-28 (1989)

1.3.2 Lectures, Presentations, Abstracts

RADIATION RISKS AND LIMITS
D.K. Myers
Presented at 31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, CRNL, October 16-20.

EFFECTS OF RADIATION
D.K. Myers
Presented on behalf of Local Energy Systems, Saskatoon, Sask., November 29.

INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH SCIENCES DIVISION
R.V. Osborne
Presented at visit of Deputy Minister Sosa to CRNL, November 29.

1.4 SEMINAR SPEAKERS - HEALTH SCIENCES DIVISION

SOME ASPECTS OF CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN FLOWING GROUNDWATER
K. Fujinawa
Shinshu University, MATSUMOTO, Japan
1989 June 6

ISOTOPIC AND GEOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF GROUNDWATER RESOURCES AND
PALEOCLIMATOLOGY IN THE SULTANATE OF OMAN
I. Clark
University of Ottawa, OTTAWA, Ontario
1989 June 19

NOVEL FIELD TECHNIQUES IN DISPERSION STUDIES
G. Teutsch
University of Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany
1989 July 18

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS OF RADIONUCLIDES IN MILK
RESULTING FROM FALLOUT
D. Breshears
Los Alamos National Laboratory, LOS ALAMOS, New Mexico
1989 August 11



ON THE MAPPING OF SPATIAL DYNAMICS
H.B. Granberg
University of Sherbrooke, SHERBROOKE, Quebec
1989 August 22

AECB: TOWARD A MORE VISIBLE, OPEN AND CREDIBLE AGENCY
R.J.A.' Levesque
Atomic Energy Control Board, OTTAWA, Ontario
1989 September 7

MEDICAL PHYSICS PROGRAM AT CARLETON UNIVERSITY
P. Johns
Carleton University, OTTAWA, Ontario
1989 October 17

REGIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW SYSTEMS IN WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN
AMERICA
R. Farvolden
University of Waterloo, WATERLOO, Ontario
1989 November 2

VALIDATION OF MODELS FOR THE TRANSFER OF RADIONUCLIDES IN TERRESTRIAL, URBAN
AND AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS
H. Koehler
International Atomic Energy Agency, VIENNA, Austria
1989 November 10

BIOPHYSICS OF RADIOIMMUNOTHERAPY
C.S. Kwok
McMaster University, HAMILTON, Ontario
1989 November 21

THE NEUTRON DOSIMETRY PROGRAM AT INSTITUT DE RADIOPHYSIQUE APPLIQUEE,
LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND
V. Vylet
Washington University, ST. LOUIS, Missouri, U.S.A.
1989 November 22

NUCLEAR ABERRATION ASSAY, AN IN VIVO ARRAY OF GENOTOXICITY
M.T. Goldberg
University of Guelph, GUELPH, Ontario
1989 November 27

RADON DAUGHTER LEVELS WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE RANGER URANIUM MINE PROJECT
AREA AND MONITORING OF RETROSPECTIVE RADON EXPOSURES
J. Kvasnicka
Dept. of Mines and Energy, DARWIN, Australia
1989 December 4
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2.1 STAFF

Branch Manager

Secretary

Professional Staff

V.G. Cross
R.M. Holford1
E.S. Lamothe^
S.H. Linauskas
A. Trivedi

P.S. Yuen

Students

C.A. Barr National
D. Che put Local

Attached Staff

G. Cowper
F.Y. Sun IAEA Fellow

R.G.C. McElroy

C.A. Butler

Technical Staff

A.R. Arneja
J.D. Brunette
M.M. DeAbreu3

N.O. Freedman
R.G. Gallagher
S.E. Gardner (PT)4

J.W. Leon
J.F. Moore5

A.H. Ohno
W.F. Richter
R.A. Surette
C.E. Thibeau
M.J. Wood

Waterloo 89.04.24 to 89.08.10
Ottawa 89.07.04 to 89.08.31

89.09.11, continuing
China 89.10.02 to 89.12.22

1
2
3
4

Resigned effective 1989 October 31.
Returned from maternity leave effective 1989 September 14.
Short-term effective 1989 June 5.
Returned from maternity leave effective 1989 August 24. Part-time
effective 1989 September 4.
Permanent effective 1989 November 7.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION

The mandate of the Dosimetric Research Branch is to undertake
broadly-based underlying research in radiation dosimetry; to undertake
applied research and development in those aspects of radiation dosimetry
and measurement that contribute directly to radiation safety at CRNL,
throughout AECL and in the Canadian Nuclear Industry; to provide the
dosimetry service, both internal and external, for the CRNL site; and to
maintain the dose records of all past and present AECL employees. Thus
the work of the branch can be conveniently divided into a research
function and service function. There is also research in direct support
of the service that straddles this classification. However, even in the
underlying research vork in radiation dosimetry, the focus is on those
aspects which are of particular concern to AECL and the Canadian nuclear
industry.

In addition, the branch also undertakes commercial and business-
development work that is compatible with the mandate of the branch.

The research and service activities of the branch for the
previous six months are described in the following sections. Some of the
commercial and business development work is also described.

An important influence on the work of the branch continues to be
the integration of new staff members as some of the more senior staff
retire or move on. Both A. Trivedi and P. Yuen have continued to make
good progress in establishing their research programs. In addition,
E.S. Lamothe has returned from maternity leave to continue her work in
internal dosimetry.

R.M. Holford left the branch on October 31 in order to pursue an
opportunity in private industry. B.E. Heinmiller, currently with R & IS
Branch, will be joining the Dosimetric Research Branch early in the new
year.

In response to R.M. Holford's departure, the TLD service now
reports directly to R.G.C. McElroy, and S.H. Linauskas has taken over
responsibility for the PC version of the internal dosimetry code GENMOD.
B.E. Heinmiller will assume most of Dr. Holford's other duties.
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2.3 NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

Testing LANTRAK CR-39 for Neutron Dosimeters - A.R. Arneja and
V.G. Cross

A new type of CR-39 plastic for damage track detectors is now
being made in Japan and marketed in North America under the name LANTRAK.
It is stated by the supplier to have a high sensitivity to 252pf neutrons
(after chemical etching) - of 2100 tracks'cm"2#mSv"1 - and an "extremely
low" background. Ve have measured some of the characteristics of this
material for electrochemical etching. The sensitivity to 252cf neutrons
was 300 tracks*cm"2*mSv"1 - less than half that of the CR-39 presently
used at CRNL. The background was about 20 tracks/cm2 - again about half
that of our present dosimeters. Unlike the latter, the background of
LANTRAK is equally low on both sides of the sheet. While LANTRAK does not
appear to have substantial advantages over our present detector material,
further tests will be made under different etching conditions.

Use of CR-39 in Dosimeter Badges for Criticalitv Dosimetrv -
V.G. Cross and A.R. Arneja

Over the past 5 years CR-39 dosimeters have been used at CRNL in
the dosimeter badges of only those employees who are considered to have an
appreciable probability of exposure to neutrons. Installation of small
CR-39 detectors in the dosimeter badges of all employees has now begun.
These are intended for use in the event of a critical!ty accident, to
provide information on neutron doses additional to that now given by other
detectors in the badge. They will not be read routinely. New equipment
for the electrochemical etching of these smaller detectors is under
construction.

Use of Boron Nitride Radiators for Detecting Thermal Neutrons
with CR-39 - A.R. Arneja and V.G. Cross

Doses from thermal neutrons are currently determined by CRNL
neutron dosimeters with the use of Li2B407~in-teflon radiators. Thermal
neutrons generate alpha particles and tritons in these radiators which
produce damage tracks in the CR-39. Experiments are in progress to assess
the advantages of using a painted layer of boron nitride as the thermal
neutron radiator. This would be cheaper, would have the advantage that
the position of the radiator could not shift, and may permit more accurate
dose determination.

2.4 THERHOLUHINESCENCE DOSIMETRY

Field Trial of LlF(Mg.Cu.P) TLD Badges - P.S. Yuen, V.F. Richter
and A.H. Ohno

Previous in-house work has demonstrated that LiF(Mg,Cu,P) phosphor
is a desirable candidate as a material for measuring radiation doses.
Photobadges incorporating this new phosphor are to be field tested. A new
photobadge, similar to the one currently in service, consists of an
aluminum plaque on which two LiF(Mg,Cu,P) detectors are mounted. The first
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detector, in the form of a chip, 4.5 mm x 4.5 mm x 0.8 mm, measures the
whole-body dose. The second detector, which consists of fine (80 - 200
mesh) LiF(Mg,Cu,P) powder deposited on Kapton tape by heat and pressure
treatment, measures the skin dose. Negotiations between CRNL and a
commercial manufacturer to fabricate dosimeter plaques for the field test
have been in progress. It is expected that a licensing agreement will be
reached in the near future and the field trial will proceed in the next
reporting period.

Microcomputer-based TLD Reader - P.S. Yuen and W.F. Richter

The TLD reader system currently in service, comprising the
AEP5256B Auto TLD Reader, AEP5346 Dose Calculator, and AEP5358 Glow Curve
Plotter, is based on the RCA 1802 microprocessor which is now obsolete. A
project has been launched to integrate these three major components of the
system into one that is based on the IBM PC-AT microcomputer technology.
The IBM PC-AT microcomputer was chosen because many commercially available
PC boards relevant to our applications are compatible with the PC-AT bus
structure and are supported by most popular high-level languages. The
mechanical design of the Auto TLD Reader will remain relatively unchanged
but will see improvement in positioning and light collection. This project
is in the design stage.

Development of Finger Dosimeter Badge - P.S. Yuen, W.F. Richter
and A.H. Ohno

It was recently learned that thin (5 mg/cm2) LiF(Mg,Cu,P) TLDs,
GR-200F, are commercially available. The manufacturer of the GR-200F TLDs
claimed the following advantages over the Teflon TLD-100's currently used
in our extremity dosimetry: higher sensitivity, thinner, lower detectable
threshold, higher sensitivity to low-energy beta-rays, and better batch
homogeneity. These properties are ideal for finger dosimeters. A project
has been launched to develop a finger dosimeter badge incorporating the GR-
200F TLDs. This project consists of two parts. The first part, a
qualifying phase, involves the type testing of GR-200F TLDs against AECB
requirements. The second part involves the development of a holder-ring
with a thin window to house the GR-200F and take full advantages of the
dosimeter's sensitivity to low energy beta-rays. Three-hundred GR-200F
TLDs have been ordered for the type tests. The type-test will proceed in
the next reporting period.

Training of IAEA Fellow - P.S. Yuen, W.F. Richter and A.B. Ohno

Fu-Yin Sun, an IAEA Fellow from the Academy of Medical Science,
China, joined the branch from 1989 October to December. During these three
months, the IAEA Fellow was trained in the operation of a microcomputer for
word-processing and data analyses, the automatic TLD Reader for routine
dosimeter plaque reading, the Atlas reader for QA chip reading, and the
Teledyne reader for finger dosimeter reading.
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Type-Testing of Sensitized LiF(Mg.Ti) TLD Systems Against C-106 -
P.S. Yuen, W.F. Richter and A.H. Ohno

AECB Document C-106 (draft) stipulates that a TLD system operated
by a TLD processor must pass type-tests to qualify it as a suitable system
for use in an External Dosimetry Service. These type-tests consist of
experiments to test for (a) linearity; (b) reproducibility; (c) detection
threshold; (d) stability under varying climatic conditions; (e) effects of
self-irradiation; (f) residue; (g) effect of light exposure; (h)
photon/beta-ray energy dependence; and (i) angular dependence. For each
test, C-106 also specifies acceptance criteria. A program is underway to
formally type-test the sensitized LiF(Mg,Ti) TLD system currently in use at
both CRNL and VNRE against these requirements. The design of experiments
to meet the test criteria is currently in progress.

Glow Curve Plotting Software - R.M. Holford and V.F. Richter

The high speed thermal printer used in the Glow Curve Plotter
(AEP-5358) has proven to be unreliable due to the high duty-cycle. Since
the speed of plotting must keep pace with the Automatic TLD reader, a
24-pin printer was required to achieve the necessary speed. The software
has been rewritten to accommodate an Epson LQ-850 printer and the hardware
modified to drive it. In addition, a keyboard was also interfaced to the
extremity dosimetry reader so that each plot can be identified with a name
and badge number.

2.5 BETA DOSIMETRY

Accuracy of Calculated Dose Distributions in the Body from Distant
Beta Sources - W.G. Cross, P.Y. Wong (Mathematics & Computation
Branch), and N.O. Freedman

Tabulated depth dose distributions for normally-incident broad
beams of beta rays (PR-PHS-HS-7) provide approximations to the dose
distributions in skin and underlying tissue when the body is exposed to a
distant beta source. They are only approximate because interactions in the
air modify the beta spectrum and introduce an angular divergence in the
beta rays striking the body surface. The extent of these changes depends
on the maximum energy and spectral shape of the source beta rays and on the
distance from the source to the body.

Ve have studied how much dose distributions per given surface
fluence, produced by distant sources, deviate from those calculated for a
normally-incident beam. A Monte Carlo code (SANDYL) was used to calculate
dose distributions in the body from ^Oy an(j 204-pi beta sources at various
distances in air. For example, for 90y at 30 cm, the normal incidence
approximation underestimates the "actual" surface dose by 7%, but at 100 cm
the difference is 20Z. The deviation was also about 20£ for 204T1 at
30 cm.

If the source strength is known, rather than the beta fluence at
the body, tissue doses can be approximated by using tabulated point source
distributions in homogeneous media. These underestimate skin doses by
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roughly the same amounts as normal-incidence approximation does, but for a
completely different reason - i.e., because they neglect the increased
back-scattering produced by the increased density at the air-tissue
boundary. Thus both these approximations can significantly underestimate
skin doses. However, unless a separate Monte Carlo calculation is made for
each source geometry and spectrum, these approximations represent about the
best that one can do.

A paper describing the calculation of depth dose distributions for
normally incident beta rays, and tabulating these distributions for 30 beta
emitters, has been completed.

Calculated Tissue Doses from Skin Contamination - W.G. Cross,
P.Y. Wong (Mathematics & Computation Branch), and N.O. Freedman

The calculation of depth dose distributions in water or tissue
for a plane source at the water-air boundary has been described (PR-PHS-
HS-6,7). The tables produced for monoenergetic electron doses have been
improved to permit more accurate interpolation in energy and to give
reduced statistical errors. These monoenergetic values have been averaged
over the spectra of 100 beta emitters. A paper on this work is in
preparation.

2.6 TRITIUM MEASUREMENT AND DOSIMETRY

Tritium Health Physics Workshop - A. Trivedi, C.A. Butler,
J.V. Leon, R.A. Surette, M.J. Vood, and E.S. Lamothe

A workshop was organized by Dosimetric Research Branch and held
on 1989 November 14 to discuss current and future trends in tritium health
physics. The workshop involved the presentation of informal papers, with
a short discussion following each paper in three different sessions. The
poster session was followed by a discussion period that addressed
questions raised by the earlier papers and the posters. Fifty-five
participants attended this one-day workshop. Participants from outside
AECL (CRNL) were from Ontario Hydro, AECB, CFFTP, US-DOE, and Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories. On the basis of the results of a
questionnaire distributed to the participants, the workshop was judged to
be an excellent forum for the discussion of problems in tritium health
physics and that the workshop should be repeated on a regular basis,
possibly annually.

Alternative Bioassav Methods for Organically Bound Tritium in
Urine - A. Trivedi, J.V. Leon, and C.A. Barr

Alternative methods have been tested to determine if one might
improve the routine analysis for organically bound tritium (OBT). An
evaluation of Waters Sep-Pak C\Q cartridges, which elute polar compounds
(HTO) before non-polar compounds (OBT), has indicated that OBT in urine
consists of cationic components. It was difficult to resolve the HTO and
OBT front when a combination of methanol and water was used as the eluting
solvent. But by varying the polarity of eluting solvent
(isopropanol:water), a better resolution was achieved. Further
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investigations are underway for the development of an appropriate bioassay
method.

Hair as a Biological Indicator for Skin Contamination -
A. Trivedi, C.A. Barr, and J.tf. Leon

In order to develop a non-invasive method of assaying OBT
concentration in skin, an attempt has been made to assay OBT in hair. The
validity of using hair for estimation of OBT deposition from various types
of exposures is dependent on the incorporation of tritium in hair. This
study is to investigate tritium incorporation into hair and the
quantitative relationship betveen OBT content in hair and the skin at
various times post exposure. The analysis of hair from both exposed and
unexposed skin is being followed. Results shov that the kinetics of OBT
retention in hair are similar to those for skin. This finding suggests
that an appropriate relationship can be established to estimate the level
of OBT concentration in skin and other tissues by determining OBT content
in hair.

Physical and Chemical Aspects of Tritium Surface Contamination -
R.A. Surette, A. Trivedi, J.V. Leon, and M.J. Vood

Knowledge of the release rate and retention of tritium in and on
various surfaces after exposure to tritium can facilitate safe procedures
for cleanup and handling of contaminated materials. Therefore, some of
the characteristics of tritium contamination on stainless steel, glass,
brass and aluminum planchets have been investigated.

Planchets were exposed at room temperature to elemental tritium
at various partial pressures. The total tritium sorbed onto and into a
planchet was measured by heating the planchet and collecting the evolved
tritium. The results of these measurements were consistent with the
amount of tritium sorbed being proportional to the partial pressure of
tritium (for a constant exposure time).

The removable tritium was determined from swipe measurements.
The tritium collected on each swipe was dissolved into distilled water and
the activity transferred was determined by liquid scintillation counting.
The swipe experiments indicate that, on the average, 102 of the removable
tritium is removed by each smear. By low-temperature distillation of the
water we showed that the tritium was bound to either organic or inorganic
molecules that are non-exchangeable with hydrogen in water.

In these tests, no differences were noted among stainless steel,
glass, brass, and aluminum.

Environmental Passive HTO-in-Alr Samplers - M.J. Vood and
V.J.G. Workman (Environmental Research Branch) - Sponsored in
part by CFFTP

A long-term field trial of environmental passive samplers has
been defined and equipment ordered. The trial will consist of comparing
several different passive samplers with an active tritium sampler in the
same location. The trial is scheduled to run 12 months in order that the
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performance of the samplers can be assessed under a vide range of
environmental conditions. Ve hope to receive the rest of the equipment
required for the field trial early in 1990 and begin the trial shortly
thereafter.

The report on the field trial of the passive HTO-in-air samplers
for workplace monitoring has reached the final draft.

Skin Contact Exposure to Tritium on Stainless Steel Surfaces -
A. Trivedi, J.W. Leon, and C.A. Barr - Sponsored in part by
CFFTP

Storage and handling of high specific activity tritium gas at
tritium handling facilities may pose a radiological hazard to workers who
contact T2-contaminated surfaces. Recent experiments with hairless rats
have demonstrated that tritium (T2 or HT) on stainless steel surfaces can
be fixed as either organically-bound tritium (OBT) or tritium oxide (HTO)
when intact skin is brought into contact with contaminated surfaces. The
hazard associated with this route of tritium uptake is dominated by the
inhomogeneous distribution of tritium within the body and the long-term
retention of OBT. For example, we have observed OBT in the liver at a
greater concentration and with a longer retention than tritium as the
oxide. The serum from exposed animals' blood was analyzed in order to
estimate the rate of tritium removal from skin to body fluids. This is
important since a governing factor in determining radiation dose to skin
is the rate of tritium removal from the point of contact. The level of
OBT and HTO in serum increased sharply following skin contact exposure.
More work is underway to evaluate the suitability of serum analysis for
routine bioassay and for providing supplementary information for dose
estimation. Other tissues are also being analyzed to establish the
metabolic route of tritium uptake from skin to urinary excretion.

Scintrex 209 Tritium-in-Air Monitor - M.J. Wood

The R & IS Branch requested that we investigate the Scintrex
209's performance during outdoor surveys in very cold weather (-20°C) and
make recommendations for the use of these instruments in these conditions.
Our investigation of the monitors showed that a sudden temperature change
(approximately 40°C, from +20°C to -20°C) caused the monitor's output to
increase to about 350 /jCi/nH and then slowly decrease back to zero over
approximately 30 minutes. The monitor would then operate normally at the
cold temperature.

Although the 209 stabilized at the lower temperature, the 30
minutes required is not acceptable for some situations. In these cases,
remote sampling from heated vehicles is recommended. A note documenting
our finding and recommendations has been forwarded to the appropriate R &
IS branch personnel.

Ve also collaborated with CRNL's instrument repair staff,
investigating the 209rs maintenance record. Our findings were generally
quite favorable. A note outlining our findings and making recommendations
for users of 209's was prepared. We also prepared technical documentation
not covered in the instrument's manual that would be useful for people
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servicing these instruments. This second document vas directed at
qualified instrument mechanics and vas sent to the appropriate CRNL
instrument repair groups.

Evaluation of Berthold LB 110 Tritium-in-Air Monitor - H.J. Wood

Tritium-in-air monitors are used at CRNL by the Radiation &
Industrial Safety Branch, Chemical Engineering Branch, Dosimetric Research
Branch, and several other groups. In the past, most of the tritium-in-air
monitors used at CRNL have been ion chamber-based. We have little direct
experience with tritium-in-air monitors based on proportional counters,
such as the Berthold LB 110. Labserco, the Canadian representative for
Berthold Instruments, loaned the Dosimetric Research Branch a Berthold LB
110 for evaluation. The instrument vas tested and returned to Labserco.

This particular monitor vas found to have both advantages and
disadvantages over ion chamber-based tritium-in-air monitors. Because the
Berthold instrument requires a counting gas supply, it has a greater
operating cost than an ion chamber-based instrument. The monitor's holdup
of HTO on the inner surfaces of its detector was found to be somevhat
greater than what one vould expect from an ion chamber-based instrument
under similar test conditions. With suitable signal processing
electronics it is more suitable for operation in high gamma fields. This
is due to its gamma background subtraction capabilities. Also, the
Berthold monitor vas found to be more sensitive to tritium than an ion
chamber instrument vith the same size detector. A report on these tests
is in preparation.

Passive Total Tritium-in-Air Sampler - M.J. Vood,
R.G.C. McElroy, and K.H. Whitlock (Health Sciences Division) -
Sponsored in part by CFFTP

Work has continued on the design of passive tritium-in-air
samplers capable of detecting both HT and HTO in air. The geometry of the
sampler has been decided based on the results from tests of several
different designs. Further tests have been carried out on the prototype
samplers to determine the amount of catalyst to be used for optimum
performance. These tests have been hampered by technical difficulties
encountered in maintaining a constant and homogeneous HT-in-air exposure
environment vith minimal air turbulance. (The sampler orifice design
reduces, but does not eliminate, the effect of turbulance.) While a good
estimate of the amount of catalyst required in the sampler can nov be
made, further tests are indicated before ve decide on an exact amount.

2.7 DOSE MODELLING

Modified Metabolic Model for Cerium and Lanthanum - E.S. Lamothe

A draft paper describing the modified metabolic model for cerium
and lanthanum has been forvard to the off-site co-author, J.R. Johnson,
for additional comments.
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The ICRP-30 model for cerium biokinetics does not incorporate
direct urinary excretion from the transfer compartment. Thus this model
cannot be used to estimate dose from excretion data. Ve have modified
this model in order to reflect the observed early excretion of ^^Ce in
humans and to obtain an accurate estimate of the committed effective dose
from urinary excretion data. This model, first described in the progress
report PR-PHS-HS-4 (1987 July 1 to 1987 December 31, AECL-9681) has now
also been extended to include lanthanum.

As a result of the changes, there is a subst" 'al increase in
the predicted amount of *^*Ce and of ^^La excreted in in.-.ie in the first
two days post intake. For short times post-intake, the size of the intake
and the amount of retained activity in the lung is much less per Bq-in-
urine than that predicted by the unmodified ICRP model.

When the new model is used, the resulting committed doses
following an inhalation or an injection of l^Ce or ^^La are lower (̂  AX
for inhalation, 20Z for injection) than those obtained when the unmodified
model is used. The estimated committed dose per Bq of *^Ce or ^^La in
urine is lower by orders of magnitude than that obtained from the ICRP-30
general model. It is believed that this modified moiel better describes
the observed early excretion of cerium and lanthanum by humans than the
current ICRP-30 general model.

GENHOD Development - S.H. Linauskas

Almost all development efforts concerning GENMOD have been
directed to the PC version (now 3.0). Several additions to the code now
allow integration of organ radioactivity content over user-defined periods
so that doses can be calculated for any period. Better and more complete
presentation of tabular data, incorporation of setup files for frequently
run configurations and graphics capabilities are also being incorporated
into Version 3.0. Future options include incorporation of a
tellurium/iodine model and selection of the standard ICRP or revised (see
above) cerium model.

Work at converting the mainframe version to NOS-VE will begin in
mid-1990.

2.8 INTERNAL DOSIMETRY

Biological Indicators of Dose - A. Trivedi

Some potential areas have been identified where experimental
programs could be established to develop a suitable biological indicator
of dose for monitoring individuals in the event of high radiation
exposures. The suitability of biological devices and techniques that
could be used in quantifying radiation exposure to individuals has been
reviewed. A report is currently being drafted.
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2.9 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Stack Monitor - R.A. Surette and R.G.C. McElroy

The noble gas, iodine, and paniculate monitors of the reactor
stack effluent monitor have operated with only minor interruptions during
this reporting period.

It was expected that during this period an improvement to the
signal-to-noise ratio of the iodine and particulate monitors could be
achieved by utilizing appropriate data-smoothing algorithms. Due to the
competitive demands of other high-priority work and the complexity of the
problem, this task has been postponed.

The stack releases as measured by the monitor during the two BTF
(Blowdown Test Facility) tests vere compared with estimated releases and
grab samples taken during the tests. The stack monitor's values vere
proportional to those from the grab sample and agreed vith the estimated
release. An absolute measurement of the grab samples was not made and,
therefore, the grab samples cannot be used for quantitative comparison.

A commissioning plan has been drafted. The commissioning plan
includes a method to calibrate the stack monitor by using calibrated gas
samples injected in the sampling line at the monitor. It is not practical
to inject radioactive samples directly into the stack duct because the
amounts of activity required would be very large.

A first draft of the stack monitor manual is completed. Included
in the manual are a general overview of the system, including the theory
and assumptions underlying the design; a description of the user interface
and how to use the monitor; detailed descriptions of the major subsystems;
maintenance requirements; and an index to the engineering drawings
associated vith its construction.

Doorway Monitor - V.F. Richter

Installation of the doorway monitors is pending the approval of a
work order by the R & IS branch.

2.10 BIOASSAY AND IN VIVO COUNTING DEVELOPMENT

Bioassav and In Vivo Counting Development - S.H. Linauskas and
J.D. Brunette

In vivo screening procedures have been reviewed and improvements
made in several areas. A portable gamma spectrometer was set up in
Building 464 and calibrated using Health and Welfare Canada's thyroid/neck
phantom. 129j an<j 1333a/137cs inserts were used to simulate an 125j an(j
i31j content in the thyroid equivalent to the maximum thyroid burdens
resulting from an inhalation of 1/40 ALL The phantom was also used to
quantify the response of instruments used by radiation protection staff.
This information vill be especially valuable for radiation surveyors during
shift hours and emergencies. Bioassay laboratory staff and several
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radiation surveyors from the Radiation and Industrial Safety Branch were
instructed in screening individuals for iodine burdens.

An examination of the response of CRNL's scanning bed whole body
counter to adult and infant geometries was conducted. Measurements of a
bottle phantom designed to represent a five-year old infant were compared
to adult phantom results. For ^ C s , using an adult calibration when
counting a child could result in an over-estimation of the body
radioactivity by a factor of two.

2.11 DOSIMETRY SERVICE

Dosimetry Database - S.H. Linauskas

In view of the recent rapid evolution of computer systems
throughout AECL, it is appropriate to review the future form of the
dosimetry database. A very fundamental question is whether the database
should reside on the VAX series of computers or should remain on the CDC
series. Some action is necessary due to the scheduled disappearance of the
NOS operating system. It has been decided that, for the time being, the
current database system will be converted to run under the NOS-VE operating
system, but that a full review of future requirements will be undertaken.
It is anticipated that a major rewrite of the database is required to
provide necessary new capabilities and flexibility.

In-Vivo Monitoring - S.H. Linauskas

CRNL participated in Health & Welfare Canada's annual
intercalibration program in 1989 September. The scanning bed whole body
counter, the dual phoswich lung counters and the ^5j thyroid monitor were
used in the intercalibration and over 90 spectra were collected. Final
results are expected to be available in 1990. Preliminary indications of
our performance are very good.

Primary calibrations were performed on a portable monitor for
radioiodine and a new configuration of the fixed thyroid monitor in
building 560 using Health & Welfare Canada's neck phantom and simulated
*25j an(j 131j sources.

TLD Service - N.O. Ireedman, C.E. Thibeau, and R.G. Gallagher

A manual entitled "CRNL External Dosimetry Data Processing" is
nearing completion. It gives detailed information on software procedures
that reformat and transfer data from various sources to the Chalk River
Dosimetry Database (CDD).

A manual entitled "CRNL External Dosimetry Reports" is also
nearing completion. It describes the Dosimetry Reports and gives detailed
instructions on how to generate them from the CDD.

These manuals will form part of the dosimetry service quality
assurance program.



An optical disk drive has been installed in a PC system for long-
term storage of the TLD readings collected as part of the TLD service.
After further testing, optical disk storage may replace the current
practice of storing the data on magnetic tapes at the Computing Centre.

CR-39 Service - A.R. Arneja and V.G. Cross

Neutron dosimeters are put in the dosimeter badges of those
employees considered to have an appreciable probability of exposure to
neutrons. Currently, dosimeters are supplied to 150 employees at CRNL and
Bubble Technology Industries, and to 40 from WNRE. Neutron doses continue
to be low compared with gamma doses. The maximum fast neutron dose
accumulated over the last year was 0.36 mSv (36 mrem) while the maximum
thermal neutron dose (and total neutron dose) was 0.43 mSv (43 mrem).

2.12 EMPLOYEE MONITORING PROGRAM

Internal Contamination - S.H. Linauskas

The distribution of whole body doses due to internal tritium
contamination are listed in Tables 2.12.1 to 2.12.3.

The administrative control level applied in screening for gross
beta activity in urine was exceeded on five occasions. On only one
occasion was there any indication of radioactivity in follow-up urine
samples. The intake in this instance occurred following the inhalation of
mixed fission products (137Cs, 134Cs, 144Ce, 90Sr) and resulted in a
committed effective dose-equivalent of 0.11 mSv.

Body Radiation Doses - C.E. Thibeau and R.G. Gallagher

Since the last report (PR-PHS-HS-7) there has been 1 whole-body
radiation dose exceeding the 600-mrem two-weekly administrative control
limit, 1 skin dose exceeding the 1600-mrem two-weekly administrative
control limit and 1 extremity dose exceeding the 4-rem two-weekly
administrative control limit.

Distributions of whole body and skin doses in the third and fourth
quarters of 1989, and for the calendar year 1989, are given in Tables
2.12.4 to 2.12.9.

Extremity Radiation Doses - C.E. Thibeau and R.G. Gallagher

Distributions of extremity radiation doses in the third and fourth
quarters of 1989, and for the calendar year 1989, are given in Tables
2.12.10 to 2.12.12.



Table 2.12.1

DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM EXPOSURE AT CRNL

3RD QUARTER, 1989

| BRANCH

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
| NRX
| RIS
| SSS

| TOTALS
| % OF
| PERSONS

NUMBER OF TESTED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGE

0-
49
MREM

16
17
8
8
25
39
21
35
70

239

72.2

50-
99

MREM

0
0
0
0
1

42
0
10
17

70

| 21.1

100-
199

MREM

0
0
0
0
0
16
0
4
0

20

| 6.0

200- |
299
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

2

1 -6

300- |
399
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

400- |
499
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

500-
999 |
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

1-3
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

3-5
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1 -o

>5
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

TESTED
PERSONS

16
17
8
8
26
98
21
49
88

331

| 100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

152 |
34 |
26 |
20 |
433 |
6282 |
91 |

1679 |
2129 |

10846 |

1

I
I—'

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.2

DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM EXPOSURE AT CRNL

4TH QUARTER, 1989

1

| BRANCH

| PRC1
| PRC2
j PRC3
| PRC4
j CO
| NRU
j NRX
j RIS
j SSS

| TOTALS
| % OF
j PERSONS

0- |
49

NREM

8
15
12
8
21
34
19
35
92

1 244

| 73.1

50- |
99

MREM

0
0
0
0
4

43
0
10
10

67

20.1

NUMBER OF TESTED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGE

100- |
199

MREM

0
0
0
0
0
18
0
4
0

22

6.6

200- |
299
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

1

.3

300-
399
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

400-
499
MREM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

500-
999 |

MREM

0
0
0
0

. 0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

1-3
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

3-5
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o

1 .o

>5
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o

• 0

TESTED
PERSONS

8
15
12
8
25
96
19
49
102

334

100.0

1

TOTAL |
MREM j

17 |
45 |
23 |
22
665
6465 |
124 |
1826 |
1919 |

11106 |

to
I

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.3

DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM EXPOSURE AT CRNL

1989

| BRANCH

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
j NRU
| NRX
j RIS
I sss

| TOTALS
| % OF
j PERSONS

0- |
49

MREH

35
20
12
16
13
6
23
35
96

256

| 56.4

50-
99

NREM

0
1
1
0
9
8
1
4
12

36

7.9

NUMBER OF TESTED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGE

100-
199

MREM

0
0
0
0
8
18
1
13
20

60

! 13.2

200-
299

MREM

0
0
0
0
3
28
0
4
13

| 48

| 10.6

300-
399

MREM

0
0
0
0
0
21
0
7
1

29

| 6.4

400-
499

MREM

0
0
0
0
0
16
0
2
o

I 18

| 4.0

500-
999

MREM

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
0

7

1 1«5

1
1-3
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

I -0

3-5
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o

0

1 -0

>5
REM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

TESTED
PERSONS

35
21
13
16
33
103
25
66
142

| 454

| 100.0

1

TOTAL |
MREM

280 |
177 |
98 |
60 j

2407 |
28887 |
666 |
7884 |
8165 |

| 48624 |

I
CO

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.4

DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLE-BODY DOSES AT AECL

3RD QUARTER, 1989

1 1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
| NRX
| RIS
| SSS
| WNRE
| OTHR

| TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

355
25
138
265
11
7
8
20
702
1070
173

2774

! 78.7

21-
50

67
9
15
28
9
3
2
9

181
44
16

383

10.9

51-
100

19
4
2
5
7
11
8
14
49
2
1

122

3.5

NUMBER

101-
200

10
10
0
3
11
8
4
17
23
0
0

86

2.4

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

2
1
0
0
2
59
4
23
26
0
0

117

3.3

501-
1000

3
0
0
0
0
20
0
7
11
0
0

41

1.2

1001-
2000

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

2

.1

IN GIVEN DOSE

2001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

3001-
4000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

456
49
155
301
40
110
26
90
992
1116
190

3525

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

10075 |
2383 |
1545 |
3144 |
3040 |
36607 |
2732 |
15692 |
32343
7150
1697

116408

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.5

DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLE-BODY DOSES AT AECL

4TH QUARTER, 1989

1 1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
I NRX
| RIS
1 sss
| WNRE
| OTHR

| TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

295
21
126
232
8
5
3
15

617
923
175

2420

70.6

21-
50

86
10
18
35
3
6
6
14

254
101
17

550

16.1

51-
100

24
5
2
5
11
6
3
10
56
27
0

149

4.3

NUMBER

101-
200

14
8
0
4
6
8
2
12
40
8
1

103

3.0

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

7
2
0
0
10
48
3
30
27
4
0

131

3.8

501-
1000

0
1
0
0
1

28
4
11
13
0
0

58

1.7

1001-
2000

0
0
0
0
1
7
4
1
2
0
0

15

.4

IN GIVEN DOSE

2001- 3001-
3000 4000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

426
47
146
276
40
108
25
93

1009
1063
193

3426

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

10811 |
3222 |
1779 |
4189 |
7308 |
45159 |
9588 |
22816 |
43830 |
11072 |
2222 |

161996

ho

o

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.6

DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLE-BODY DOSES AT AECL

1989

1 1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
1 NRU
| NRX
j RIS
| SSS
| RCC
j UNRE
| OTHR

TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

154
13
71
151

1
2
1
2

272
174
763
110

1714

41.7

21-
50

188
12
62
121
5
2
2
12

379
77
289
93

1242

30.2

51-
100

62
5
19
37
2
3
2
10

226
45
88
19

518

12.6

NUMBER

101-
200

41
5
8
10
7
4
5
6
92
16
22
5

221

5.4

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

28
11
1
7
11
6
6
16
48
5
13
3

155

3.8

501-
1000

6
7
0
0
11
15
1
16
32
0
0
0

88

2.1

1001-
2000

5
0
0
0
3
53
5
28
22
1
0
0

117

2.8

IN GIVEN DOSE

2001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
21
5
6
8
0
0
0

40

1.0

3001-
4000

0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
4
0
0
.0

12

.3

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

484
53
161
326
40
112
28
97

1083
318
1175
230

4107

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

36494 |
10297 j
5846 |
11499 j
16772 |
166060 |
26483 |
76425 |
148207 j
11470 ]
27330
6995

543878

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.7

DISTRIBUTION OF SKIN DOSES AT AECL

3RD QUARTER, 1989

1 1

1 1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
| NRX
| RIS
| SSS
| WNRE
| OTHR

TOTALS

^PERSONS

0-
20

354
25
138
265
11
7
8
20
700

| 1070
| 173

| 2771

| 78.6

21-
50

67
9
14
28
9
3
2
9

176
44
16

377

10.7

51-
100

18
4
2
5
7
11
6
11
52
1
1

118

3.3

NUMBER

101-
200

11
10
1
3
10
8
4
17
26
1
0

91

2.6

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

3
1
0
0
3
60
6
24
28
0
0

125

3.5

501-
1000

2
0
0
0
0
17
0
7
10
0
0

36

1.0

1001-
2000

1
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
0

6

.2

IN GIVEI*I DOSE

2001- 3001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

1

.0

4000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

456
49
155
301
40
110
26
90
992
1116
190

3525

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

10803 |
2605 |
1601 |
3144 |
3379 |
38089 |
3088 |
19532 |
33723 |
7224 |
1697

124885 |

N5

t-O

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.8

DISTRIBUTION OF SKIN DOSES AT AECL

4TH QUARTER, 1989

1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
| NRX
| RIS
I sss
| WNRE
| OTHR

| TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

295
21
126
232
8
5
3
15

615
923

| 174

| 2417

| 70.5

21-
50

84
10
17
34
3
6
6
14

252
98
17

541

15.8

51-
100

26
5
2
7
11
6
4
9

56
28
0

154

4.5

NUMBER

101-
200

13
8
1
3
5
8
1
11
38
8
2

98

2.9

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

8
2
0
0
11
49
3

31
31
4
0

139

4.1

501-
1000

0
1
0
0
1

26
S
12
13
2
0

60

1.8

1001-
2000

0
0
0
0
1
7
3
1
4
0
0

16

.5

IN GIVEN DOSE

2001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1

.0

3001-
4000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

426
47
146
276
40
108
25
93

1009
1063
193

3426

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

11145 |
3396 |
1939 |
4208 |
7813 |

47161 |
9337 |
24201 |
46139 |
12047 |
2359 |

169745

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.9

DISTRIBUTION OP SKIN DOSES AT AECL

1989

1 I

| PRC1
j PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
j NRX
| RIS
I sss
| RCC
| WNRE
| OTHR

| TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

154
13
71
151
1
2
1
2

272
174
763
110

1714

| 41.7

21-
50

186
12
62
121
5
2
2
12

374
75
286
92

1229

29.9

51-
100

62
5
18
37
2
3
2
10

223
45
88
19

514

12.5

NUMBER

101-
200

39
5
8
10
7
4
4
6
94
16
22
6

221

5.4

OF HONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

30
11
2
7
11
6
7
15
50
7
13
3

162

3.9

501-
1000

8
6
0
0
10
14
1
13
34
1
3
0

90

2.2

1001-
2000

5
1
0
0
4

55
5
29
20
0
0
0

119

2.9

IN GIVEt>I DOSE

2001- 3001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
19
4
7
11
0
0
0

41

1.0

4000

0
0
0
0
0
3
2
3
5
0
0
0

13

.3

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

.1

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

484
53
161
326
40
112
28
97

1083
318
1175
230

4107

100.0

i

TOTAL |
MREM |

38783 |
10633 |
6094 |
11518 |
18094 j

170264 |
27039 |
84079 j
157134 |
11916 |
28737 |
7049 |

571340

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AFr^-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.



Table 2.12.10

DISTRIBUTION OP EXTREMITY DOSES AT AECL

3RD QUARTER, 1989

1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
| CO
| NRU
| NRX
| RIS
| SSS
| VNRE
! OTHR

| TOTALS

| %PERSONS

0-
20

3
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
9
0

17

| 11.4

21-
50

2
0
0
0
1
11
1
0
2
6
0

23

15.4

51-
100

4
0
0
1
5
7
1
3
3
4
0

28

18.8

NUMBER

101-
200

1
0
0
0
1
8
4
2
4
5
0

25

16.8

OF MONITORED

201- 501-
500 1000

2
0
1
1
2
11
0
6
4
5
0

32

21.5 6.

PERSONS

2
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
1
2
0

9

0

1001-
2000

0
0
2
0
0
5
0
0
1
3
0

11

7.4

IN GIVEN DOSE

2001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

3001-
4000

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1

.7

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

.7

(MREM)

5001-
10000

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

.7

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1

.7

NUMBER
PEOPLE

15
0
4
2
11
48
7
12
16
34
0

149

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

8547 |

o 1
8212 |
340 |
1905 |
18762 |
57275 |
2234 |
3679 |
8127 |

0

109081

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.

tsj
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Table 2.12.11

DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREMITY DOSES AT AECL

4TH QUARTER, 1989

1 1
1

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRCA
| CO
| NRU
| NRX
| RIS
| SSS
| WNRE
| OTHR

| TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

6
0
0
0
2
7
1
3
2
2
1

24

12.2

21-
50

3
0
0
0
2
3
1
5
7
5
0

26

13.2

51-
100

6
1
1
3
4
7
0
3
8
6
1

40

20.3

NUMBER

101-
200

6
0
0
0
2
11
4
3
6
3
0

35

17.8

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

3
0
1
0
0
8
2
2
10
7
0

33

16.8

501-
1000

5
0
0
0
2
3
1
0
6
3
0

20

10.2

1001-
2000

1
0
1
0
0
7
0
1
2
6
0

18

9.1

IN GIVEN DOSE

2001-
3000

0
0
0
0
0
Q
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

3001-
4000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

(MREM)

5001-
10000

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1

.5

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

.0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

30
1
3
3
12
47
9
17
41
32
2

197

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

7136 |
54 |

1694 |
196 |

2411 |
21315 |
1694 |
2749 |
11619 |
13821 |

98

62787

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL WITH DETECTABLE AMOUNTS.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE

METHOD OF DOSE CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.



Table 2.12.12

DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREMITY DOSES AT AECL

1989

I

| PRC1
| PRC2
| PRC3
| PRC4
! CO
j NRU
| NRX
| RIS
I sss
I RCC
| WNRE
| OTHR

| TOTALS

| ^PERSONS

0-
20

6
0
0
0
1
1
0
5
2
4
9
2

30

7.6

21-
50

6
1
1
1
2
7
1
4
6
5
4
2

40

10.1

51-
100

11
1
1
3
0
3
0
8
8
2
11
1

49

12.3

NUMBER

101-
200

10
0
0
1
4
8
4
10
9
2
8
1

57

14.4

OF MONITORED PERSONS

201-
500

8
0
2
1
7
18
3
7
17
17
21
0

101

25.4

501-
1000

8
0
0
0
2
13
1
2
11
14
5
0

56

14.1

1001-
2000

7
0
2
0
1
9
3
2
2
3
9
0

38

9.6

IN GIVEli1 DOSE

2001- 3001-
3000

2
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
3
0
5
0

15

3.8

4000

0
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
1

. 0

5

1.3

RANGES

4001-
5000

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

.3

(MREM)

5001-
10000

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

4

1.0

>10000

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

; 0
0
0

1

.3

NUMBER
PEOPLE

59
2
8
6
17
68
13
39
58
47
74
6

397

100.0

TOTAL |
MREM |

34038 |
78 |

13481 |
617 |
5392 |
60758 |
64983 |
11532 |
26698 1
20467 |
45281 |

309 |

283634

NOTES TO ABOVE TABLE:

(1) NUMBERS REPRESENT TESTED PERSONNEL ONLY.
(2) THE METHOD OF DOSE ESTIMATION IS DESCRIBED IN AECL-5507 AND AECL-7744.
(3) THE NUMBERS IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE THOSE THAT ACTUALLY RESULT FROM THE METHOD OF DOSE

CALCULATIONS AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.
(4) SSS DOES NOT INCLUDE BRANCHES LISTED SEPARATELY.

N3
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2.13 EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES

External Dosimetrv Working Group - P.S. Yuen

A meeting among the Group members was held at Ontario Hydro Head
Office, Toronto on 1989 September 19-20. The primary objective of this
meeting was to finalize a joint report on the intercomparison of whole-body
dose measured by the five Canadian TLD processors in a set of experiments
conducted at CRNL and Ontario Hydro. This objective was achieved, and it
was resolved that this joint report would be published as an AECB Info
Series report. A second objective was to delegate responsibilities to
write different sections of a second joint report on the intercomparison of
measurements of skin-dose using data obtained in the same set of
experiments. CRNL would be responsible for writing the section on the lab-
test previously conducted at CRNL.

Other topics discussed in the meeting included:

* Underestimate of dose by TLDs calibrated with 137cs compared with those
calibrated with 60co; CRNL would write a proposal to conduct a series of
experiments at CRNL to investigate this phenomenon further;

* Interchangeability of Dosimeter between Organizations for emergency
back-up reading;

* Suitability of TLD systems for estimation of new ICRU quantities;

* Performance Testing of Dosimetry Services with an External Laboratory
(NRCC);

* Status of AECB Consultative Document C-106; and

* AECB Regulatory Guide on Extremity Dosimetry.

The meeting was followed by a tour to the External Dosimetry
Laboratories at Pickering Nuclear Generating Station on 1989 September 21.

International Electrotechnical Committee - R.G.C. McElroy

This technical sub-committee of the Canadian National Committee of
the International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC) has historically
fulfilled its role by providing comments on proposed standards. It has not
taken the active role of proposing new work nor of recommending the formal
adoption of IEC standards as Canadian standards.

Members of the branch reviewed various documents concerning
standards for radiation protection instrumentation on behalf of the IEC.
These include: "Equipment for radioactive aerosol monitoring in the
environemnt", and "Equipment for monitoring airborne radioactive iodines in
the environment". These documents were accepted as presented. Much more
extensive comments were provided on "Direct reading personal dose
equivalent rate monitors for X, gamma, and high energy beta radiation"; and
"Installed dose equivalent rate meters, warning assemblies, and monitors
for neutron radiation of energy from thermal to 15 MeV". The initiation of
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new vork on "Determination of detection thresholds and limits"; and
"Equipment for producing reference atmospheres containing radon and radon
daughters" was supported.

Implementation of New ICRU Dose Equivalent Quantities - W.G. Cross

A committee of the International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurements (ICRU) is preparing the third of a series of three reports on
the new ICRU dose equivalent quantities and their determination, to follow
ICRU 39 and ICRU 43. We have prepared the sections of this report that
describe the accuracy with which existing radiation instruments and
dosimeters will measure the new quantities, how these detectors should be
modified, and the conversion factors that relate fluence, air kerma and
exposure to ambient and directional dose equivalents as a function of
energy. A new version of this report, incorporating comments made by the
ICRU on a previous draft, has been completed and submitted to the main
Commission.

International Atomic Energy Agency - S.H. Linauskas

An IAEA consultants' meeting vas held 1989 November 20-25 in
Vienna to prepare a draft for an IAEA document to be titled "Direct Methods
For Measurement of Radionuclides in Man". S.H. Linauskas represented AECL
at the meeting and chaired one of the four working groups set up to prepare
sections of the document. Appendices giving details and practical
applications are to be produced by several of the consultants for 1990
February. The section on radioiodine monitoring will be produced by
Mr. Linauskas. Evident in the discussions was the consensus that high
resolution detectors are becoming the standard for lung monitoring for
actinides, thorium, and uranium isotopes.

2.14 QUALITY ASSURANCE

The Dosimetric Research Branch is committed to implementing a
comprehensive quality assurance program covering all aspects of the
operation of the branch.

The complete program will cover branch administration, dosimetry
services, research and development, and commercial and business activities.
While it is important to have procedures for assuring qualities in all of
these areas, they do not all require the same degree of rigor.

In research and development, the most important aspect of the
program is to ensure that systems are in place that provide sufficient peer
review and feedback. In the Physics and Health Sciences PRC, this is
achieved through the document review process, the business planning cycle,
outside groups of experts in the form of a technical review committee, and
the program evaluation process. A draft document outlining these
procedures has been produced and will form the basis of the branch program
in this area.

The dosimetry services demand a much more rigorous program. The
results produced must be beyond reproach; all potential sources of error or
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uncertainty must be identified and addressed. Most of the quality
assurance effort has been concentrated in this area.

The structure of the QA documentation for the dosimetry service is
as follows. There is an overall document, "Dosimetric Research Branch -
Policies, Procedures, and Quality Assurance - Dosimetry Services", that
covers the general principles of how quality will be assured in the
dosimetry service. Underlying this manual will be several manuals which
detail hov these general principles vill be applied to the different
services - bioassay, TLD service, in vivo counting, neutron dosimetry, etc.
These manuals will contain or reference detailed recipe-like instructions
for performing the actual measurements.

At the present time, the overall dosimetry services manual and the
bioassay manual exist in a rough draft form. The other manuals do not yet
exist. Although many of the detailed procedures do exist, they have not
been integrated into the required structure.

Over the reporting period, the bioassay manual has been
extensively revised. Most of the existing detailed procedures have been
incorporated.

The TLD manual exists as a rough shell. However, several more
detailed procedures have been defined. These include: Operating
instructions for the TLD dose calculator, Sensitization of LiF
thermoluminescent dosimeters at CRNL, Calibration exposures using the 6^Co
irradiation facility, Environmental dosimetry, Extremity dosimetry and
operation of the Teledyne TLD-7300 reader, Nitrogen supply to TLD readers,
Quality assurance TLD dosimeter in personnel badges.

2.15 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

Publications

ACCURACY OF CONVERSION FACTORS FOR ICRU DOSIMETRIC QUANTITIES
W.G. Cross
Rad. Prot. Dosim. 28 (1989) 41-46.

A PERSONAL DOSEMETER USING LiF(Mg,Cu,P) THERMOLUMINESCENT MATERIAL
A.R. Jones, A.H. Ohno, and W.F. Richter
Rad. Prot. Dosim. 27 4 (1989) 261-266, AECL-10006.

A REVIEW OF THE DIETARY UPTAKE OF THORIUM
J.R. Johnson and E.S. Lamothe
Health Physics 56 No. 2 (1989) 165-168

ASSESSMENT OF RADIATION DOSE TO SKIN FROM CONTACT WITH TRITIUM-CONTAMINATED
SURFACES
A. Trivedi, E.S. Lamothe, J.W. Leon, C.A. Barr, and R.G.C. McElroy
Proceedings of the 30th Anniversary Symposium of Radiation Protection in
the Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences, "Radiation Protection
Selected Topics", Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, 1989 October 2-6, pp. 169-175.
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RADIATION-INDUCED ADAPTIVE RESPONSE TO MNNG INITIATION OF TUMORIGENESIS IN
MOUSE SKIN. BLOCKING BY HYPERTHERMIA
A. Trivedi and R.E.J. Mitchel
Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on Hyperthermic Oncology,
Kyoto, Japan, 1988 August 20-September 3, pp. 117-118 (1989).

ROLE OF YEAST DNA TOPOISOMERASE IN HEAT-INDUCED THERMAL AND RADIORESISTANCE
A. Trivedi, D.R. Boreham, P. Unrau, and R.E.J. Mitchel
Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on Hyperthermic Oncology,
Kyoto, Japan, 1988 August 20-September 3, pp. 13-15 (1989).

THE DOSIMETRY OF TRITIUM UPTAKE FROM METAL SURFACES
R.G.C. McElroy, E.S. Lamothe, and J.S. Jackson
Proceedings of the Workshop/Symposium on "Radiation Protection: Past and
Future", Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario, 1989 March
20-22, pp. 127-137, AECL-9959 (1989).

Lectures. Presentations. Abstracts

ALTERNATE BIOASSAY METHODS FOR OBT IN URINE
J.W. Leon, A. Trivedi, C.A. Barr, M.J. Wood, and R.A. Surette
Poster presented at the Workshop on Tritium Health Physics, CRNL, 1989
November 14.

AN HTO-IN-AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM BASED ON A PASSIVE HTO SAMPLER
M.J. Wood and B.E. Heinmiller
Poster presented at the Workshop on Tritium Health Physics, CRNL, 1989
November 14.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF TRITIUM SURFACE CONTAMINATION
R.A. Surette, A. Trivedi, J.W. Leon, and M.J. Wood
Poster presented at the Workshop on Tritium Health Physics, CRNL, 1989
November 14.

SKIN CONTACT EXPOSURE TO TRITIUM ON STAINLESS-STEEL SURFACES
A. Trivedi
Presented at the Workshop or. Tritium and Advanced Fuel in Fusion Reactors,
Varenna, Italy, 1989 September 5-15.

SKIN CONTAMINATION FROM TRITIUM ON STAINLESS-STEEL SURFACES
A. Trivedi
Lecture presented at the Workshop on Tritium Health Physics, CRNL, 1989
November 14.

THE DOSIMETRY OF IONIZING RADIATION
R.G.C. McElroy
Presented to the Radiation Protection Course, CRNL, 1989 October 16-20.

THE DOSIMETRY OF IONIZING RADIATION: RADIATION PHYSICS
P.S. Yuen
Presented to the Radiation Protection Course, CRNL, 1989 October 16-20.
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TRITIUM MONITORING
R.G.C. McElroy
A lecture presented at the Tritium Safe Handling Course, CRNL, 1989
September 27.

USING HAIR AS A BIOLOGICAL INDICATOR FOR SKIN CONTAMINATION
A. Trivedi, C.A. Barr, and J.V. Leon
Poster presented at the Workshop on Tritium Health Physics, CRNL, 1989
November 14.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION - D.R. Champ

In this report the work of the Branch is presented in three main
sections; Environmental Processes, Environmental Assessment, and Analysis and
Monitoring. There is considerable interdependence between projects in the
different sections, particularly between the underlying studies in the first
section and the applied projects in the second, and between both of these and
the analytical and instrumental work described in the last section. For
example, the motivation for underlying work and technique development often
arises from requirements discovered in attempting to solve applied problems.

In the Environmental Processes section, the emphasis Is on
investigations of the fundamental nature of environmental processes,
particularly those controlling the movements of air, water, and dissolved and
particulate materials.

In the Environmental Assessment section, the research described
is directly related to estimating or predicting the potential doses to human
populations from past, present and projected sources either by the
development and use of models or by locating and monitoring the actual
distributions of contaminants that have been placed in the environment. Such
work provides the basis for advice and assistance in defining strategies for
the management and disposal of all radioactive and other wastes.
Accordingly, research in this section involves:

1) developing models to describe the fluxes of radioactivity through
environmental media to human populations,

2) adapting our understanding of environmental processes to
transport calculations; for example, identifying the important
properties and processes that have to be considered,

3) determining the distribution of radionuclides in the environment;
for example, in the neighbourhoods of the various waste
management areas at CRNL,

4) developing the laboratory and field techniques to determine the
parameter values needed in the transport equations and models,
and

5) working towards establishing appropriate criteria for
assessments.

The third section, Analysis and Monitoring, comprises the reports
of developments in the various techniques - chemical, radiochemical,
instrumental and environmental measurement - that support the research and
monitoring program of the Branch. The results of the Branch's measurements
of current releases of radioactivity from CRNL to the environment are
reported, as are the activities of the Branch in other monitoring programs
in industry, research and resource development.

The locations of the various research facilities and areas
mentioned in the report and the monitoring points are shown on Figure 3.2.
Station 6 is off the figure in Mountain View subdivision.
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3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES

3.3.1 ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES

Meteorological Measurements for Atmospheric Dispersion Studies -
E. Robertson, F.C. Brown, W.J. Beattie

The new data acquisition system is on-line. Sir.all modifications
have been made to improve data integrity and diagnostics. The Digistrip now
serves as the backup. It will be overhauled when resources allow.

3.3.2 UNSATURATED ZONE, GROUNDWATER AND STREAMFLOW INTERACTIONS

Groundwater-Streamflow Interactions during Snowmelt - J.M. Buttle,
P.J. Barry, D. Steele and K. Sami (Trent University)

This project forms the basis of K. Sami's M.Sc. thesis. The period
covered by this report saw the completion, submission and successful defence
of Mr. Sami's thesis. Several papers have been produced or are currently
being prepared from this work.

(a) A paper is in press in the Proceedings of the Eastern Snow Conference,
which compares the use of lined snowmelt lysimeters and daily snow course
measurements to estimate water losses from snowpacks in forested areas.

(b) A paper was submitted to Hvdrological Processes in 1989 August. It
presents a hydrometric and isotopic investigation of unsaturated flow in
well-sorted sands during snowmelt. Results suggest that initial meltwater
movement is through macropores; however, this process is confined to the
organic-rich upper soil horizons. Recharge below this zone is primarily via
displacement of pre-melt soil water.

(c) A third paper is in preparation in which a comparison is made between
unsaturated hydraulic conductivities (K,,) obtained from the instantaneous
profile method and estimates derived from an empirical model and a model
based on tracer movement in the vadose zone. Results indicate that the
empirical model provides reasonable estimates of K̂  during drainage, while
the tracer method is more suitable for use during infiltration when
macropores may be hydraulically-active.

(d) A test of the groundwater ridging hypothesis during snowmelt in a
forested catchment will be presented in a fourth paper. Runoff processes
were studied during the spring melt of 1987 using hydrometric and isotopic
techniques. Groundwater was shown to be the primary source of streamflow
from the catchment. However, groundwater discharge occurred from a central
wetland, rather than by the formation of groundwater ridges under slopes
lining the wetland and stream channel. The large quantities of pre-event
streamwater determined from isotopic hydrograph separations could be
explained by the storage and mixing of event and pre-event water in the
wetland prior to discharge to the stream.
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Hydrochemical Fluxes during Snowmelt in Acid-Sensitive Terrain -
J.M. Buttle, D. Steele, P.J. Barry and K. Sami (Trent University)

This project forms the basis of D. Steele's M.Sc. thesis. Fieldwork
was completed in late-spring 1989, and subsequent activities have
concentrated on data abstraction, chemical analyses, and data entry on
computer. Discharge records have been analyzed, and an initial examination
of data on 2H concentrations in soil water obtained from soil cores and
tension lysimeters has been conducted. The two techniques appear to generate
significantly different isotope concentrations; this is an important issue
that will receive attention in the coming months. Recent work has
concentrated on the determination of soil moisture retention curves for
samples obtained from the unsaturated zone in the study catchment. These
results will be employed in an examination of solute fluxes in the vadose
zone, and in the calibration of models of unsaturated flow.

3.3.3 GROUNDWATER FLOW AND CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT

In Situ Determination of Porosity and Mean Free Path
G.L. Moltyaner, D. Nguen

Groundwater tracer tests, employed in investigations dealing with
the prediction of fate of contaminants in a natural geological environment,
are usually performed by injecting some amount of an easily detectable tracer
into the groundwater system. The subsequent monitoring of the tracer
migration is performed by measuring tracer concentration in the solution
samples extracted with the aid of multilevel sampling devices. For
modelling, the concentration of tracer must be related to the entire volume
of the porous media. The measured values are converted to porous media
concentrations using a scaling factor, the porosity. The porosity
determination can be made using the gamma-ray absorption method developed at
CRNL. It is based on the determination of the mean free path of gamma-ray
photons in the water and saturated aquifer sediments.

For the Twin Lake aquifer, porosity was determined in laboratory and
field experiments. The laboratory version of an experimental set up is
simply a metallic cylinder, packed with saturated sediments, with tubes for
positioning the gamma-energy source at different radial distances from the
detector. In the field experiment a piece of plywood was used as the base
for tubes which were driven into the saturated part of the aquifer. The
deteccor count rate with the source at different distances and elevations was
determined. The mean free path was determined by plotting the experimental
results on probability paper. Measured porosity values ranged from 0.11 to
0.59 with the mean of 0.22.

An Adaptive Domain Decomposition Method for Simulating Tracer
Transport at the Twin Lake Aquifer - G.L. Moltyaner, I.H.K. Cheung

Dispersion of contaminants in geologic media is one of several
phenomena that present the problem of tracking sharp contaminant fronts or
sharp transients moving through an otherwise relatively steady domain. As
a result of these steep gradients, it is necessary to use a high level of
discretization in the Galerkin finite element model of the transport in order
to represent realistically the physics of the problem. The use of a fine
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mesh in the whole domain gives rise to an unrealistically large computational
requirement and mathematical problem. For maximum efficiency, therefore,
only the area of steep concentration gradients should be finely discretized
while the remainder may be coarsely discretized. Since the area is
continuously changing with the tracer migration in the system, some form of
self-adaptive mesh should be used. In the tracer test, the problem of
determining the area covered by moving finite elements is greatly simplified
through the use of spatial moments. The second moments give an estimate of
the ever-increasing area covered by the fine mesh. The development of the
dispersion equation solution strategy and of the adaptive domain
decomposition technique is currently underway.

Kinematic Dispersion - G.L. Moltyaner, C.A. Wills

Historically, the classical advection-diffusion equation, based on
Fick's law for diffusion flux, was extended to describe transport in porous
media by including dependence on a tensorial dispersion parameter which is
a function of the mean flow velocity. Because of difficulties with the
application of the dispersion equation to geologic media, we have taken an
alternative approach that relates the dispersion phenomena to the variability
of hydraulic conductivity and that uses dynamic considerations in the
derivation of the equation.

The experimental results obtained at the Twin Lake aquifer
illustrated that natural geological media may contain multiple scales of
heterogeneity that must be accounted for in the theoretical considerations
and field measurement process. It was assumed that Fick's law is applicable
for describing transport processes at various nested lengths and at time
scales provided that measurements of the dispersion process variable,
concentration, are performed at the corresponding scales. At the present
time we are researching the problem of derivation of the dispersion equation
at the local and plume scales on the basis of entirely kinematic discussions
such as fluid mechanics, random walk and statistical physics. A derivation
based on the consideration of random displacements of local-scale particles
has been completed and will be described in a revised submission to Water
Resources Research.

Downhole Column Radiotracer Test Program - D.R. Champ, J. Jirovec,
J.L. Young, E.L. Cooper

The series of in-situ column experiments (described in PR-PHS-HS-5)
to assess the transport of long-lived radioisotopes in overburden sediments
continued. Columns loaded with 99Tc and the actinides, 237Np, Z39Pu, and 2A1Am
contir.ue to be eluted in the field under hydrogeochemical conditions
characteristic of the bedrock - overburden interface. Two columns, 1 and 9,
injected with a mixed actinide solution were recovered and the distribution
of actinides on the column sediments was determined.
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The results obtained for column 9 indicated that more than 50% of
the recovered Am and Pu was associated with sediments near the inlet from
the first two sections. The rest of the Am and Pu was transported towards
the outlet of the column with the peak occurring near the middle of the
column. Neptunium was also transported through the column but the data
obtained could only be interpreted semi-quantitatively because of tailing
from the Pu and Am peaks.

The Am and Pu distribution curves for column 9 indicated the
presence of at least two species of each actinide or flow problems in the
columns. The batch Kd value observed for Am, 38 mL/g, agreed with that
calculated from the peak shift for both Pu and Am (34 mL/g). The batch Kd
value for Pu was 874 mL/g. Preliminary data for column 1 supported the
presence of several species with different mobilities; the distribution in
column 1 was close to that predicted from the results for column 9. A full
comparison of the behaviour of the actinides will be possible when the data
compilation is completed.

Future work will include the analysis of column 3 which was used for
biogeochemical alteration experiment. The actinide distribution on this
column may reflect the changes in the column chemistry and microbiology. A
sequential extraction method will be used for characterization of sorption
mechanisms.

Sr-90 Field Column Desorption Experiments at Disposal Area "A" -
J.L. Young, L. Yixiang, D.R. Champ, G.L. Holtyaner

Previous work, reported by Miltyaner1 et al. confirmed the anomalous
radiostrontium sorption in the 90Sr plume from the "Nitrate Plant" at CRNL
reported by Killey and Munch2. The 90Sr exhibited time dependent sorption
properties where mobility varied with distance from the source.

We have started a series of field column experiments at a similar
site, the plume from the 1954 release at Disposal Area "A", in order to
determine if the observed radiostrontium sorption properties were
characteristic of CRNL sandy aquifers or the result of site-specific
mechanisms at the Nitrate Plant, either from the source term or naturally
occurring in the aquifer. Improved understanding of contaminant transport
mechanisms may be incorporated with mathematical models of aquifer scale
contaminant transport.

The 1954 "A" Disposal Sr plume was chosen for comparison with the
Nitrate Plant. The sites are similar in respect to the horizontal flow
regimes, "pulsed" source terms because of unsaturated zone disposal, and
residence times in the aquifers of approximately 35 years. The sandy

Proceedings of the Groundwater Geochemistry Conference (Denver,
1988 February 16-18).

2Killey, R.W.D. and J.H. Munch, 1987. Radiostrontium Migration from a
1953-54 Liquid Released to a Sand Aquifer. Water Poll. Res. J. Canada, .22,
No. 1, 107-128.
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sediments are suitable for preparation of field columns. The existing data
base for Disposal Area "A" minimized the need for preliminary work.

Cores of contaminated sediments were recovered from the 90Sr plume
downgradient of the infiltration pit. Sediments were removed from the core
tubes and field columns were prepared as described by Moltyaner et al1. The
columns were immersed in a bath continuously flushed with fresh groundwater
pumped from a well, located outside the plume, to simulate "in-situ"
conditions of the aquifer. Two columns are now being eluted with gi-oundwater
from the bath with the effluents continuously collected for analysis. The
columns were loaded with 85Sr for comparison with the elution behaviour of the
plume 90Sr on the column sediments. 3H was also injected as a conservative
tracer to test column performance.

The preliminary 85Sr elution data is consistent with laboratory batch
Kd experiments with uncontaminated sediments from the site (Kd-6-7 mL/g);
this result is in contrast with the very strong sorption of 85Sr to the
radiostrontium contaminated sediments from the Nitrate Plant aquifer. On the
basis of the preliminary results we may conclude that site-specific
conditions govern the apparent time dependent Sr sorption observed at the
Nitrate Plant. Further work is in progress to confirm this conclusion.

Radionuclide Sorption Phenomena - K.J. King, R.W.D. Killey

In 1988, drilling and sampling to update information on contaminant
movement from Area A encountered a portion of aquifer near the 1955
infiltration pit where both 137Cs and 2*1Am are present on the aquifer solids
in readily measurable quantities. In order to assess mineralogic and surface
area controls on 137Cs and 2*1Am sorption, five soil samples taken from the
plume were sieved into size fractions and then magnetically separated into
quartz + feldspar and ferromagnesian minerals. Gamma spectral analyses and
total beta counting (for 90Sr) showed, for the most part, distributions of
sorbed radionuclides similar to those seen for 90Sr and 60Co in other areas at
CRNL. Highest activities per unit weight were found on the coarse and fine-
grained ferromagnesian fractions.

Surface areas were measured using the standard BET gas adsorption
method on the mineral and grain size separates from two of the contaminated
sands. As we have observed for strontium and cobalt at other locations at
CRNL, there are strong linear correlations between activity and surface area
(R values of between 0.94 and 0.96). Highest surface areas per unit weight
were found on the coarse and fine-grained ferromagnesian fractions; on
average, the dark minerals have 4 times as much surface area per unit weight
as does the quartz + feldspar fraction. During the next half year, we will
start detailed investigations to elucidate the actual mineralogy of the sand
grain surfaces.
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Development of a Conservative Radiotracer for Hydrogeological
Studies - E.L. Cooper, J.F. Mattie

For studies in contaminant hydrogeology being undertaken by the
Branch it would be convenient to be able to use a gamma-emitting radiotracer
with a half-life of several months which would behave conservatively in the
groundwater. In the past we have used 82Br, 131I and tritiated water as
conservative tracers; however, the short half-lives of 82Br and 131I limit them
to short studies, while tritium cannot be measured in-situ by scanning dry
boreholes with a Nal(Tl) detector.

Unfortunately, the radionuclides with the best nuclear properties
do not behave conservatively in their normal ionic forms. We think that
organometallic compounds of transition element radionuclides may be good
candidates for conservative radiotracers. The compounds would have to be
stable and inert as well as conservative. Isotopes such as 59Fe, 57Co and 58Co
have desirable nuclear properties for our studies. We have identified
several organometallic compounds of Fe and Co which may have the desired
chemical properties. Methods for synthesising these compounds have been
selected from the literature and the necessary chemicals and radiotracers
have been ordered. Synthesis and testing of the comp.ounds will proceed in
the new year.

3.3.4 LAKE AND RIVER PROCESSES

Modelling Nuclide Behaviour in Lakes - R.J. Cornett, A.F. Vezina
(Universite du Quebec), K. Wang (Trent University), L.A. Chant

We have completed an analysis of our mass balance model describing
the behaviour of trace elements and nuclides in Perch Lake (PR-PHS-HS-4,
AECL-9681). The sensitivity analyses described in that report identified the
ratio of the distribution coefficients in the water column and bottom
sediments as a key variable. Therefore we have focused upon the experimental
determination of the distribution coefficient in laboratory and field
systems.

The results of laboratory studies demonstrate an inverse
relationship between concentration of suspended lake sediment and partition
coefficients (Kd) of Co, Cs, Pb, Sn and Zn. In order to test this effect
in situ, the distribution coefficient in the water and sediments of several
natural lakes were compared. Po-210 and Pb-210 were measured in the water
and on sediment. The results show that with increasing particle
concentration, the partition coefficient of Pb-210 and Po-210 decreases. In
other words, Kd is larger in the water column than in bottom sediments. These
results support the hypothesis that the concentration of adsorbing solids is
an important factor in determining the partition coefficient, and must be
considered in our simulation models.
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Models of Groundwater Flow through Lake Sediments - R.J. Cornett,
R. Ash, C. Schmeing, B.A. Risto

The development of a simple method of modelling solute depth
profiles in regions of groundwater inflow and outflow through the bottom
sediments of surface waters was described in PR-PHS-HS-4 (AECL-9681).

Groundwater discharges through the littoral sediments of many lakes.
As a result, the flux of solutes between the water and the sediments may be
influenced by at least two processes: diffusion and groundwater flow. In
this in situ study we have examined the influence of diffusion and upward
groundwater flow on the flux of a conservative solute (bromide) and a
reactive solute (sulphate labelled as 35SOA). We have tested the hypothesis
that groundwater flow through littoral sediments alters the fluxes and the
porewater profiles of these two substances.

The two solutes were added simultaneously to the water overlying the
sediments in experimental systems with and without groundwater flow through
the sediments. In all systems, the tracers were transported into the
sediments and measured in the porewaters below the sediment-water interface.
Bromide porewater concentration-depth profiles in systems with and without
groundwater flow were different, flow compressed the Br profile towards the
sediment-water interface. Labelled sulphate disappeared rapidly from the
porewaters and was reduced or sorbed onto the sediments. There was no
difference in porewater profiles of 35SO4 in the sediments with and without
groundwater flow. The loss rate of 35SO4 in the systems with groundwater flow
was greater than in the non-flowing systems. Groundwater flow through
littoral sediments altered the Br concentration profiles and fluxes of both
solutes. These results support the application of the transport model
developed earlier. More detailed simulations of these experimental results
are currently in progress.

Investigation of Artifacts Introduced by Sediment Coring
L.A. Chant, R. Park, R.J. Cornett

The method traditionally used to collect cores of lake sediment is
gravity coring, where an acrylic tube is allowed to sink into the sediments,
sealed with a plunger, and withdrawn from the sediments. A refined sampling
method is vibracoring where an ultrasonic wave is propagated along the core
tube as it penetrates into the sediments to minimize disturbance of the core.
During the past summer, we measured the degree of compaction introduced
during coring, and analyzed the profiles of tritium and strontium in the
sediments of Perch Lake to compare several sediment sampling techniques and
to test a vibracorer.

The vibracorer reduced the amount of compaction relative to that
found with gravity coring. About 15% compaction of core length still
occurred, however, for cores 60 to 80 cm in length, and tests with different
vibration frequencies, power levels and head connectors failed to eliminate
the compaction completely. These direct measurements of compaction were
consistent with changes observed in depth profiles of Sr and HTO in the
sediments.
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Using Bivalve Shells as Monitors of Aquatic Contaminants
R.J. Cornett, B. Watchorn with D. Evans, B. Bourgoine and S. Lingard
(Trent University)

The objectives of an NSERC Team Strategic grant proposal to test
mussel shells as recorders of environmental changes in lakes were described
in PR-PHS-HS-7. To test pollutant accumulation in shell material, we
initiated a series of reciprocal transplants by moving animals from
uncontan.inated environments into contaminated environments and vice versa
during t:he fall of 1988. The first transplanted clams were collected from
Perch Lake during the summer and fall of 1989.

Initially we have focused on the distribution of 90Sr in the
individual annual layers of aragonite within the shell. If clam growth rings
are to provide a useful record of pollutant concentrations in the surrounding
waters then the pollutant, or in this case activity should be found only in
the layers of aragonite deposited during the period that the clams were
living in Perch Lake. In the mussels transplanted into Perch Lake, 90Sr is
only found in the shell layer deposited during their life in Perch Lake.
However mussels from Perch Lake that were moved to an environment free of 90Sr
still appear to be depositing 9CSr in their shells. The concentration of 90Sr
in these layers is similar to that in layers of shell grown when the
organisms were living in Perch Lake. A series of laboratory experiments is
currently underway to identify the rates of 90Sr movement through the tissues
of the mussels.

Measurement of Chemical Fluxes from Groundwater to Surface Water -
D.R. Lee, D.A. Guyonnet, C. Wels, S.J. Welch

In order to measure fluxes of groundwater into surface waters we
have focused on the large-scale (100 to 10,000 m2) in the field (using the
sediment probe) and on the small-scale (0.1 to 1 m2) in the lab in order to
develop a methodology for measuring solute fluxes.

Without site-specific data, the impact of groundwater contamination
on surface water bodies can rarely be predicted due to complex subsurface
heterogeneity and chemical reactions. Computer simulations and an analysis
of groundwater flow through the sediments of actual and hypothetical surface
waters show that relatively thin layers of sediment (on the order of a few
centimetres) may strongly influence migration paths and seepage flux
distributions. When groundwater contaminants approach the sediment/water
interface they enter an environment that is rich in natural, labile organic
solids and is very bioactive. Denitrification, sulfate reduction, and
degradation of organic contaminants are expected. Therefore, even with the
capability to locate discharge zones, to install piezometers and take samples
within these zones it will not be possible to provide an adequate estimate
of groundwater impact. This has led us to establish a program to develop new
techniques for measuring solute fluxes in areas of contaminant discharge.

To test various sampling techniques for calculating mass fluxes
based on pore-water profiles, a seepage facility was set up in the
laboratory. In the seepage facility, grovmdwater, flowing at a known flow
rate (2 m/yr) through 1.2 m diameter tanks filled with sediment, was
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discharged into a layer of overlying surface water. Because the upwelling
groundwater differed chemically from the overlying surface water, vertical
variations in porewater chemistry within the sediment resulted from the
interplay of diffusion and advection.

Once steady-state conditions were reached, vertical porewater
profiles for conservative and reactive constituents were measured using
dialysis samplers, cores and suction samplers. Based on the observed
profiles, the components of the total mass flux (advective, diffusive and
dispersive) were calculated for various solutes and the relative importance
of each component was determined. For the conservative solute, chloride,
the calculated mass flux was virtually the same using any of the following
methods of calculation: flux out of tank minus flux in from tap water,
concentration at 20 cm depth multiplied by the measured seepage rate, and
concentration at the interface multiplied by the seepage rate plus the
concentration gradient multiplied by the effective diffusion coefficient
multiplied by sediment porosity. For the nonconservative solute, nitrate,
we observed a wide disparity in the 3 methods of calculating mass flux. We
believe the problem might have been resolved had we measured nitrification
occurring in sediment and surface water and had we established a ten-fold
greater stirring of the surface water. Measurements on other redox sensitive
solutes, silica, manganese and iron also showed that processes occurring in
the upper centimetres of sediment are of great importance and must be
accounted for in estimations of the impact of groundwater contamination on
surface water, but the data analysis is not yet complete.

Hydrologic Data at Perch Lake - P.C. Jay

The stream gauging weir at Perch Lake Outlet is routinely surveyed
and water levels are taken manually twice a week and correlated with the
recorder chart at the weir. The recorder chart is sent to Water Survey of
Canada (Environment Canada) for integration and estimation of flows. Routine
checks are done at #1 inlet, #2 inlet, Main Stream and East Swamp Stream to
prevent beaver from damming the streams, and removing the offending animals
if necessary. Heaters have now been turned on at both the weir plates and
in the stilling-wells of all the weirs in service.

3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT - CRITERIA, TECHNIQUES AND IMPLEMENTATION

3.4.1 INTRODUCTION

Environmental assessment requires a model of transport processes
linking a source and an impact, usually dose. The magnitude of that dose
will be one of several factors which may have to be considered when the
acceptability of a given operation is to be judged. To use the models, it
is necessary to identify and quantify the transport processes of importance
for a specified operation and site and to be able to measure the parameters
used in the transport equations. Many of the field techniques and methods
to obtain this information in a form that can be used remain to be developed.
To this end, hydrogeotechnical skills are being developed and extensive site-
specific information is being gathered in geologically heterogeneous settings
to assist in improving and validating three-dimensional models used for waste
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management assessment. In addition, validation studies, with one-dimensional
models such as those employed by participants in the international study
BIOMOVS, using large data bases of actual measurements for model performance
evaluation and model intercomparison studies are helping to clarify what
experimental data are needed to improve the performance of assessment models.

3.4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL DISPERSION MODELLING

VAMP - P.J. Barry

VAMP is the acronym for the IAEA Coordinated Research Program on the
validation of models for predicting radionuclide transfer in terrestrial,
urban and aquatic environments.

A small group (4) of consultants met in Vienna at the end of October
to review the progress of the work of the aquatic environment sub-group and
to plan the work for the following year. A short report was prepared for the
next main meeting of VAMP participants.

This was held in Vienna for 4 days during the first week of
December. A major change in the organization of VAMP has been the addition
of the European Economics Commission as a co-sponsor.

The first two days of the meeting were spent in plenary sessions to
hear and discuss the reports of the working groups, to hear about the work
of other organizations (e.g. EEC, NEA, BIOMOVS) in model validation and to
hear reviews of the state-of-the-art of our knowledge of major transfer
processes.

The third day was spent in working groups discussing details of the
work to be undertaken next year. The last day was devoted to a plenary
session to hear and discuss the reports of the working groups. Only two of
the four working groups (aquatic and multiple pathways groups) plan to hold
blind tests of model predictions with the modellers not being aware of the
locations from which the observations were made. The other two working
groups, the terrestrial and urban, plan to test models of individual
processes.

Atmospheric Dispersion Code (PC Version) - F.C. Brown

The code has been updated to include the loss of coolant scenario
for NRU, a plume shine and dose attenuation calculation for noble gases and
an iodine deposition function. Testing of the latter is incomplete. These
additions to the code have increased significantly the run-time on the
Toshiba 1200 portable computer.

Atmospheric Dispersion Model (NVE) - F.C. Brown, E. Robertson

Modifications of data input routines to improve definition of
weather class and to include rainfall in the iodine deposition calculations
have been made. Changes to the noble gas dose calculations have yet to be
made.
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The CRNL code PLUMDOS was used to predict noble gas and iodine doses
for an exercise at Darlington. The results were in good agreement with
predictions from Health and Welfare and Atmospheric Environment Service
codes.

BIOMOVS A4 Scenario Terrestrial Food Chains after Chernobyl -
S-R. Peterson

Most of the past half year has been spent writing, re-writing and
editing the Technical Report of the A4 Scenario in the BIOMOVS study.
Preparation of the report is a massive task since it consists of a body
(background, analysis of observations and predictions, and conclusions) and
five appendices (1. BIOMOVS Project Organization, 2. Input Data and
Documentation of Observations, 3. Model Descriptions, 4. Methods of
Analyses, and 5. Documentation of Model Predictions). Appendices 2, 3 and
5 are each very large and quality control of the information they contain is
essential. Work has been shared with Harry Koehler of the IAEA.

The latest revision, which will incorporate criticisms by
participants after the Ottawa meeting in November 1989, is now underwav with
a deadline of the end of 1990 February.

All the corrections to the original input data plus all new
information that became available after the final submission of calculations
have been assembled for Appendix 2. Examples of new information include
detailed speciation of iodine, additional rainfall data and corrections to
stabling periods and diet. This revised input data will be the most accurate
and complete set that it has been possible to compile. Running CHERPAC with
this revised data set resulted in predictions that approximated the
observations better. I presented some of the more dramatic improvements at
the Ottawa meeting to encourage people to re-run their models with the
revised input. It appears that our models are probably even better than we
thought but have been hindered by problems with the original input data.

A small study has been made of the CHERPAC cow model. To predict
accurately the time-dependent concentrations in milk, a different model will
have to be used because simply modifying the parameter values with the
present cow model does not approximate the observations.

RITE - S-R. Peterson

G. Petrovitch (Math and Computation Branch) has agreed to make the
necessary changes so that RITE, the code for the model of the CSA-N288.1-M87,
Guidelines for Calculating Derived Released Limits for Radioactive Material
in Airborne and Liquid Effluents for Normal Operation of Nuclear Facilities,
will be able to run on NOS VE.

LEGGO - S-R. Peterson, P.J. Barry

Nothing to report.
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TRITIUM - S-R. Peterson, R.M. Brovm

Tritium (HTO) release data for Buildings 163, 250, 210, 468 and 150
have been entered into STACD2 file so chat records are complete from
1980 January 2 to 1989 November 29.

3.4.3 FIELD STUDIES

Performance of the Impermeable Cover at Area C - R.W.D. Killey,
J.H. Munch

For at least the past 20 years, Area C has been releasing tritium
(as HTO) to the underlying sand aquifer and thence to Maskinonge Lake.
Wastes in Area C are located in unlined trenches above the water table; the
only sources of water to transport the contaminants are infiltration and
water of decomposition generated within the waste. Infiltration is
considered to be by far the largest source of water. In 1983, an impermeable
cover (30 mil polyethylene) and an associated drainage system were installed
over the southernmost 60 m of Waste Management Area C to prevent rainfall and
snowmelt from entering the wastes in that portion of the site. At the same
time, a program of twice-yearly sampling and tritium analysis of groundwaters
in the vicinity of Area C was instituted in order to obtain some qualitative
information on the performance of the cover. A 1986 report [Killey and
Munch, TR-412] evaluated the first three years of cover performance based on
the groundwater tritium data. We are currently completing a report that
updates and discusses the monitoring information.

Results of the past 6 years of groundwater monitoring indicate that
the cover is probably performing quite well, but provide no definitive
assurance that this is the case. Since 1985, groundwater samples collected
twice-yearly from wells along the Area C boundary downgradient of the cover
have shown up to 1000-fold reductions in tritium concentrations. Wells
downgradient of older, uncovered, portions of the site that yielded high
levels of HTO prior to 1985 have, for the most part, continued to do so.
These results lead us to conclude that the cover is performing as intended.
There remains some uncertainty in this conclusion; studies from Area C and
other groundwater contamination occurrences have shown that, adjacent to the
source, the plume may be limited to the upper half-metre of the aquifer.
With the observation well intakes spaced at 1 metre depth increments we can,
therefore, not be certain that the plume would have been detected. The
probability that all of the wells would miss the central portion of the 3H
plume is low, however.

A second source of uncertainty in evaluating the cover's performance
is the imprecise definition of the groundwater flowpaths. Contaminants
released from the southern portion of Area C discharge to a wetland in the
headwaters of Bulk Storage Stream. Assuming that the impermeable cover did
overly most of the source area for Bulk Storage plume, we predicted
substantial decreases in tritium discharge by 1989. There has, in fact, only
been a minor decrease. With our current hydrogeologic database, a firm
evaluation of the cover cannot yet be made. We plan to collect additional,
detailed, hydrogeologic data in and around Area C in 1990, in concert with
a program to evaluate 14C releases from the site.
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In Situ Burial of Port Hope Harbor Sediments - R.W.D. Killey,
K.J. King, J.H. Munch, J.L Young, L.A. Chant

Historic operations at the radium/uranium refinery in the town of
Port Hope (now operated by CAMECO) have left elevated concentrations of a
variety of contaminants (both radioactive and stable) in the soft sediments
accumulating in the adjacent Port Hope Harbor. Sediment accumulation
continues, and dredging will be necessary in the next few years If the harbor
is to remain navigable. The harbor sediments are too contaminated for
unrestricted disposal into Lake Ontario, and a number of studies have
examined the methods and costs associated with dredging the harbor and
removing the contaminated sediments. In 1989 July, the Environmental
Research Branch was subcontracted to Waste Management Technology Division to
provide geotechnical and geochemical information for an assessment of the
feasibility of disposing of these contaminated sediments already in the Port
Hope harbor by burial in place. Of particular concern are the behaviour of
geotextiles that might be used to stabilize the sediment surface during
harbor filling, the rates and extent of compaction, sediment shear strength,
and the quality of pore waters that would be squeezed out of the harb jr
sediments during burial.

Compaction and dewatering characteristics were tested by applying
loads to undisturbed cores of harbor sediment, using filter fabrics with
satisfactory clogging resistance. Under the maximum projected loads in the
harbor burial concept, the soft harbor sediments would consolidate by between
10 and 16%. In the laboratory tests, 90% of the compaction occurred within
a week of application of the load.

Pore waters from the undisturbed sediment columns, and overlying
water samples collected at various stages during column compaction, were
analyzed for arsenic, z26Ra, and natural uranium. Of the three parameters,
arsenic showed the most dramatic enhancements in the pore waters, with
concentrations reaching 25 ppm (the maximum permissible concentration for
drinking water is 0.050 ppm). Radium concentrations in the pore water and
overlying water were below the maximum permissible under federal regulations
(10 Bq'LT1), while uranium concentrations were a little under 1 ppm in the
porewaters. The pore water chemistry data will be used to calculate
contaminant loading to the harbor water as a result of sediment compaction,
and to determine whether the pore waters would have to be intercepted and
treated prior to release.

During the laboratory testing of the undisturbed sediment columns,
gas generation was observed in all of the samples. No combustible gas was
detected; carbon dioxide comprised 3% of the gas, indicating that conditions
in the sediment are, at most, only moderately reducing.

Results of the sampling and laboratory testing at CRNL have been
compiled and presented for review in a draft report. Data from the
conventional geotechnical testing (notably the shear strength analyses)
remain to be integrated. Once this has been done, design guidelines for safe
in situ burial of the contaminated sediments can be completed.
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Hvdropeologic Simulations of an Impermeable Barrier Beneath a
Shallow Land Burial Site - R.W.D. Killey, I.H.K. Cheung,
G.L. Moltyaner

An evaluation of the CRNL property for potential sites for shallow
land burial facilities [Inch et al. , 1989] identified the sand dune northwest
of the former Nitrate Plant as one of the largest remaining blocks of such
terrain. Hydraulic gradients and groundwater flow velocities beneath the
area are appreciable, and part of the site has unsaturated thicknesses not
much above the 5 m cutoff criterion used in the site evaluation study. Waste
Management Technology Division (WMTD) requested an evaluation of the utility
of a hydraulic barrier in the aquifer upgradient of the area being considered
for waste management, both to lower the water table and to reduce groundwater
flow velocities.

Simulations of the effects of a barrier have shown that the barrier
would significantly lower the water table under part of the proposed site,
and increase the groundwater residence time from 1 year to about 35 years.
A report on the results bis been completed, and was submitted to WMTD for
review and comment.

In order to test the modelling assumption of bedrock impermeability,
we diamond drilled two 10 metre holes into bedrock near the corners of the
proposed site and performed single well response tests on the boreholes.
Hydraulic conductivities in the bedrock produced by these tests ranged from
6.5 x 10"9 to 5.7 x 10"4 cm*sec"1. The lowest value can indeed be considered
to be impermeable for the scenario under consideration here, but the highest
hydraulic conductivity could result in the transmission of significant
quantities of water through the rock beneath the hydraulic barrier. We are
currently preparing an additional numerical model to determine leakage rates
through the bedrock.

Hvdrogeologic Studies in the Lake 233 - Twin Lake Area - K.J. King,
R.W.D. Killey, J.H. Munch

Waste Management Area C (Figure 3.2) is located in the largest dune
ridge on CRNL property, and the region with relatively thick (>6 m)
unsaturated zones extends north from Area C to the north end of Twin Lake.
In an assessment of part of the CRNL property for future waste management
programs, Inch et al. [1989] identified the Lake 233 - Twin Lake region as
the prime candidate for unsaturated zone shallow land burial. Geologic and
hydrogeologic conditions in the 233 - Twin area were presented and discussed
in the report noted above. During the past half year, we have collected and
analyzed an extensive set of groundwater and surface water samples for the
study area in order to establish baseline conditions and to provide
information on in situ conditions to be used in site design studies.

The chemical data show that these groundwaters are similar to those
in other shallow flow systems in this region, with some modifications imposed
by the recharge of waters to the aquifer from the bed of Lake 233. The most
notable of these are the relatively low Eh's and high iron concentrations
beneath Lake 233, presumably resulting from oxygen consumption as the waters
passed downwards through the organics locally present on the lake bed, and
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the presence of relatively high Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) contents in
some samples collected in 1988. Road salt contamination is also present in
the recharge from Lake 233. No alpha activity anomalies were detected; one
well, near the previously mapped margin of the Nitrate Plant 90Sr plume,
yielded water with 2 Bq'L"1 of total beta, most probably radiostrontium. A
sample from Twin Lake contained 0.1 Bq-L"1 of total beta, about twice the
local background concentrations in uncontaminated ground and surface waters.
This remains unexplained, but is probably associated with activity releases
from the Nitrate Plant.

A geochemical speciation and evolution computer code, MINTEQ, (which
assumes thermodynamic equilibrium) has recently been acquired and installed.
Analytical results from the groundwater testing are currently being processed
with MINTEQ to determine which aqueous complexes are likely to be dominant
and to evaluate mineral precipitation/dissolution reactions in the aquifer,
and work on a report documenting and discussing the results has begun.

Atmospheric HT/HTO Ratios at CRNL - W.J.G. Workman, J. Jirovec,
R.M. Brown, and M. Wood (Dosimetric Research Branch)

A report of the surveys carried out in 1989 to obtain base line data
for studying the dispersion of any tritiated hydrogen releases from the
Tritium Extraction Plant is being prepared for a Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project contract.

A final survey was carried out 1989 September 19 on a clear day, air
temperature 20°C, wind from the southeast (131.5°), speed 3.7 m/s. A sampling
grid of 8 points was laid out in the forested area to the northwest of the
Tritium Extraction Plant (Bldg. 215). The HT/HTO ratios ranged from 0.024
at a distance of 400 m to 0.29 at 1800 m from NRU reactor. Passive HTO
samplers of the Stephenson type with no screen were placed at the above eight
sites for a 24 hour period, 1989 September 19-20. The concentrations
obtained with these samplers compare quite well with the HTO values obtained
from the actively pumped samplers.

Studies of Radionuclide Uptake by Trees - E.L. Cooper, J.F. Mattie

Studies of radionuclide uptake by trees growing near waste
management areas at CRNL were initiated in the early 1980's, but were
discontinued after a few years. Sample collection was resumed in 1989 in
order to assess the changes over time and to extend the earlier studies.
Preparation of the sap samples collected during the spring period continued
during the summer and fall. All of these samples are now ready for analysis
by gamma ray spectrometry; however, these analyses have been delayed by lack
of spectrometer time.

Additional samples of foliage, leaf litter and seedlings were
collected and analyzed for 90Sr. Soil core samples were obtained from a site
near Waste Management Area B where there is a subsurface plume containing low
levels of 90Sr. When sections of these cores were analyzed it was found that
the concentrations of 90Sr were highest at the surface and declined with depth
in the unsaturated zone. The concentrations increased again in sections from
the saturated zone where the plume is moving through the subsurface. This
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provided evidence that the 90Sr is being brought to the surface by mature
trees which extend their roots down to the plume which is about 1 metre below
the surface. In '.his area 90Sr was found in the leaf litter as well as in
seedlings whose roots only extend down 5 to 10 cm.

These and earlier results were summarized in a poster which was
presented at a CEC workshop in September. A manuscript was also prepared for
the workshop proceedings. The work to date shows that the cycling of
radionuclides in the forest ecosystem is quite complex and we feel that the
system needs to be modeled as whole. Plans are being made to study and model
the cycling of 90Sr in the forest adjacent to Waste Management Area B.

Forest Climatolopical Studies at AECL and PNFI in 1989
J.H. McCaughey, P. Lafleur

A comparative energy/water balance study was initiated in 1989 June
at the Perch Lake site at AECL and the mixed forest site at the Petawawa
National Forestry Institute (PNFI).

At AECL, the existing scaffold tower was upgraded by extending its
height to the top of the canopy and installing a free-standing (not guyed)
tower from the top of the scaffold to a height of approximately 10 m in the
boundary layer. Beginning in early June, the Perch Lake site was
instrumented with the following sensors:

i) a four-level wet- and dry-bulb temperature profile in the canopy,
ii) a six-level wet- and dry-bulb temperature profile in the boundary

layer (for use primarily in Bowen ratio measurement),
iii) a two-level Reversing Temperature Difference Measurement System

(RTDMS) in the boundary layer for the measurement of the Bowen
ratio,

iv) a net pyrradiometer and pyranometers for the measurement of net
radiation, incoming and reflected global radiation,

v) a tipping bucket raingauge at the top of the canopy,
vi) a u-v-w anemometer at the top of the tower in the boundary layer,
vii) soil heat flux, soil temperature, and canopy heat storage sensors,
viii) a soil moisture measurement network using a neutron probe and one

soil psychrometer string using Wescor psychrometers,
ix) a five-level wind profile in the boundary layer, and
x) stomatal resistance measured with a LI-COR porometer (model 1600).

A comparable set of instrumentation was installed at PNFI excepting
the measurement of stomatal resistance which is impossible at this site
because of mobility constraints imposed by the nature of the TV-type
experimental tower.

The experimental period ran from late June until mid-September for
the bulk of the radiation and energy balance measurements. As well,
periodically throughout this period, the canopy at AECL was sampled for leaf
area index (LAI) which involved taking a series of fish-eye photographs and
describing the height and breast-height-diameter of the trees in selected
sample plor.s. The photographs were taken from a number of locations on the
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forest floor and at several levels on the scaffold tower. In support of
these data, leaf collection trays were used in the late autumn to sample the
leaf fall. The canopy measurements extended, on an occasional basis, until
leaf fall was complete in November.

The objectives of the study as documented in the original proposal,
dated 1989 March 28, were met. Currently, data summarization and analysis
are continuing.

Two graduate students from Queen's University, Tony Iacobelli and
Paul Bartlett were involved in this work Iacobelli's thesis will be based
on the modelling of the canopy resistance at AECL; this will involve not only
an analysis of the porometry data but also the incorporation of the energy
balance and water balance information.

Radiochemical Analyses of Brines and Saline Discharges in the
Nipigon Basin - G.M. Milton

Earlier analysis for uranium and thorium family members in one
saline discharge identified moderate U content (6xlO~6 g'LT1) , very high 226Ra
content (100 Bq'L"1) and considerable unsupported Z22Rn (1.7x10* Bq-L"1) .
Oxidizing conditions, preferential leaching of radium from aquifer materials
by chloride-rich waters, and a near surface accumulation of radium, possibly
as Ba(Ra)S04, were tentative explanations for these observations.

Reasonably strong evidence now exists for our hypothesis that the
source of the saline component of the discharges is the nearby Precambrian
sedimentary Sibley Group. Consequently brine samples from exploratory
boreholes in this formation have also been analyzed for radioelements. Low
U content (<lxlO~6 g-L"1), and 226Ra and 222Rn values much below those of the
discharge indicate that these elements did not accompany the highly saline
solution, but were incorporated into the mixed waters during flow through the
shallower portion of the system. In addition the perplexing observation has
been made that the U associated with particulate or colloidal forms in these
samples displays a 234/238 activity ratio very different from that of the U
in true solution. However the rather crude sampling techniques we were
obliged to use make these results somewhat suspect. On-site filtration, Eh
and dissolved oxygen measurements, as well as downhole sampling for dissolved
gases, are being planned for the next field trip to this location.

3.5 ANALYSIS AND MONITORING

3.5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Branch provides a broad range of routine analytical and
monitoring services in support of other programs within the Branch, with
external agencies, and within CRNL. The methods, techniques and facilities
in use are continually being developed and expanded to meet changing demands.
The following sections present work carried out during the past 6 months on
instrumentation, software, analytical techniques and training.
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3.5.2 INSTRUMENTS, METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Electronic Instrumentation - W.J. Beattie

Work is underway on three projects - a miniature radiotelemetry-
based data acquisition system for the measurement and recording of water
levels from observation wells, a microprocessor-based data acquisition system
for Perch Lake and an Ambient Radiation Monitoring System for CRNL.

Miniature Radiotelemetry-Based Data Acquisition System:
Radiotelemetry is a cost-effective means of transmitting information from a
number of points over a wide area and is generally less expensive than using
cables where distances between sensors and recorders exceed 400 m. A system
employing very small transmitters (initially developed for animal tracking)
has been developed with the initial application being measurement and
recording of water levels from observation wells. The system is currently
installed at a site near Perch Lake and is recording data from four
observation wells. Fabrication of equipment for an additional ten
observation wells is in progress.

Meteorological Data Acquisition System for Perch Lake: A
microprocessor-based data acquisition system was designed in 1985 to replace
the existing unreliable instrumentation at Perch Lake. The system was
installed at Perch Lake and has been operating satisfactorily since 89.10.12.
Documentation is underway.

Ambient Radiation Monitoring System for CRNL: The radiation
monitoring system currently consists of four monitoring stations, one of
which is located at the base of the stack and is an effluent monitor. There
are two ambient monitoring stations along the Mattawa Road and one outside
Building 513. The ambient monitoring instruments were designed in 1958 and
are presently considered obsolete. The outputs from the monitors are
connected to chart recorders in Building 513. A low-cost, low-power data
acquisition system has been fabricated and tested, each monitoring site will
require such a system for the acquisition and transmission of data. An
equipment housing suitable for operation in a remote location has been
fabricated and installed at a site near Pointe Au Bapteme, a 20 m tower has
also been installed at the site, a solar panel and UHF radio antenna have
been installed on the tower. A detector assembly consisting of two G-M tubes
and associated circuitry has been fabricated and tested.

Seepage Meter Performance - S.J. Welch, D.R. Lee, C. Wels

Seepage meters (Lee, 1977) continue to be used world-wide as one of
the best methods for measurement of groundwater flux in or out of surface
waters (USEPA, 1989). As part of our program to measure groundwater-
contaminanr. liux into surface waters, we are looking at ways to improve
performance and standardize procedures.

Seepage meter performance was evaluated in seepage tanks under
controlled, laboratory conditions over a variety of flowrates. The
performance was examined under both discharge and recharge conditions.
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When the seepage tanks were in the discharge mode, the lower limit
of flow that could be accurately determined with seepage meters was
approximately 1 ml'min"1 (2 m^a"1). For a seepage meter to operate properly,
it was found that a seepage bag must initially contain a volume of water,
estimated to be approximately 600 ml.

The lower threshold of reproducible measurements was first examined
with 57 cm diameter seepage meters. The lower threshold was also determined
using small seepage meters (21.5 cm diameter) and was found to be
approximately 1 ml'inin"1. This suggests that the meters are not area
dependent, and this finding will require further work.

Seepage meter performance was examined also under recharge
conditions that is, under downward flow. The lower threshold of reproducible
measurements was determined to be 0.8 to 1 ml'min"1.

References:

Lee, D.R. 1977. A device for measuring seepage flux in lakes and estuaries.
Limnology and Oceanography 2J2 (1), 140-147.

U.S.EPA 1989. Internal Working Draft, Oct. 6. Office of Ground-Water
Protection. A review of methods for assessing non-point source contaminated
ground-water discharge to surface waters and their relevance to waste load
allocation.

Automated Liquid Nitrogen Filling System - T.J. O'Kane,
A.E. Docherty

An automated system for moving .'.•quid r>itrogen from the first floor
of Building 513 to a basement storage raservc.'r has been designed and
installed. Two control panels, one located in a first floor closet and one
in the basement counting room, are used to operate a series of solenoid
valves which direct the liquid nitrogen flow to the basement resevoir and to
individual detector cryostats. This system will also allow a quantity of
liquid nitrogen to be available in an emergency.

Analytical Instrumentation - P.C. Jay

Analytical work is continuing in conjunction with the study on
infiltration processes and snowmelt which characterizes the spatial
variability of concentrations and water equivalent in snow cores and spring
melt water. More than 1500 samples from snow cores, lined and unlined plots,
multilevel samplers, precipitation and various lakes and creek samples have
been analyzed for pH, major anions and monovalent and divalent cations.

Bromide, chloride and sulfate analyses were done on more than 400
samples of porewater to study the transport of solutes through lake
sediments. This work formed part of a M.Sc. thesis of Rosemary Ash, Trent
University.

The problem that was encountered with a new system of columns
designed to permit the simultaneous analysis of both alkali and alkaline
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earth metals under isocratic eluent conditions, has now been solved. The
results of the analyses of samples containing known concentrations of calcium
and magnesium were 30-40% high. Three possible causes were:
a) contamination of samples, b) co-elution problem where several unknown
cations were eluting at the same retention times as calcium and magnesium,
or c) pH of the samples. On investigation it was found that the pH of the
samples was causing the problem and after adjusting the pH to that of the
eluent (1.80) the problem was resolved.

There were three breakdowns in the Dionex system in the last six
months due to failures of solenoid valves and circuit boards.

Additional Nuclear Counting Equipment - E.L. Cooper

A new hyperpure Ge detector was received in the fall. This detector
has a low-background cryostat and extended response to low energy photons.
Since the relative efficiency is also over 30%, this detector will
considerably improve our capability to analyze samples by gamma-ray
spectrometry. It was installed in a lead shield and connected to our ND-6700
data acquisition system. Problems were encountered with electrical noise
because the detector is located in the. basement, at some distance from the
ND-6700. A special differential amplifier had to be constructed to overcome
the noise problems. The system is now undergoing background tests and is
being calibrated for detection efficiency.

Expansion of Branch studies involving actinides and other alpha
emitters, has caused an increase in the number of samples to be analyzed by
alpha spectrometry. Consequently, two new alpha spectrometers have been
ordered for delivery in the new year.

Multi-Channel Analyzer System Software - F.C. Brown

New software has been written to accommodate hardware changes that
were made in the multi-channel analyzer system. The modified system still
needs to be tested.

Software Development - J.F. Mattie

Software was written to support work performed by R.W.D. Killey on
physical testing of sediment taken from the Port Hope Harbor. Pressure
transducers (Omega PX140) were connected to a power supply and an A-D
converter designed and produced within the Environmental Research Branch.
The software for an IBM-PC was written to obtain the ASCII digital
information from the A-D converter at time intervals specified by the user.

The Process Analysis Services Team performs dilution gauging to
calibrate flowmeters. This method requires that tracer be injected at a
constant rate. In order to confirm this, an electronic balance (Ohaus) is
used to record the weight of the tracer as it is being metered into the
system. The balance has the capability of communicating the weights via a
RS232 port. Software was written to transfer the data from the balance to
an IBM-PC where the weight is recorded at a time interval specified by the
user and the flow of the metering pump can be calculated. The information
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is displayed on the screen to give the user feed-back on the performance of
the metering pump at the time of injection. The information can be stored
on disk and/or printer for processing at a later time.

Manuals for the above software have not been written as yet;
however, plans are being made to document the programs (written in C) in the
new year.

Thorium. Uranium and Radium in Acrylic - G.M. Milton (in conjunction
with E.T.H. Clifford, R.J.E. Deal and E.D. Earle, Neutron and Solid
State Physics Branch)

Some of the variability in mass spectrometric analyses of U and Th
in acrylic ash has recently been traced to incomplete washout of the ignition
tube. This problem has been largely overcome by following the procedure of
heated aqua regia and HNO3-HF washes routinely performed prior to a-
spectrometric analysis of larger samples. However continuing scatter in data
for multiple analyses, both by MS and NAA, of the same sheet of acrylic,
probably results from marked spatial heterogeneity of contaminants in the
plastic. NAA of stable trace elements in similar material, performed at the
University of Guelph, have shown similar variabilities. Measurements by a-
spectrometry consistently agree with the low end of the MS values; this may
reflect the averaging achieved by analyzing samples 10 to 15 times larger
than those vaporized for MS.

Two direct comparisons between a-spectrometry and thermal ionization
mass spectrometry have recently been performed at CRNL. In the first case
3 /zg of thorium, in the nitrate form (previously standardized by a counting
a dried aliquot), were dried into a bar of acrylic prior to vaporization,
and the subsequent tube washes divided: 40% for a spec, 60% for TIMS.
Recovery measured by a spec, was 83.2±6%, by TIMS was 97.6±5% (error on the
Th standardization ±5%).

In the second case an unspiked sample of Cyro plastic was divided:
95% for a spec, 5% for TIMS. The results for these analyses, plus those for
an indirect comparison with ICPMS (separate volatilization of sample) for an
acrylic supplied by Rohm, West Germany, are listed in Table 1.

Mate r i a l

Cyro

Cyro

Rohm

Rohm

Method

TIMS

Q-spec

ICPMS(NRC)

a-spec

Table 1

Th-232 (pg'fT1)

4 . 7

7.0±0.75

1.0(average of 5)

0.35±0.29
0.83±0.35(from

Th-228)

U-238 (Dg.g"1)

8.3

6.7±1.0

0.3(average of 5)

0.3±0.13
0.08±0.07(from

Th-230)
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Measured activities of 228xh and Z30Th in the Rohm sample provide no
statistically significant evidence for disequilibrium in either chain. The
presence of 226Ra was indistinguishable from background values.

Accelerator Mass Spectrometrv - R.J. Cornett, G.M. Milton,
R.M. Brown and staff from Nuclear Physics and TASCC

During the past 6 months, samples and standards were prepared for
two accelerator runs. These experiments tested the performance of the 14C
measurement system and continued development for the determination of 36C1.
Results of the U C measurements demonstrated that the precision, accuracy,
background and efficiency of the measures was changed little from those
measures made 8 to 10 years earlier before the installation of the TASCC
facility. **C in samples that were reanalyzed in this experiment agreed with
values determined earlier and by independent measurements at ISOTRACE at the
University of Toronto.

The analysis of 36C1 in samples of AgCl continued to be hampered by
interference from 36S in the samples. This interference was high enough to
prevent the measurement of samples with Cl atom ratios of less than =10"12 in
a series of standards. Additional development work to minimize S emission
from the ion source and to improve the resolution of the Bragg detector are
required to improve the detection limits of the analysis.

Measurement of Organically Bound Tritium - W.J.G. Workman,
R.M. Brown

A vacuum/combustion line has been set up in Bldg. 560 for low-level
organically bound tritium analysis. The levels of atmospheric HTO are an
order of magnitude lower ":han those in Bldg. 513 which will make
contamination less of a problem. Polyethylene, which should have no tritium
content, was used for blank determinations. Material for a typical burn
consists of 8 grams of polyethylene which has been boiled up in dead water
to eliminate surface contamination. Several polyethylene combustions
indicate that our combustion bomb system has an analytical blank of
0.8 counts/min (corresponding to a tritium concentration of 54 tritium units
or 6.5 Bq-L"1) .

Since this analytical blank is too high to allow acceptable
measurement at environmental levels, efforts have been made to decontaminate
the bomb system. The combustion cups were heated to 900°C for 24 hour to
drive off tritium contamination. The bomb was heated to 100°C under vacuum
to drive off tritium contamination (the bomb is continually evacuated to help
eliminate contamination) . This bomb has been used for high-level work in the
past and the analytical blank obtained to date may be the limit. A new
combustion bomb has been ordered and should be in service by 1990 February.

Speciation Studies of Radionuclides in Groundwater - E.L. Cooper,
J.F. Mattie

A speciation scheme using anion exchange chromatography was
developed earlier. The main problem with this scheme is the length of time
required for the elutions which are used to separate the species. Further



development was restricted because the elutions required a full working day
to complete. It was also found that operating the system manually tended to
introduce experimental artifacts and careful work was needed to obtain
consistent results. Thus, we decided to automate the equipment and carry
out further experiments under computer control.

Suitable interface boards were purchased for an IBM-PC. Relays on
these boards are used to operate solenoid valves which control the flow of
the various eluents. The boards also have digital I/O ports which can send
and receive digital signals. Software has been written to control the timing
of the valves. The system also contains a fraction collector and a flow cell
with a Nal detector. The computer receives timing signals from the fraction
collector and directs the pulse height analyzer (PHA) connected to the flow
cell to start accumulation and to read out the data. The data from the PHA
is transmitted to the computer via a serial communications link and stored
on disc.

Further speciation studies with the automated system will be started
early in the new year. The timing will be useful since earlier studies in
the East Swamp area showed seasonal variations in radionuclide concentrations
in groundwater with the highest levels appearing in the winter.

Analytical Quality Assurance - P.C. Jay

Participation in interlaboratory comparison studies as a means of
ensuring the quality of our analytical methods have been continued. Samples
from the 21st and 22nd interlaboratory comparison have been analyzed and the
results reported to the National Water Research Institute, Burlington,
Ontario for comparison with those from other participating labs. Results
from the 21st study show our results were considered satisfactory and ranked
in the top 20% of the more than 100 laboratories which are now participating
in the study. Results from the 22nd study have not yet been tabulated.

IAEA Expert Mission to Thailand - E.L. Cooper

During a mission to Thailand expert advice and assistance was
provided on the analysis of actinides in food and environmental materials.
A radiochemical procedure for the analysis of Pu, Am, and Cm was implemented.
A method published recently by the IAEA was used as the starting point;
however, this method had to be extensively modified to handle a wide range
of matrix materials. Extensive notes on actinide analysis, alpha
spectrometry and quality assurance were prepared for the Thais. These notes
will also be useful for others who are initiating work involving actinide
analysis and for training staff.

Two informal field reports as well as a formal, final report were
prepared for the IAEA.

Fellowship Training - E.L. Cooper

Mr. Sang Bok Kim from KAERI arrived 1989 October to begin
approximately one year of training in the Environmental Research Branch.
During the fall he has been receiving training in radiochemical analysis and
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alpha and gamma ray spectrometry while working with the routine monitoring
group. In the new year he will begin a project involving the analysis of
food samples which are representative of the Canadian and Korean diets.

3.5.3 SITE MONITORING

Waste Management Area A - K.J. King, J.H. Munch, R.W.D. Killey

In order to update the database on the distribution of radionuclides
downgradient from Area A, a re-mapping of the plume was begun by drilling 52
boreholes. Soil and groundwater sampling was started within the compound
itself and extended to the approximate front of the 90Sr plume beneath the
Perch Lake Swamp. Soil was sampled over the entire depth of the holes, and
instrumented with multilevel piezometers, generally with screens at 1 m depth
intervals. Soil samples and pore waters were analyzed for 90Sr by total beta
counting, and samples from within and near the Area A compound were also
analyzed for gamma emitters using high-resolution spectrometry. Periodic
measurements of static water levels in these piezometers have been made to
define hydraulic head distributions and seasonal .fluctuations.

A first draft of a report on Area A and groundwater contamination
arising from it is in preparation. Fifty-five reports, papers, and memoranda
dating from 1950 have been reviewed, and information on the waste inputs,
surficial geology, mineralogy, aqueous geochemistry, hydrogeology, historic
contaminant c;.stribution, sorption, and speciation has been extracted and
compiled. This information has been supplemented with results of the most
recent drilling and testing program. One objective of the report will be to
provide an initial assessment of the need for remedial actions at Area A.
Substantial surface water (i.e. Perch Lake) and terrestrial vegetation
contamination (primarily with 90Sr) occurred in the late 1950's as some of
the contaminant plume discharged to surface in a wetland approximately 100 m
downgradient of Area A (the South Swamp). Concentrations in and fluxes of
radiostrontium to Perch Lake have decreased significantly since that time.
This report will assess the future release behaviour for the various
radionuclides that have been identified in the subsurface.

Contaminant Migration from the CRNL Inactive Landfill
R.W.D. Killey, J.H. Munch

A preliminary assessment of surface waters downgradient of the CRNL
Inactive Landfill Site (hereafter termed the Landfill) in 1986 [Killey, CRNL-
2965] detected elevated concentrations of chloride (up to 100 ppm) and 3H (up
to 1 Bq'mL"1) in the headwaters of the 01 and 02 streams. Limited drilling
near the toe of the landfill site in 1986 and 1987 encountered moderately
contaminated groundwaters, and during the summer of 1989 an additional set
of boreholes were drilled, soil sampled, and instrumented with multilevel
piezometers. In addition to collecting water level data, many of the
observation wells were sampled in 1989 July and August and analysed for major
ions and tritium.

Results of the study have been compiled, and a report is in
preparation. Because of the complexities of this groundwater flow system,
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making detailed assessments of subsurface contaminant inventories would
require a substantially more intensive study. General flow patterns,
however, appear to be adequately defined, and confirm that the 01 and 02
Streams are the receiving surface waters for the landfill's leachate, with
indication that a small fraction of the leachate may discharge to Perch
Creek. The study has also determined that inorganic contaminant loadings are
relatively low.

The maximum measured chloride concentration was 570 ppm (the
drinking water standard is 250, and many municipal landfills produce
leachates with Cl" concentrations in the thousands of ppm). Almost all other
major ions are also elevated in the contaminant plume from the landfill,
although in samples tested to date the concentrations are low relative to
normal domestic waste. We have, as yet, not investigated organic
contamination in the landfill's plume. Since the site has been burned
regularly, loadings by many organics are probably relatively low. Tritium
concentrations were below 1 BqmL"1 in all of the groundwaters tested, but a
number of wells provided waters that were significantly above the local
background of 0.1 BqmL"1.

Radionuclide Releases from Waste Management Area B - R.W.D. Killey,
J.H. Munch

Old, unlined trenches in the northwest corner of Area B have been
releasing radionuclides to the environment since 1957, or earlier. This
hydrogeologic program is intended to delineate the contaminant source area,
determine the inventories of radionuclides in the subsurface and the total
releases to surface waters, and provide the hydrogeologic data base needed
Co develop future management plans for the site.

During the past half year, WJ have added 11 additional boreholes in
the region surrounding Area B. Son.e of these were installed to define
hydrogeologic conditions up and downgradient of the study area, while others
were installed between the Area B compound boundary and the area where
radionuclides arc discharging to surface. Soil analyses for gamma-emitting
radionuclides and S0Sr are complete, and a subset of the observation wells
has been sampled and analyzed for major ions (and a few trace metals).
Elevated concentrations of many major ions are indeed present in the
groundwaters beneath and downgradient of Area B, but no extreme anomalies
were observed. There were no elevated concentrations of the trace metals for
which analyses are available (Cu, Pb, Hg, and Cd).

The site is a prime candidate for remedial actions, and the options
available are discussed in a draft report.

Groundwater Contamination in the Vicinity of Building 610
J.H. Munch, R.W.D. Killey, J. Chidley

Routine monitoring of the 04 Storm Sewer detected substantial
increases in the flux of tritium in 1989 June. Further testing confirmed
that the source of the tritium is a tile drainage system installed beneath
part of Building 610. Tritium and 90Sr have been discharged from this drain
since its installation in 1969. The known leakage from the NRX rod bay has
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generally been considered to be the source of these contaminants, but mapping
of the rod bay plume in 1985, and the absence of any recent changes in
tritium levels in the bay waters, show that the Bldg. 610 contaminants have
another source. In July 1989, following an unsuccessful attempt to map the
plume from soil moisture tritium sampling, a drilling program was initiated.

To date, 18 holes positioned in 3 lines have been drilled,
instrumented, and sampled. Tritium results have provided an outline of a
plume extending from the region immediately north of Bldg 224 to the Ottawa
River. From the available data, the plume appears to be quite narrow near
Bldg 224, suggesting that the source is nearby. Work on the site is
continuing.

Streamflow Monitoring - J.H. Munch, R.W.D. Killey, K.J. King,
J.F. Mattie

During the past half, monthly records of flow through weirs at 6
locations in the Outer Area were maintained and supplied to the ERB's
monitoring group. Problems with the pressure transducers used to measure the
height of water in the weir's headpond have been corrected, either by
removing and recalibrating the transducers in the laboratory or by correcting
the transducer data using point measurement records collected when the weirs
are sampled or serviced.

Dilution gauging measurements of flow were carried out at all 6
stations at the end of November in order to check the accuracy of the weir
measurements. Streamflow were calculated from the dilution tests using both
the steady state and integration methods, with excellent agreement between
the two. Agreements between the dilution gauging and weir data were within
5% at Inlet 2, East Swamp Stream, Perch Creek, and Lower Bass Creek.
Dilution gauging and weir measurements of discharge at Inlet 1 and Main
Stream differed by 13 and 19%, respectively. The error at Main Stream is
currently attributed to the fact that weir there was accidentally constructed
with non-standard proportions. Although a stage-discharge relationship was
subsequently developed for that weir, it was based on a limited data set and
is suspect. The disagreement between the two sources of flow information at
Inlet 1 remains to be resolved, although the weir plate has lost its sharp
edge and may not be performing to design specifications.

Gamma Exposure Rates in Public Areas Near CRNL - A.E. Docherty,
P.C. Beaulieu, T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Thermoluminescence dosimeters placed at the perimeter of the CRNL
exclusion area (see Figure 3.2) and beyond, are used to measure quarterly
exposures that are the sum of contributions from CRNL and natural gamma
radiation. The exposure rates averaged over the second and third quarters
of 1989 and the last two calendar years are given in Table 3.5.3A.

These measurements include both the background dose from natural
radioactivity in the environment and the contribution from CRNL. The
background dose depends on the amount of natural radioactivity, soil moisture
and snow cover. It varies monthly and yearly.
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Gamma Exposure Rates at CRNL - A.E. Docherty, P.C. Beaulieu,
T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Indoor (shielded) and outdoor (unshielded) gamma ray exposure rates
within the CRNL exclusion area are given in Table 3.5.3B.

Stations 17 and 18 are part of the monitoring coverage for the NRU
heat recovery program.

Station 26, inside the Public Information Centre, and Station 27,
outside the Centre were introduced in the first quarter of 1988 as part of
the planned expansion for the TLD network.

Radionuclides in Precipitation and the Ottawa River - A.E. Docherty,
P.C. Beaulieu, T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Precipitation samples collected at Deep River were analyzed
radiochemically for 90Sr and spectrometrically for 137Cs and other gamma-
emitters. Monthly composite samples of water from the Ottawa River,
collected at Rolphton, Deep River, Pembroke and CRNL, were also analyzed for
gamma-emitting nuclides, tritium and 90Sr. The results for 90Sr and 137Cs
concentrations in the Ottawa River at Pembroke, Deep River and Rolphton are
shown in Figure 3.5.3A.

Rariionuclides in Surface Water at CRNL - A.E. Docherty,
P.C. Beaulieu, T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Weekly samples and flow readings were taken at weirs on the surface
streams carrying contaminated seepage water from the Waste Management Areas
into Perch and Maskinonge Lakes (see Figure 3.2). Most samples were combined
and analyzed monthly for 3H as well as quarterly for gamma-emitting
radionuclides and 90Sr. Strontium-90, 60Co and 3H remain the main contaminants
in the Perch Lake basin.

Radionuclides in Liquid Effluen' - - A.E. Docherty, P.C. Beaulieu,
T.J. O'Xane, W.M. Hartwick

At CRNL, three liquid effluent streams discharge radionuclides to
the Ottawa River from the Inner Area. They are the Process and Sanitary
Sewers plus the 04 Storm Sewer combined with 04A seepage. Each of these is
sampled regularly and analyzed for individual nuclides. In the Outer Area,
Waste Managemenc Areas A and B are drained by Perch Creek which flows into
the Ottawa River. Waste Management Area C is drained by Duke Stream, Bulk
Storage Stream and Lower Bass Lake Inlet Stream. The former two combine and
flow directly into Maskinonge Lake; the latter flows Into Lower Bass Lake
first before flowing into Maskinonge Lake. All are sampled regularly. In
04 storm sewer an increase in tritium concentration and elevated total beta
counts during the second quarter of 1989 initiated an investigation to find
the point of entry of the contaminants to the sewer. This was identified as
a 6" transite drainage pipe from an area around Building 610 emptying into
the sewer between manhole 4F-12 and the outfall to the river. The source of
contamination remains under investigation by R.W.D. Killey and J.H. Munch.
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Table 3.5.3A Gamma Exposure Rates* in Public Areas
(/iR̂ -tr1)

Location Second Quarter Third Quarter

1 -

2 -

3 -

4 -

5 -

6 -

7 -

8 -

12 -

132-

153-

192-

20 -

21 -

22 -

234-

24 -

252-

see Figure 3.2

see Figure 3.2

see Figure 3.2

see Figure 3.2

see Figure 3.2

Mountain View

See Figure 3.2

See Figure 3.2

Deep River

Quebec, CRNL

Harrington Bay

Quebec, Oiseau

Gutzman Rd. Petawawa

Portage Rd. Petawawa

Lloyd Dr. Pembroke

Ft. William

Deep River Hydro

Quebec, Schyan

1989

10.1

5.3

4.8

7.2

6.2

6.2

4.3

6.2

8.1

9.1**

7.6

5.7**

4.9

5.9

5.6

6.1

5.8

8.0**

1989

16.7

6.1

3.5

4.8

4.0

4.4

3.5

5.7

8.8

10.4

12.8

7.9

5.2

5.6

3.8

3.8

5.7

10.1

Average

7.2

6.2

3.7

6.5

5.8

5.9

6.2

7.5

6.2

7.1

6.7

4.8

4.6

5.3

4.2

3.7

4.2

6.0

Aver

7.0

4.2

3.1

5.1

3.3

3.6

3.4

5.9

4.9

11.2

5.9

4.4

3.9

4.1

3.6

3.4

3.4

5.2

•*• Natural background (excluding cosmic radiation) and airborne contamination
from CRNL
2 These TLD locations are across the river from CRNL and are not accessible for
much of the year. Thus the TLD's are changed less frequently and the

exposure periods do not correspond to those of the other TLD locations.
•* Harrington Bay, P.Q. , 9 km south east from plant stack.
4 Fort William, P.Q.. 11 km south east from plant stack.
* 1 R - 2.58 x 10"4 Ckg" 1

** for the period 1980 October 04 to 1989 June 26
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Table 3.5.3B Gamma Exposure Rates1 within the CRNL Exclusion Area

Location Second Quarter Third Quarter 1987 1988

9

10

11

16

17

18

26

27

- see Fig. 3.2

- First floor office,
Building 513

- see Fig. 3.2

- Office in CRNL cafeteria

- Bldg. 400 & 401
steam condensate

- Bldg. 400 basement

- Public Information
Centre (Inside)

- Public Information
Centre (Outside)

1989

21.8

8.4

12.0

11.3

10.3

12.3

13.9

26.3

1989

36.0

10.1

16.2

16.0

9.8

14.2

16.2

40.4

Average

20.0

9.7

9.7

10.3

8.9

11.1

--

--

Average

16.6

8.6

7.5

8.7

7.4

9.4

10.4

19.5

of gamma natural background (excluding cosmic radiation) and airborne
contaminants from CRNL.

* 1 R - 2.58 x 10"4 Ci-kg'1
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CONCENTRATION OF CESIUM-137

q/m3

TARGET
0 2 CONCENTRATION*

- 01

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUD SEPT OCT NOV DEC

CONCENTRATION ON STRONTIUM-90

- i TARGET
CONCENTRATION*

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC

^ PEMBROKE

• DEEP RIVER

H ROLPHTON

FIGURE 3.5.3A: Monthly Average Concentration of Cesium-137 and
Strontiura-90 in the Ottawa River at Rolphton,
Deep River and Pembroke during 1989.

Health and Welfare Canada's recommended target concentrations
for Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 in drinking water are
5 x 10-5 Bq"m and 1 x 10J Bq*m , respectively. The target
concentrations have been derived to correspond to 0.1% of the ICRP
recommended annual occupational dose-equivalent for continuous
exposure.

1 Bq - 27 pCi
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FIGURE 3.5.3B: Daily Releases of Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents. 1989

1 GBq - 27 mCi 1 MBq - 27 /iCi 1 kBq - 27 nCi
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Table 3.5.3C Mean Daily Releases from the Process Sewer

Radionuclides Second Quarter 198? Third Quarter 1989
MBq/d* % of DRL*'

90 S r

l**Ce

106RU

l*°Ba

239Np

"zr

5*Mn

Second
MBq/d*

22

220

20

40

43

120

160

15

77

120

67

110

48

Quarter 1989
% of DRL**

4

7

8

2

2

2
rH

7

7

8

6

3

3

.7

.6

.7

.2

.8

.6

.6

.5

.2

.8

.5

.5

.3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

io-*

10-2

10-5

io-*

10-5

10-3

10-5

10'6

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-3

10-3

17

270

56

62

170

140

650

280

46

54

51

84

280

3.6

9.3

2.5

3.4

1.1

2.9

6.5

1.4

4.3

4.0

4.9

2.7

2.0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

io-*

10-2

io-*

10"*

io-*

10-3

10-5

10"*

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-3

10-2

65Zn

Release figures rounded to two significant digits. (1 MBq - 27 A»Ci).
**Derived Release Limit. The percent of DRL figures have been calculated from

the DRL values given in AECL-7243.
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Table 3.5.3D Tritium in Streams in the Exclusion Area
Second Quarter 1989

•

Process Sewer

Sanitary Sewer

04 Storm Sewer
(plus 04A)

Perch Creek Weir

Duke Stream

Lower Bass Lake Inlet

Bulk Storage Stream

Concentration
MBq/m3

1.

0,

22

13

230

3.

21

,6

.7

6

Quarterly Release
GBq

i-i

3

1.

8.

4.

.9 x 104

30

.2 x 103

.2 x 10''

.6 x 103

232

3 x 103

Percent of
DRL*

2.1 x

3.4 x

3.6 x

1.4 x

9.7 x

2.6 x

4.8 x

10-2

10-5

io-3

10-2

io-3

io-4

lO-3

Table 3.5.3E Tritium in Streams in the Exclusion Area
Third Quarter 1989

Process Sewer

Sanitary Sewer

04 Storm Sewer
(plus 04A)

Perch Creek Weir

Duke Stream

Lower Bass Lake Inlet

Bulk Storage Stream

Concentration
MBq/m3

1

1.

23

13

222

2.

20

.3

.2

6

Quarterly Release
GBq

1

3

2.

.7 x 104

54

.9 x 103

624

,2 x 103

100

784

Percent of
DRL*

1.9 x

6.2 x

4.4 x

7.2 x

2.6 x

1.2 x

9.0 x

10-2

10-5

io-3

io-4

10-3

io-4

io-4

*DRL - Derived Release Limit. % DRL values have been
calculated from the DRL's given in AECL-7243.

1 MBq - 27 fid, 1 GBq - 27 mCi.
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Another incident involving 04 storm stwer, occurred during the
latter part of 1989 September when quantities in excess of administrative
levels of a variety of fission products were found to be present in the
effluent. Subsequent investigation traced the release to an 8" transite pipe
emptying into manhole 2E-10 at the front of Building 250. Traces of the
principal contaminants are still being detected.

The mean daily releases from the Process Sewer are given in Table
3.5.3C for the second and third quarters of 1989. Most of the radionuclides
are measured by gamma-ray spectrometry. Other releases are shown in Figure
3.5.3B. The daily releases have been calculated from the measured flow rates
and radionuclide concentrations in individual streams.

Plutonium discharges are expressed in terms of activity per day
rather than mass per day. Since we do not distinguish 239Pu from 2*°Pu and
the two isotopes have different half-lives, the values for plutonium
therefore represent 239Pu plus 2*°Pu. The conversion factor is 1 mCi or 37 MBq
equalling 16.3 mg for 239Pu.

The tritium concentrations, determined by liquid scintillation
counting, are summarized in Tables 3.5.3D and 3.5.3E, together with the
activities of this radionuclide released during the second and third quarters
of 1989.

These surveys of liquid effluents have shown that in all cases
the radioactivity released either directly or indirectly to the Ottawa River
has been less than 1% of the Derived Release Limit (DB:L).

Argon-41 in the Stack Effluent - D.P. Wildsmith, P.C. Beaulieu,
T.J. O'Kane

Periodic sampling and Measurement of the A1Ar released from the main
reactor stack continues. These results provide a calibration for our
continuous **Ar monitor on the stack. The rate of release of **Ar depends on
the power levels of NRX and NRU. In NRU, C02 in the J-rod annulus replaces
moist air to reduce corrosion of the reactor vessel and it also reduces the
41Ar release rate per unit power level. The monitoring results therefore
indicate changes in the operating conditions of the reactors and also provide
an indication of the effectiveness of the C0z system.

The results obtained to date for 1989 are given in Table 3.5.3F.
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TABLE 3.5.3F

Measured 41AR Releases From Main Stack - 1989

Sampling
Date

Feb
April
April
June
Aug
Sept
Nov
Dec

14
12
20
14
01
28
13
19

Time

09:04
09:32
14:27
08:45
09:01
11:24
08:55
08:56

Power

Not
122
112
85
124
120
Not
131

NRU
MW

Op

Op

C02

Normal
Leak
Normal
Leak
Leak

Normal

NRX
Power MW

42
38.8
Not Op
Not Op
Not Op
39.7
39.8
0.0

Argon -
TBqd"1 TBq

205
307
191
27
206
400
212
72

41
•d"1

4.9
1.9
1.7
0.4
1.7
2.6
5.4
0.6

Tritium in Surface Waters in the Vicinity of CRNL - W.J.G. Workman,
R.M. Brown

The annual survey of tritium in 50 small streams and lakes on and
around CRNL was completed. No instances of tritium appearing at new
discharge points occurred. The tritium concentration in the Bulk Storage
Stream has decreased from 25.4 to 18.1 kBq^L"1 probably as a result of the
application of a water-shed on the east end of the Waste Management Area.
A report detailing tritium concentrations found in the annual surveys for
the period 1975-1989 will be prepared.

Inner and Active Area Ground Contamination Survey - T. J. 0'Kane,
S. Emery

The main interest in conducting a ground contamination survey is to
investigate possible radioactive fallout accumulation over the years. A
general survey of the inner and active areas was completed to discover and
investigate any possible contaminated areas. Representative samples were
taken from each sample zone and analysed for gross alpha and gross beta
activity. Potentially contaminated samples will be more extensively looked
at as counting time becomes available.

3.5.4 MONITORING IN ASSOCIATION WITH OUTSIDE AGENCIES

Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMoN) -
D.P. Wildsmith

CRNL has been operating a monitoring site for CAPMoN since the
summer of 1978. The objective of the network is to determine the temporal
and spatial variations of the concentrations and deposition of ionic
constituents of precipitation across Canada. The chemical composition of
precipitation is an indicator of changes in atmospheric composition since
precipitation acts as a scavenging agent for many substances (both solid and
gaseous) in the atmosphere. The primary constituents and/or indicators being
investigated are: sulfates (S04"), nitrogen compounds (N03"

1 NH4+), chloride
(Cr\ metal ions (Na+, K+, Ca++, Mg++), pH and electrical conductivity.
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A co-operative study begun in the summer of 1988 between Canada and
the U.S. is planned to last two years. The purpose of this study, the
Eulerian Model Evaluation Field Study (EMEFS), is to evaluate the performance
of computer models that predict how air pollutants will be transported by
weather systems. The data provided by the CAPMoN Network will be used to
evaluate these models. In this field study, the performance of the models
is being evaluated from the Ontario-Manitoba border eastward through to the
Maritimes but excluding Newfoundland and Labrador.

In preparation, in May 1988, participating CAPMoN sites had
additional monitoring equipment installed. In addition to the existing
standard rain gauge and Nypher snow gauge, a Belfort precipitation gauge has
been installed. This gauge has a chart record and is also linked to a
Campbell Scientific 21X data logger. The air monitoring system has been
replaced with a redesigned, improved system; data from this system is also
sent to the data logger. An ozone monitor which measures ozone at ground
level has been added, and this data too is put into the data logger.

In December 1983, at the request of the then Environment Minister,
Charles Caccia, five of the CAPMoN monitoring sites were asked to cooperate
in providing precipitation pH values, to be correlated with air-mass
movements and issued as a weekly Acid Rain Report to the news-media.

CRNL is one of the reporting sites and Table 3.5.4A lists the
precipitation events and pH values for the period 1989 July 01 to
December 30. During this period there have been 82, pH measurable
precipitation events having a mean pH of 4.2. This compares with a total of
98 precipitation events having a mean pH of 4.2 for the same period in 1988.
The total precipitation amounts for these two periods were 462.8 mm and
496.1 mm respectively.

CRNL Climatological Report - P.C. Jay

Monthly meteorological data including maximum and minimum
temperatures and precipitation are sent to the atmospheric Environment
Service in Toronto in cooperation with other network stations across Canada.
November 1989 was one of the coldest on record (total heating degree-days
were 610) even though the first 2 weeks were relatively mild. The record
cold for November since 1963 occurred in 1976 when the total heating degree-
days were 622. November 1989 also set a record for precipitation since 1963
with a rain or snow event occurring on 25 of 30 days with a total of 58.1 mm
of rain and 57.2 cm of snow.

3.5.5 MONITORING OF THE NPD SITE

NPD Environmental Impact at Closure - R.W.D. Killey, J.H. Munch,
A.E. Docherty, W.J.G. Workman

Information on radiological releases from NPD to the environment,
and results of environmental monitoring programs, have been collected and
compiled to provide a record for the entire operating life of the station.
This database was augmented with post-closure sampling of surface soils and
trees within a radius of about 6 km of NPD for free water and (in some of
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Table 3.5.4A Precipitation Events pH 1989

1 Cay

| 1 '
1 2
1 3
1 4
| 5
1 6
| 7

1 9
j 10

1 11
1 12
1 13
i 14
1 15
| 16
1 17
1 18
1 19
! 20 j
j 21 |
1 22 |
1 23 |
1 24 j
1 25 |
1 26 |
! 27 |
1 28 |
i 29 |

1 30 |
1 31 |

1 July

| Amount pH

I (nm)

18.2 4.02

0.6 *
14.6 4.32

2.4 4.61

21.6 4.51 |

| _[ J
|Total 57.4 |
|MeanpH| 4.37 |

1 1
Precipitation measured in
Total precipitation
Mean precip (monthly)

| August

| Amount
1 (ran)

| 1.6
0.8
5.8
0.8

18.8
0.1

0.4

4.0
0.2

1.4

6.0

0.6

0.6

3.4

44.5

mm
462
77

Nunber of Days with Precip 82
ffeanpH 4

PH

| September

Amount
(ran)

1
4.26| 33.4
4.421
4.27
*

4.71
*

*

3.45
*

3.67

3.87

4.16

*

4.82
J

4.18 j

J

8 mri
1 ran

days
19

* Insufficient precip. for pH reading

1
| 0.2
1

1.0
4.8

3.4

0.4
2.2

52.0
4.8

1.0
1.2

104.4

PH

4.11

*

4.24
4.20

4.31

*
4.34

44.26
4.68

1
4.06]
4.56|

1
1
1
1
1
J
1

4.31|

X

| October

| Amount
1 (nm)

1
4.0

10.0
1.4
0.2

4.0

4.6
0.4
0.2
3.8

15.6

3.0
29.0
4.8

16.0

97.0

PH

4.57

4.36
3.91
*

3.80

4.22
*
*

3.82
4.02

4.48
4.70
4.03

4.32|
J
1

4.20 |
1

| Novarber

| Amount
I (ran)
1
1 1-6
1 5.2

3.4
0.2
0.4
9.6
1.7
2.0
1.8

13.4
0.4

21.0
4.6
1.2
0.2
8.4
1.0
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6

35.4
1.3
2.6

117.0

PH

4.23
4.02

3.70

4.42
4.04
4.20
4.13
4.50

3.68
3.80
4.22
4.55
3.98
*

4.32
4.40
*

4.70
*
*

4.18
4.45
4.61

4.22
J

| December

| Amount
I (ran)

1

| 10.8

| 0.2
| 0.6
1 °-l

| 3.2
| 0.8

0.2
2.0
0.2

0.4
7.6

2.0

4.0
10.4

42.5

pH

1

4.01|
1

*
3.95|
*

3.80|
3.88|

* 1
3.90|
* 1

* 1
4.18|

3.77|

3.81|
3.60|

3.88 |
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the tree cores) organically bound tritium, and for gamma-emitting
radionuclides in a subset of the soil samples. Detailed surveys of
transportation and material handling areas around the station, and collection
and analysis of river sediment samples, have also been carried out. Current
routine environmental monitoring consists of four ambient radiation
monitoring stations, and daily sampling of Ottawa River water upstream and
downstream (at Deep River) of NPD. A draft report, with the compiled data
and a discussion of the information, has been submitted to NPD Operations
Branch for review and comment. The report also provides recommendations for
future radiological monitoring around NPD.

Monitoring of the cooling water discharge from NPD (the outfall for
all station aqueous discharges) provided lifetime total releases of 90Sr and
137Cs of 27 and 25 GBq (0.73 and 0.65 Ci), respectively. These quantities are
1000 and 250 times lower than the fluxes of fallout radiostrontium and cesium
down the Ottawa River for the same period. It is, therefore, not surprising
that measurements of radionuclide concentrations upstream of NPD and at Deep
River did not detect any significant inputs of these nuclides from the
station. Tritium releases from NPD were detectable at Deep River, but peak
concentrations in the town's water supply never exceeded 0.06% of Health and
Welfare's maximum permissible concentration for drinking water. River
sediments in the vicinity of the station outfall do contain about 4 times as
much 137Cs per unit weight as upstream sediments and samples collected at Deep
River. Fish living in the vicinity of the outfall did not contain
significantly higher concentrations of 137Cs than upstream fish, but
radiocarbon contents were 14% higher. This concentration of 14C would require
an annual consumption of 20,000 kg of fish by the critical individual (an
infant) to receive a 5 mSv committed dose.

Stack monitoring data and local fallout measurements both show that
atmospheric releases of radioiodines and particulates were very small and had
no measurable environmental impact. Ambient radiation fields at the two
environmental monitoring stations closest to NPD along the Ottawa River were
slightly but significantly higher than those measured at more remote
locations. This could be an artifact of natural variations in background
radioactivity, but we currently attribute the results to exposures by the
radioactive noble gases (especially the short-lived and predominant 41Ar)
emitted by NPD during operation of the reactor. There would be no local
residues of such releases, and current ambient radiation monitoring should
help to determine if the historical anomalies are natural or not. There
would be no measurable health effects predicted from the slightly higher
fields near NPD (0.88 mSv versus 0.67 mSv at stations remote from NPD), which
lie within the normal range of natural variation of ambient fields in
Ontario. Radiocarbon measurements in terrestrial vegetation during site
operations provided background concentrations only.

Tritium is the only radionuclide found to persist in the local
terrestrial environment in readily measurable quantities. The tritium survey
of the vicinity of NPD confirmed that the river valley plume of elevated
tritium concentrations in vegetation and soil waters that had been mapped
during station operations is still present, although concentrations are
declining and all are less than 2% of the drinking water maximum.
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The draft report proposes a 5-year monitoring program with continual
measurements of ambient radiation at 4 locations, a continuation of the daily
river water sampling, and annual sampling and analysis of local vegetation
for tritium content. Fish from the vicinity of the station would be taken
annually, or as provided by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
catches, and would be analyzed for radiocesium and 14C. A review of the
information in 1995 would provide the basis for design of longer term
monitoring.

NPD Decommissioning - Tritium - W.J.G. Workman, R.W.D. Killey,
R.M. Brown

As part of the NPD (Rolphton) decommissioning, radial cores of white
pine tree trunks, consisting of the 1962-1988 growth rings, were analyzed for
total tritium activity using the combustion bomb technique. The tissue free
water tritium (TFWT) of a second core taken from the same tree was obtained
by azeotropic distillation with toluene. The activity of organically bound
tritium (OBT) was determined by the following relationship:

and Ao
 s

where Q - Quantity of water counted by Liquid Scintillation Counting

A -= specific activity of water

sub 0, T & F - organically bound tritium, total tritium and free
water tritium respectively

Ratios of OBT to TFWT were all within the range of 0.5 to 1.0 except
for one at 2.80.

At Colton Lake, 5 km west of the NPD reactor, the tritium
concentration in soil root zone free water, OBT and TFWT of a white pine
were: 18.8, 79 and 158 Bq'L"1 respectively. West of Rapides des Joachims
near the bridge to the Ontario side, the tritium concentrations were: 105
(soil root zone free water), 289 (OBT) and 303 (TFWT) Bq^L'1. Both TFWT and
OBT were blank corrected values (20 Bq-L"1 for TFWT and 6.5 Bq'L"1 for OBT).
Tritium concentrations in the upper soil interval seem to be low compared
with OBT and TFWT values. Possibly the roots of the tree are extracting soil
water from deeper intervals that have higher tritium levels from earlier
deposition.
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3.6 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

3.6.1 PUBLICATIONS

A COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATING GROUNDWATER RECHARGE FROM A LAKE
S.J. Welch, D.R. Lee, and R.W.D. Killey
Proceedings of the Focus Conference on Eastern Regional Ground Water
Issues, Kitchener, Ontario, 1989 October 17-19. Co-sponsored by University
of Waterloo/Association of Ground Water Scientists and Engineers. ISBN
1-56034-035-5 (1989) 25-39

THE IN-SITU ADSORPTION OF 90SR IN A SAND AQUIFER AT THE CHALK RIVER
LABORATORIES
R.E. Jackson, and K.J. Inch
Journal of Contaminant Hydrology 4 (1989) 27-50 AECL 9875

A SIMPLE METHOD TO PREDICT CHANGES IN HYPOLIMNETIC OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS
R.J. Cornett
Limnol. Oceanogr. 34 (1989) 1605-1612

AQUIFER PARAMETER ESTIMATION WITH THE AID OF RADIOACTIVE TRACERS
G.L. Moltyaner
Proceedings of the conference on New Field Techniques for Quantifying the
Physical and Chemical Properties of Heterogeneous Aquifers, National Water
Well Assoc, Summit Hotel, Dallas, Texas. (1989) 509-528

A DOWNHOLE COLUMN TECHNIQUE FOR FIELD MEASUREMENT OF TRANSPORT PARAMETERS
D.R. Champ, and G.L. Moltyaner
Proceedings of the conference on New Field Techniques for Quantifying the
Physical and Chemical Properties of Heterogeneous Aquifers, National Water
Well Assoc., Summit Hotel, Dallas, Texas. (1989) 293-316

THE VALIDITY OF GAUSSIAN PLUME MODEL WHEN APPLIED TO ELEVATED RELEASES AT A
SITE ON THE CANADIAN SHIELD
E. Robertson, and P.J. Barry
Atmospheric Environment £1(2) (1989) 351-362

SNOWMELT CONTRIBUTIONS TO SPRING RUNOFF IN ACID STRESSED HEADWATER STREAMS
ON THE CANADIAN SHIELD
C. Wels, R. Jack Cornett, and Bruce D. Lazerte
Proc. Canadian Hydrology Symposium, Banff, Alberta. 1988 May 9-11 (1989)
327-331

CHANGES IN STREAM CHEMISTRY DURING SNOWMELT RUNOFF IN TWO HEADWATER
CATCHMENTS
C. Wels, R. Jack Cornett, Bruce D. LaZerte, and Peter J. Dillon
Proceedings of the Eastern Snow Conference, Lake Placid, June 1988 (1989)
60-73
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MEASURING GROUNDWATER TRANSPORT THROUGH LAKE SEDIMENTS BY ADVECTION AND
DIFFUSION
R.J. Cornett, B.A. Risto, and D.R. Lee
Water Resources Research 15(8) (1989) 1815-1823 AECL-9991

METHODOLOGY FOR LOCATING AND MEASURING SUBMERGED DISCHARGES: TARGETING
TOOL, HARPOON PIEZOMETER AND MORE
D.R. Lee, and S.J. Welch
Proceedings, Focus Conference on Eastern Groundwater Issues, October 17-19,
Sponsored by National Water Well Association (1989) 1-8

MEASUREMENTS OF SOLUTE FLUXES FROM GROUNDWATER INTO SURFACE WATER
D. Guyonnet, D.R. Lee, and C. Wels
In Volume I Feature Presentations, Air Quality Research, Water Quality
Research Technology Transfer Conference, Toronto, Ontario November 20-21.
Environment Ontario (1989) 459

NICKEL DIAGENESIS AND PARTITIONING IN LAKE SEDIMENTS
R.J. Cornett, L. Chant, and R.D. Evans
Sci. Total Environ., 87/88 (1989) 157-170

OBSERVATIONS ON THE MOVEMENT OF COLLOIDAL PARTICLES IN SATURATED MEDIA AT
THE CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES
D.R. Champ
Proceedings Mobility of Colloidal Particles in the Subsurface: Chemistry
and Hydrology of Colloid-Aquifer Interactions, Manteo, North Carolina,
October 4-6, 1988. DOE/ER-0425 (1989) 57-60

3.6.2 REPORTS

PRELIMINARY HYDROGEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT OF SIX POTENTIAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
SITES ON CRNL PROPERTY
K.J. Inch, R.W.D. Killey, and J.H. Munch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Technical Record TR-467 (1989) AECL-1391

HYDROGEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF NPD LANDFILL SITE #2
R.W.D. Killey, and J.H. Munch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Technical Record TR-469 (1989)

3.6.3 LECTURES, PRESENTATIONS AND ABSTRACTS

POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF SALINE WATERS DISCHARGING AT "MOOSE LICKS" ON THE
CANADIAN SHIELD
D.R. Lee, G.M. Milton, and R.J. Cornett
Presented by Abstract only. 28th International Geological Congress,
Washington, D.C. (1989) July 09-19
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RADIOTRACER EXCHANGE BETWEEN WATER AND SEDIMENTS OVER DIFFERENT TIME
SCALES: AN ANALYSIS OF RADIO-COBALT CYCLING
A.F. Vezina, and R.J. Cornett
Int. Soc. Limnol. 24th Congress, Munich, West Germany (1989) August

TRANSPORT OF NUCLIDES IN LAKE SEDIMENTS BY ADVECTION AND DIFFUSION
R.J. Cornett, and B.A. Risto
International Association of Limnology, Munich, West Germany, (1989) August
12-19

PRESENTATION FOR CRNL PERCH LAKE STUDIES WORKSHOP
D.R. Lee
Advection and diffusion profiles of tritium in Perch Lake littoral zone
(1989) August 22

INFLUENCE OF HYDROLOGY ON STREAM ACIDIFICATION: I. GROUNDWATER RESIDENCE
TIMES
R.J. Cornett, C. Wels, and B.D. LaZerte
Chapman Conference on Hydrogeochemical Responses of Forested Catchments,
Bar Harbour, Maine (1989) September

INFLUENCE OF HYDROLOGY ON STREAM ACIDIFICATION II FLOW PATHS OF MELT WATER
C. Wels, R.J. Cornett, and B.D. LaZerte
Chapman Conference on Hydrogeochemical'Responses of Forested Catchments,
Bar Harbour, Maine (1989) September

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
D.R. Champ
Presentation to "The Summit on the Environment", Toronto. (1989) September
10-17

STUDIES OF UPTAKE OF RADIONUCLIDES BY TREES IN A NATURAL FOREST ECOSYSTEM
ON THE CANADIAN SHIELD
E.L. Cooper, and J.F. Mattie
Poster Session at The Transfer of Radionuclides in Natural and Semi-Natural
Environments Conference, Udine Italy. (1989) September 11-15

DISPERSAL OF TRITIUM IN THE ENVIRONMENT
R.M. Brown
Presented at the Tritium and Advanced Fuels in Fusion Reactors conference.
Int. School of Plasma Physics "Piero Caldirola" Varenna, Italy, (1989)
September 6-15.

TRITIUM IN THE ENVIRONMENT
R.M. Brown, and W. Workman
Lecture and lab sessions presented to the 10th holding of the CFFTP Tritium
Safe Handling Course, CRNL (1989) September 27-29

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AT CRNL
D.R. Champ
Oral presentation to Peruvian Nuclear Energy Institute (IPEN) at Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario (1989) October 06
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METHODOLOGY FOR LOCATING AND MEASURING SUBMERGED DISCHARGES: TARGETING
TOOL, HARPOON PIEZOMETER AND MORE
D.R. Lee, and S.J. Welch
Program of Focus Conference on Eastern Regional Groundwater Issues,
Kitchener, Ontario, October 17-19. Sponsored by University of
Waterloo/National Water Well Association (1989) 3

HANDLING OF OPEN SOURCES OF RADIOISOTOPES
E.L. Cooper, and J.F. Mattie
31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(1989) October 16-20

PUBLIC EDUCATION ON NUCLEAR ISSUES
D.R. Champ
Panel Discussion for 31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Heritage Inn,
Pembroke, Ontario (1989) October 16-20

GAMMA COUNTING TECHNIQUES
R.J. Cornett
31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(1989) October 16-20

ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
D.R. Champ
31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(1989) October 16-20

TOUR OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH FIELD SITES
D.R. Lee
31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(1989) October 16-20

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
E.L. Cooper
31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(1989) October 16-20

TOUR OF LOW BACKGROUND COUNTING FACILITIES GAMMA COUNTING TECHNIQUES
R.J. Cornett
Presentation at 31st Annual Radiation Protection Course, Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories, (1989) October 16-20

A COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATING GROUNDWATER RECHARGE FROM A LAKE
S.J. Welch
Oral presentation for the Focus Conference on Eastern Regional Ground Water
Issues, Kitchener, Ontario, 1989 October 17-19.

PHILOSOPHIES OF SCIENCE
R.J. Cornett
Trent University Graduate Studies Program, 6 Lectures (1989)
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GROUNDWATER - SURFACE WATER INTERACTIONS
R.J. Cornett
Dept. of Geology, University of Toronto (1989) October 23

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ENERGY OPTIONS
D.R. Champ
Presented to Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Board of Directors, Ottawa,
(1989) October 26

WORK IN THAILAND
E.L. Cooper
Seminar held at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, (1989) October 31

PRESENTATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
R.V. Osborne, D.R. Champ, G.L. Moltyaner, R.W.D. Killey, and R.J. Cornett
Presented to Deputy Minister of Energy, Province of Ontario, at Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories (1989) November

TRITIUM IN THE ENVIRONMENT AND FOOD
R.M. Brown
Tritium Health Physics Workshop, CRNL (1989) November 14

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TO A SPILL OF TRITIATED HEAVY WATER - THE INTERFACE
BETWEEN ROUTINE MONITORING AND RESEARCH
D.R. Champ
International Symposium on Recovery Operations in the Event of a Nuclear
Accident or Radiological Emergency, Vienna, Austria. (1989) November 6-10

FIELD AND MODELLING STUDIES OF TRANSPORT PROCESSES AT THE TWIN LAKE AQUIFER
G.L. Moltyaner
INTRAVAL participants meeting, Berkeley, California. (1989) November 14-16

RADIOCHEMICAL LABORATORY PRACTICES
E.L. Cooper
Lecture on Radiation Protection Training for Non-Routine Situations, CRNL
(1989) November 14

TESTING ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION MODEL PERFORMANCE USING AIR POLLUTION DATA
SETS FROM CHALK RIVER AND SUDBURY
E. Robertson, and P.J. Barry
Presented at Technology Transfer Conference, Toronto, Ontario, (to be
published in proceedings of conference). (1989) November 20-21

REVIEW OF METHODS FOR ASSESSING GROUNDWATER FLUX
D.R. Lee
Technical Workshop on Nonpoint Source Ground-Water Project. U.S. EPA
meeting, Chicago O'Hare Airport (1989) November 30
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THE ENERGY DESCRIPTION OF DISPERSION IN GEOLOGIC MEDIA
G.L. Moltyaner
Presented at the AGWSE Annual Meeting, Houston Texas. Also presentation
for the Board of Directors, AECL. Abstract to be published in Ground Water
Journal (1989) October 31-Noveraber 01

THE FICKIAN MODEL OF DISPERSION: A STATISTICAL APPROACH
G.L. Moltyaner
Oral presentation given at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, (1989)
December 08

MONITORING OF RADIONUCLIDES IN THE ENVIRONMENT - IS CHEMISTRY STILL NEEDED?
E.L. Cooper
Oral Presentation given at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, December 12
and also in Hawaii, December 17-22 (1989)

POSSIBLE ORIGINS OF SALINE WATERS DISCHARGING AT 'MOOSE LICKS' IN THE
NIPIGON BASIN
Gwen Milton
Oral Presentation given at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, (1989)
December 18
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4.2 INTRODUCTION
- N.E. Gentner

The primary objectives of research activities in Radiation Biology
Branch are: to contribute to the worldwide bank of knowledge on the
biological end-effects of exposure of human beings and other living organisms
to ionizing radiation; to anticipate and identify potential problems in
radiation protection and to design experiments or methods for their
elucidation; and to apply such expertise and knowledge to improvements in
health protection and to health care delivery. Much of what we do is
underlying research, wherein knowledge of and abilities in the latest
techniques and approaches are profitably applied and exploited in the
resolution of problems germane to radiation protection; no other coherent
radiobiology research group exists in Canada with this directed approach.
Increasingly, this expertise is applied as well to related agents, such as
chemical carcinogens and environmental genotoxicants: the major parts of the
deleterious health effects of these may arise via mechanisms that can be
easily probed through improved knowledge of ionizing radiation effects.
Obversely, exploration of the effects of chemical carcinogens are helping to
identify whether certain ionizing radiation-induced lesions may be more
critical than others, in terms of probability of the end-effect arising per
unit number of lesions or per unit dose (in general, chemical agents give
rise to more discrete and defined damage spectra than does ionizing
radiation).

In our evaluation of mutagenic and carcinogenic hazards, more
emphasis is given to improved understanding of the effects of low dose, low
dose-rate exposure (that is, to the non-accident situation) than to high
dose, acute exposure. High dose effects, such as are derived from the
existing human epidemiological data, are included as a reference. The most
critical cellular target of concern is DNA, which is the carrier of
hereditary (genetic) information and the director of somatic processes in
living cells. The vast majority of radiogenic damage initially induced in
DNA is essentially 'transparent' because it is efficiently removed — and DNA
structure and function restored to normal — by enzymatic DNA repair
processes. (These are themselves coded for by instructions in DNA, and
therefore subject to genetic alteration with respect to efficacy, level,
probability of error, or other performance parameters). Hence it is not the
amount of initial DNA damage -- for which dose measurement serves as a
surrogate -- that is of concern, but rather the amount and nature of the
unrepaired or snisrepaired DNA damage that remains after the biological
responses to these initial insults have run their course. To investigate
these repair-related responses, which have emerged as a major determinant in
the ultimate level of deleterious biological end-effect, we employ a variety
of investigational modes (biochemistry, biophysics, cell biology, genetics,
immunology, and molecular biology) and a variety of test systems (viruses,
prokaryotes, simple eukaryotes, cultured human cells, and laboratory
mammals).

To accomplish our ends, present programs include: investigating the
Interaction of DNA damage and repair on tumor promotion; the relationship of
cytotoxic immune cell activity to carcinogenic risk; manipulatable
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alterations in the level of repair capability; radioprotective (antioxidant)
enzymes and substances; epidemiology; determining the range of radioresponse
extant in ostensibly normal persons (such as an atomic radiation worker
population) and whether abnormal radiosensitivity can be demonstrably
associated with excess risk of 'spontaneous' neoplasia; the development of
site-specific mutagenesis assays for genetic endpoints; human disorders
associated with excess incidence of cancer and abnormal sensitivity to the
cytotoxic effects of carcinogens; the relationship of individual
radiosensitivity to success of radiotherapy in cancer patients; cell
transformation as a model for carcinogenesis; and the carcinogenic risk of
inhaled uranium ore dust. All of these programs address aspects relevant to
radiation protection programs.

We are initiating some new programs in areas that we deem to be of
importance shortly or in future. One (in collaboration with Dosimetric
Research Branch) concerns biological indicators of dose. The initial
emphasis will be on ESR signals from biological (or synthetic) molecules,
polymers or macromolecules exposed to ionizing radiation; what is sought is
the ability to interrogate as a dosimeter, in a situation such as an
accident, something that every person is likely to carry on him/herself. We
see this expanding later to the development of more sensitive (but perhaps
more short-lived) indicators. Ideally, for radiation protection purposes,
one would want two types of biological dosimeters: one that was very
sensitive to low doses and 'resettable', and another that was representive of
long-term (cumulative) exposures.

We are increasingly able also to study the interaction between DNA
damage induced by radiation and by chemicals. The apparent risk of radiation
carcinogenesis, and some of the uncertainties in present risk estimates, may
reflect the heterogeneity of environments (and of other carcinogens or
promoters) that human beings encounter in the period before ionizing
radiation exposure or in the long latent period afterwards leading to the
possible development of a cancer related to this exposure. Not only the
nature but the timing of these other exposures is likely to be important.
The Topical Summary in this report details the principles of, and some
studies on, how the risk from a given radiation dose can be modified. It is
clear that the future ability to intervene in order to minimize the
consequences of exposure will require much greater understanding of the
processes in multistage carcinogenesis.

Since a growing literature is consistent with seemingly beneficial
effects ("radiation hormesis") of exposure to very low doses, we are
beginning to investigate this area also. It seems to us that the approach
most likely to be successful involves a protocol of priming dose —
incubation -- challenge dose. What is sought is evidence that the inclusion
of the very low priming exposure induces "extra" radiation protection, in the
sense that the detriment occasioned by the subsequent challenge exposure is
diminished. Biological consequences or endpoints amenable to such
investigation include inactivation (cell killing), cell transformation,
mutation and cytogenetic effects such as induction of micronuclei.
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Two projects receiving major amounts of outside support are scheduled
to finish in the next half-year; these concern the relative biological
effectiveness of tritium beta-rays for the induction of myeloid leukemia in
mice and an evaluation, by jln vitro assay of cultured cells, of the
proportion of persons in the general population that may be regarded as
abnormally radiosensitive and thus potentially at increased risk of
radiogenic cancer. But ve expect to maintain a considerable level of outside
support. The AECB has expressed interest in co-funding additional vork,
related to the probability of other causes of death, from data accumulated as
part of the mouse myeloid leukemia study. There may be further interest from
them in radiosensitivity testing, with a goal of moving from a population
genetics approach to one related to the individual. The pilot study portion
of the international collaboration on radiosensitivity testing with the
Harwell Laboratories of the UKAEA, British Nuclear Fuels Limited, and the
National Radiological Protection Board; who furnished f30,000 for their part)
has excited sufficient U.K. interest that they plan to expand this work in
the coming year. Our Animal Facility expertise led the AECB to ask us to
undertake the experimental work of a study on the possible effects of inhaled
uranium ore dust in inducing lung cancer in rats; a pilot, "range-finding",
study is underway and the main study is expected to garner substantial
outside funding over the next 2-3 years. The AECB is also giving a high
priority to further studies aimed at corroborating an earlier indication,
obtained in a study here on the acceleration of appearance of mammary tumors,
that the RBE of gamma rays at low doses and low dose rates may be essentially
zero. A current proposal of ours on using cultured cells and a variety of
biological endpoints in a tritium RBE study also appears to be well received
by the AECB.

The Branch continues to function as a ready and up-to-date source of
information on the biological effects of radiation for AECL, government
agencies, and others on request. Ve input data and suggestions to national
and international committees concerned with assessment of the biological
hazards of exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation. Our activities, by
improving understanding of how and why these effects arise, are aimed at
reducing the present uncertainties associated with estimation of the
deleterious effects on human health of exposure to ionizing radiation. This
strongly supports the nuclear option for electricity generation. It no
longer suffices for us to be able to say that these risks may be -- and
likely are -- relatively low: increasingly we must seek actively to
demonstrate that they are not high.
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4.3 ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDIES OF RADIATION DAMAGE
- C.L. Greenstock and A. Trivedi*

Preliminary experiments have been carried out to calibrate the
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer and to determine its sensitivity
in terms of detecting lov-levels of radiation-induced free radicals. Free
radicals trapped in inert biological material may provide the basis for a
biological dosimeter capable of detecting radiation exposures of the order of
1 Gy or less.

1 Dosimetric Research Branch, CRNL

4.4 POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION OF RADIOSENSITIVE CELL LINES BASED ON
FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME RESPONSE OF UNIRRADIATED CELLS
- C.L. Greenstock

Several experiments have been carried out to characterize the
fluorescence lifetime profile of the fluorophore ethidium bromide
intercalated into the genome of human lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from
an apparently normal donor (GH2184) and an AT patient (GMO717). The AT cell
line showed a lower proportion of a 20 ns component (characteristic of DNA in
its normal double-stranded conformation) and appearance of a short-lifetime
component of -3.5 ns (indicative of a more mobile, tightly-coiled or
fragmented substrate) compared to the normal strain. These studies are being
extended to other cell strains to establish whether systematic features exist
that could assist in identification of radiosensitive cell lines without
having to irradiate them.

4.5 RADIORESISTANCE AND THE INDUCTION OF 7EAST RAD GENES B7 HEAT SHOCK OR
GAMMA-RATS
- D.R. Boreham1 and R.E.J. Mitchel

In yeast, both thermotolerance and radioresistance are induced by
prior exposure to either heat shock or ionizing radiation. We previously
showed that the level of induced radioresistance is proportional to the
radiation dose (i.e. proportional to DNA damage) up to the point of maximum
induction, and that it is a function of increased recominational repair
capacity.

Recently, we reported that heat shock was capable of inducing only
partial radioresistance in wild type cells while radiation induced a larger
degree of radioresistance. Northern dot blot analysis of the RAD52 epistasis
group revealed that while heat shock increases expression of only RAD52 mRNA,
radiation increased expression of RAD52, 54, and 57, thereby demonstrating
that heat shock and radiation differentially induce repair genes.

Mutants deficient in recombinational repair (rad52) are
radiosensitive, and neither heat shock nor radiation exposure induces
radioresistance. Nonetheless these mutants exhibited enhanced expression of
RAD51, rad52, RAD54, 55, and 57 mRNA after either heat shock or radiation
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exposure. This suggests that, since the inducible, non-functional rad52 gene
product is incapable of conferring radioresistance (repairing DNA damage),
additional repair genes may subsequently become induced in an effort,
although unsuccessful, to repair the residual damage.

* Graduate Student, Biology Department, University of Ottawa; working under
the supervision of R.E.J. Mitchel

4.6 HYPERTHERMIA AND DNA REPAIR IN GREEN ALGAE
- R.E.J. Mitchel and D.R. Boreham

Ve have investigated whether hyperthermia induces thermotolerance,
radioresistance, and mutation suppression in the unicellular green algae
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as it is known to do in the yeast S. cerevisiae.
In response to hyperthermia, synchronized G\ or G2 C. reinhardtii cells were
not radiosensitized; neither did they become radioresistant. However,
synchronized G^ or G2 algal cells had a normal heat-induced thermotolerance
response.

In yeast, an error-prone DNA repair system is induced in response to
MNNG treatment. Ve previously showed that hyperthermia or cycloheximide
inhibited induction of this error-prone repair, thereby suppressing MNNG
mutations. In algae, our present results demonstrate that neither
hyperthermia nor cycloheximide suppresses MNNG mutations.

In yeast, MNNG mutation is also suppressed by radiation exposure,
which induces an error-free DNA repair process capable of repairing those
lesions without resulting mutation. However, radiation did not suppress MNNG
mutations in algae.

These results indicate that the DNA repair capacity of C. reinhardtii
is not altered by hyperthermia and that in this organism, in contrast to
budding yeast, the mutations produced by MNNG are not a consequence of an
induced error-prone repair system.

4.7 BLEOMYCIN DAMAGE IN HYPERTHERMIA-TREATED CELLS
- R.E.J. Mitchel and R. Pilon

Hyperthermia treatments are used clinically to sensitize tumors to
killing by radiation and by some chemotherapeutic agents like bleomycin. We
have shown previously that a hyperthermia treatment sensitizes human
lymphoblastoid cells to bleomycin by two mechanisms: partly from inhibition
of DNA repair, but mostly due to an increased accessibility of bleomycin to
DNA. Possibly hyperthermia altered ("opened") DNA structure, allowing an
increase in DNA damage per unit dose. We have now investigated whether
induced thermotolerance decreases this sensitization. A single non-lethal
heat treatment results in increased resistance to killing by heat and also
inhibits the ability of hyperthermia to further sensitize cells to killing by
radiation. However a similar hyperthermia treatment of lymphoblastoid cells
did not impair the ability of further heat exposures to increase bleomycin
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induced DNA damage. This result indicates that the limitations imposed by
thermotolerance induction on hyperthermia induced radiosensitivity may not
apply to combinations of heat used with chemical agents that bind to and
damage DNA.

4.8 THE EFFECTS OF HYPERTHERMIA ON THE ACTIVITY OF RAT NATURAL KILLER
CELLS ISOLATED FROM LUNG, BLOOD AND SPLEEN
- Huixin Yang1, R.E.J. Mitchel and I. Lemaire2

Natural killer (NK) cells are able to attack, and lyse cancer cells.
It is not clear whether NK cells from various organs of the body are
identical or only similar in their responses to agents which stimulate or
repress their activity. To address this question, the in vitro affects of
hyperthermia were assessed on natural killer (NK) cells from Vistar rat lung,
peripheral blood and spleen. NK cytotoxic activity of all three compartments
was very sensitive to hyperthermic inhibition. Exposure at 42.5°C for 30 min
inhibited NK cytotoxic activity of each cell type by more than 95X. A
conjugate-forming assay suggested that the mechanisms of hyperthermic
inactivation are associated with post-binding lytic events. However,
hyperthermia treated NK cells could partially recover their cytotoxic
activity. Unheated lung lymphocytes had higher initial NK cytotoxic activity
than spleen and blood, and while they were more sensitive to hyperthermic
inhibition, they were also able to recover to a greater extent from such
inactivation. NK cells from rat lung, blood and spleen were all responsive
to interleuken-2 (IL-2) and a and & interferon (IFN-a&b) stimulation. Of the
three types, the highest responsiveness to IL-2 was observed in spleen cells.
A hyperthermia treatment increased the ability of NK cells from rat blood and
spleen to respond to IL-2 and IFN-a&b, but lowered the ability of lung NK
cells to respond to these agents. Our findings indicate that lung NK cells
have some characteristics which differ from those of peripheral blood and
spleen NK cells.

1 Visiting Scientist from China; presently Ph.D. candidate at University of
Ottawa

2 Professor, Department of Biology, University of Ottawa

4.9 THE EFFECTS OF HYPERTHERMIA ON THE CYTOLYTIC ACTIVITY AND CYTOSKELETON
OF MURINE CTLs
- J.D. Knox1, R.E.J. Mitchel and D.L. Brown1

Cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTLs) are a type of cell able to bind to and
lyse cancer cells. Alterations in their activity may alter the risk of
clinically observable cancer. We have previously shown that heat stress
temporarily impairs the ability of mouse CTLs to lyse their target cells, but
that recovery was possible. Using immunofluorescence microscopy, we observed
that this loss and recovery of lytic activity was coincident with the
disruption and reorganization, respectively, of the microtubule organizing
center (MTOC). Using a rabbit autoimmune serum that binds to a 50,000 dalton
protein located at the centriole (the point of microtubule attachment at the
MTOC), we have now demonstrated the temporary loss and recovery of antiserum
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recognition of this protein, suggesting that this may be the critical MTOC
heat sensitive target. However other experiments using a protein synthesis
inhibitor indicated that the microtubules could still reorganize to the MTOC
under these conditions, although lysis activity was not regained. This
particular result indicates that an additional step, further along the lytic
pathway, is affected as well.

* Biology Department, University of Ottawa, Ottawa

4.10 RADIATION-INDUCED ADAPTIVE RESPONSE TO HNNG INITIATION OF
TUMORIGENESIS IN MOUSE SKIN
- A. Trivedi1 and R.E.J. Mitchel

We have shown recently that hyperthermia treatments given near the
time of 12-o-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) promotion of initiated
cells in SENCAR mouse skin acted as a patent anti-promoter and reduced the
tumor formation by up to 90% (Carcinogenesis 7, 1505-1510, 1986). To
understand the action of hyperthermia on a radiation-induced adaptive
response to tumor initiation, SENCAR mouse skin was given a single exposure
to N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitroso-guanidine (MNNG). This procedure produced
initiated cells which could subsequently be promoted with TPA to form tumors.
Exposure of the skin to ^Sr/Y yg-radiation at the time of MNNG initiation
produced a dose dependent reduction in tumor frequency between 25% (with 0.5
Gy) and 80% (with 5.0 Gy), as compared to unirradiated animals. A
hyperthermia treatment of the skin (44°C, 30 min), also given at the time of
MNNG initiation and irradiation, partially blocked the protective effect of
the radiation (5.0 Gy reduced tumor frequency only 50%). A combined
hyperthermia and radiation treatment, in the absence of MNNG, produced no
initiated cells promotable with TPA. We speculate that hyperthermia may
shift the initiated cells to synthesis of heat shock type proteins, probably
required to overcome the thermal stress imposed on these cells. The
corresponding reduction in normal protein synthesis (necessary for the
radiation-induced adaptive response) may account for the increase in the
tumor frequency.

* Dosimetric Research Branch, CRNL

4.11 RADIATION RESPONSE OF ADRIAMYCIN-SENSITIVE AND ADRIAMYCIN-RESISTANT
CELLS
- B.L. Kuehl1, L.F. Courchesne, C.L. Greenstock, and R.E.J. Mitchel

Strains of P388 mouse leukemia cells which are adriamycin-sensitive
(ADR/4) or adriamycin-resistant (ADR/3 and ADR/7, topoisomerase II deficient)
have been tested to see if they respond similarly to radiation and drugs.
The drug-resistant strains were more radioresistant; this was most marked at
low doses where addition of a pronounced shoulder on their survival curves
was evident. The slopes of the exponential portions were parallel with that
of the drug-sensitive strain, indicating that at high doses a given dose
increment produces equivalent effects in drug-sensitive and drug-resistant
strains. These results suggest that DNA repair capability is an important
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determinant of the cellular response to oxidative stress. A DNA unwinding
assay shoved that the amount of DNA damage due to adriamycin was three- to
four-fold less than in the sensitive strain. These results support the
thesis that drug- and radiation-resistance may have similar mechanisms in
terms of protection against DNA damage and cell killing.

1 Deep River Science Academy Tutor; from University of Guelph, Guelph

4.12 GENE EXPRESSION IN ADRIAMYCIN-SENSITIVE AND ADRIAMYCIN-RESISTANT CELL
LINES
- C.L. Greenstock and L.F. Courchesne

DNA damage consequent to exposure of cultured cells to the drug
adriamycin is mediated by a mechanism involving free radicals. DNA probes
for a number of genes involved in cellular responses to oxidative stress
(including those for antioxidant, detoxifying or repair enzymes, heat shock
proteins and multi-drug resistance) have been amplified within plasmids using
hypercompetent E_;. coli cells, extracted, and purified by gel electrophoresis.
Purified probes have been used in hybridization studies with 32p_iaDe]je(}
mRNA restriction fragments from drug-sensitive and -resistant cells in
Northern blot analyses in order to detect possible differential expression of
these particular genes. We found that heat shock-like proteins were
expressed in drug-resistant, but not in drug-sensitive, cells in the absence
of any stress. This panel of proteins is typically expressed after stresses
that induce greater radiation or thermal resistance. In view of our
demonstration that the adriamycin-resistant cells are also more
radioresistant and thermostable it is possible that resistance to adriamycin
is also a consequence of expression of these proteins, and that the
adriamycin-resistant line is constitutively induced.

4.13 SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR ABNORMAL RADIOSENSITIVITY
- N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison, M.M. Werner, D. Cecil, T.L. Joyce,
K.L. Gale, L.M. Paterson, M. Sargent and B.P. Smith

The AECL/AECB contract requires that we derive a value for the
percentage of persons in an ostensibly normal population who may be regarded
as abnormally radiosensitive based on the results of the in vitro growback
assay for radiosensitivity performed blind on lymphoblastoid cell lines
(LCL's) derived from volunteer donors. In our proposal, we stated that this
would be done using significant deviation (p<0.05) from the "composite
normal" and a two-tail t-test. The data points to be used for this have been
selected and the data-base assembled.

The AECB has engaged the services of Prof. Raman, University of Ottawa
(who is also a member of the Review Panel for this contract), to analyze our
data independently using an "analysis of variance" approach. The appropriate
data-base files have been sent to Dr. Raman.

In the analysis of variance, some estimate is required of the range of
variation expected. (1) For a given strain, this can be obtained from the
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replicate determinations. (2) An additional estimate of this is possible by
comparing the grow-back ratios of LCL strains established by the two
different methods, which used cyclosporin and phytohemagglutin (PHA). While
the majority of "ostensibly normal" strains were established using the PHA
method, strains were established using both methods from most of our cancer
patient donors. The overall radioresponse distributions are similar for the
two methods. (3) A third approach would be to employ the range seen from
assay of various "pure clones" obtained early in the process of establishing
the LCL's. For two out of three cancer patient donors, this demonstrated the
existence of clones of different radiosensitivity. However, we noted at the
last Review Panel meeting a caution regarding this approach, since these
cancer patient results may not be representative of normal strains.

4.14 SCREENING CANCER PATIENTS FOR ABNORMAL RADIORESPONSE
- N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison, M.H. Werner, J.A. Walker, D. Cecil,
T.J. Joyce, K.L. Gale, L.M. Paterson, C. Purvis^, M. Sargent and
B.P. Smith

The establishment of LCLs (in most cases by two different methods)
from blood samples from more than 250 cancer patient donors and the testing
of all of these cell lines in the growback assay have been completed. This
represents the final phase of the experimental work in the AECL/AECB project
on "Screening human populations for abnormal radiosensitivity". The
processing of the accumulated data for comparison with those from a similar
number of lines from non-cancer patient donors is underway.

The two different establishment procedures (the phytohemagglutinin or
PHA method and the cyclosporin method) yield essentially similar
radioresponse distributions. That is, although LCL strains obtained by one
method sometimes give moderately different growback ratios than for those
obtained by the other method, there exists no systematic variation. This
will be tested further by analysis of variance. We may then be able to pool
the two sets of results to statistical advantage. Moreover, this comparison
may form a good basis with which to define the extent of variation which may
be expected to result within replicate determinations from a given donor.

* National Summer Student; from Department of Biology, Queen's University,
Kingston

4.15 INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN SENSITIVITY TO MIT0MYC1N C
- L.D. Johnson, D.P. Morrison and N.E. Gentner

Work on establishing the range of variation in response to the
cytotoxic effects of the pre-carcinogen mitomycin C (MMC) continues. MMC
results in DNA-DNA interstrand cross-links, a type of lesion that is believed
to require some mode of recombinational repair process for its restitution.
To date, the in vitro grow-back responses of some 90 lymphoblastoid cell line
(LCL) strains developed from ostensibly normal donors and of 127 LCL strains
developed from cancer patient donors have been obtained. The predominant
feature of each of these two distributions is the wide range of sensitivity.
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4.16 VARIATION IN RADIOSENSITIVITY IN DIFFERENT LYMPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES
DERIVED FROM A SINGLE BLOOD SAMPLES
- O.P. Morrison, N.E. Gentner, M.M. Werner, T.L. Joyce, L.M. Paterson,

D. Cecil and K.L. Gale

Earlier work on the extent of the variation in radiosensitivity that
might be observed in a single donor shoved that for one of two cancer
patients, multiple lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs), derived from a single
blood donation and likely of single cell origin, were all in the range ve
consider to be radionormal. The multiple LCL's from the second shoved a vide
variation; on clonal expansion, depending on vhich clones predominated,
polyclonal lines of different sensitivity could result.

Subsequent work has followed tvo paths. To determine whether such
variation is likely to be common, ve have been establishing sets of primary
clones from a larger number of individuals, including normal (non-cancer)
donors. Large scale testing of these clones has just begun. The second
investigation was directed at assessing the stability oE the videly different
sensitivities seen in the earlier work by sub-cloning these different,
ostensibly monoclonal, lines. Unfortunately, most of both sets of primary
clones reported on earlier were lost to bacterial contamination in our stored
stocks. All efforts to recover them from our frozen reserves have been
unsuccessful. More extensive work on this aspect will be carried out using
the more recently established primary clones after they have been tested for
radiosensitivity.

4.17 ALTERNATIVE SCREENING ASSAYS
- D.P. Morrison, T.L. Joyce and L.M. Paterson

Ve have attempted to adapt the mitochondrial activity assay described
in PHS 89-04-20 to a modified Growback Assay for use with lymphoblastoid cell
lines (LCLs). In essence, the enzymatic ability of cells to reduce a yellow
tetrazolium salt, (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium
bromide (MTT)), to a purple formazan precipitate is used as a measure of
post-treatment survival. Usually run using attached cells in 96-vell
microtiter plates and a spectrophotometric plate reader, such assays can
provide a means to process relatively large numbers of samples.

Ve tried to mimic our standard Grovback Assay by setting up, post-
treatment, a set of 5-6 multivell plates, each plate having one or tvo rovs
for the unirradiated control cells and for each dose administered to the
irradiated cells. These plates are incubated under standard conditions.
Immediately folloving plating and at daily intervals thereafter one plate is
used to assess the amount of formazan produced in each veil from a fixed
amount of MTT during a fixed time. This provides a measure of mitochondrial
activity and in control experiments has been shown to be proportional to the
number of live cells. For some of the validation experiments, a standard
growback assay was also run.

By using the average absorbance (of the solubilized formazan) per veil
for each dose rather than the actual cell count, and the ratio of the slopes
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of the absorbance vs incubation time curves for the treated and control
cultures, ve expected that regrovth ratios analogous, if not identical, to
the standard Grovback Ratios (GBRs) would be obtained. This was confirmed in
a set of experiments in which samples were removed from the standard grovback
cultures, dispensed to multiwell plates and an HTT assay performed. However,
in those experiments where the cells were dispensed directly to the multiwell
plates for incubation and one plate per day used for the MTT assay, the rate
of increase in absorbance was difficult to determine because the recovery of
the cells from treatment and handling was variable. This is believed to be a
function of the relatively small numbers of cells in the microwell cultures.
If the ratio of absorbances at a time when cell growth appears to be more
stable (3-4 days) is used for both the multiwell MTT assay and a parallel,
standard growback assay there is relatively good agreement between the two
methods.

In an attempt to validate this alternative assay we undertook to test
a set of strains of known sensitivities. These included a line of normal
sensitivity, ataxia-telangiectasia lines, and xeroderma pigmentosum lines.
When tested with ultraviolet light, the results were largely as expected.
While the normal and AT cell lines were much more resistant than the XP
lines, the survival ratios for both of the AT lines tested were below that of
the normal line. In the case of the XP lines, the Group A and Group D
strains tested were similar in their high sensitivity and the XP variant
while obviously sensitive was not affected to the same extent as the others.
With the exception of the reduced resistance seen for the AT lines these
results are consistent with findings from other cell types with the same
genetic constitutions and using other sorts of assays.

When a similar set of experiments was run using ionizing radiation as
the test agent anomalous results were obtained. The XP line tested exhibited
a level of sensitivity similar to that of the normal line. This is
consistent with findings from other studies of gamma-ray resistance in other
cell line types derived from XP patients. However, neither of the two AT
lymphoblastoid cell lines used exhibited enhanced sensitivity to gamma-rays.
They appeared as resistant as the normal and XP lines. It would appear that
AT cells irradiated with the test doses, while apparently reproductively
"dead" (i.e. they do not divide), do retain mitochondrial activity levels at
or above those of apparently normal cells. We conclude that the MTT assay
may be a research alternative for detecting sensitivities to certain
genotoxic agents (ultraviolet light and the alkylating agent methyl
nitrosoguanidine), but for ionizing radiation it apparently will not detect
sensitivities of the AT-type at least. Indeed, it may not be valid for
ionizing radiation-induced lethality at all.

Assays based on MTT reduction are currently being used in short-term
testing of potential genotoxicants. We urge caution and warn that for some
agents it may produce "false negative" results that are not consistent with
other measures of harm.
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4.18 COMPARISON OF THE CHROMOSOME ABERRATION ASSAY AND THE CRNL SCREENING
ASSAY
- J.-A. Walker, C. Roberts1, J. Tawn2, D. Lloyd^, A. Morgan1,
P. Holt1' M. Sargent, D. Cecil, M.M. Werner, D.P. Morrison and
N.E. Gentner

Several research groups have advocated the use of cytogenetic
endpoints to assess individual variation in radiosensitivity. This is time-
consuming and expensive. A collaborative program with several U.K. agencies
is underway to determine the extent to which the UK assays and the Chalk
River screening assays correspond.

Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) established from 3 blood samples
collected by NRPB (one of which, in an earlier CEC-sponsored study, showed a
marked increase in the number of chromosome aberrations) vere run twice in
the LCL micronucleus assay. In our first experiment, test cells were exposed
to an acute dose of 1.7 Gy and a chronic dose of 4 Gy. In the second
experiment test cells were exposed to a lower acute dose, 0.4 Gy, and were
run in parallel with a radiosensitive (AT) strain and a radionormal strain
(GM8436 and GM2184, respectively, purchased from NIGMS Human Genetic Mutant
Cell Repository). The number of micronuclei counted in the unirradiated
controls for both experiments fell within an expected background range (0X-3X
of binucleate cells containing micronuclei). Following exposure to ionizing
radiation, the number of micronuclei observed in the 3 NRPB strains did not
differ significantly from one another in the first experiment. In the second
experiment the NRPB strains did not differ from the radionormal strain; in
comparison, the number of micronuclei observed in the AT binucleate cells
following low dose exposure was significantly elevated.

For these same three NRPB samples, the derived LCL strains were run in
the growback assay and lymphocytes were run in the lymphocyte screening
assay. Both of these assays indicate that none of the NRPB samples exhibit
abnormal radiosensitivity.

All three CRNL assays therefore suggest that abnormalities in
radiosensitivity as measured by the LCL and lymphocyte assays is not an
explanation for the increase in chromosome aberrations seen previously in the
one NRPB. In view of results from our laboratory indicating that different
apparent radiosensitivity levels may be manifested at different sampling
times for at least some donors, it becomes of paramount importance that the
"sensitive" NRPB donor be assessed for radiosensitivity by the chromosome
aberration test at the same time as the person is assessed by our assays.
Such possible variation with time has not been performed in chromosomal
aberration tests. Fortunately, the NRPB -- at the time these blood samples
were obtained for us — did prepare some slides for chromosome analysis.
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Chromosome analysis on lymphocyte samples from the 16 CRNL donors is
also underway at the NRPB and BNFL laboratories. When these results become
available, a final comparison can be made between the chromosome aberration
assay and the CRNL assays.

1 Harwell Laboratories, UKAEA
2 British Nuclear Fuels Limited
3 National Radiological Protection Board, Chilcot

4.19 DV SENSITIVITY IN CULTURED LYMPHOCYTES AND LYMPHOBLASTOID CELL STRAINS
OBTAINED FROM VARIOUS INDIVIDUAL DONORS USING THE GROVBACK ASSAY
- B.P. Smith, M.D. Cecil, M.M. Werner, N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison,
T.L. Joyce, K.L. Gale and L.M. Paterson

Medical clinicians continue to express to us their interest in a
facile method of determining whether patients may be abnormally sensitive to
UV. We have previously demonstrated the utility of lymphoblastoid cell lines
and an adaptation of the .in vitro growback assay for this purpose. We are
now developing a modified growback assay employing stimulated lymphocytes
directly. Initially, to provide lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) to validate
the ability of the assay to show "known" UV-hypersensitivity properly, we
purchased strains for all available genetic complementation groups for donors
exhibiting the UV sensitive disorder, xeroderma pigmentosum (XP). In the
growback assay, the XP LCL's all demonstrated UV hypersensitivity similar to
that seen in vitro in fibroblast cells obtained from the same donors as used
to derive the LCL strains. Interestingly the LCL's from a patient who was
"sunlight sensitive, high cancer risk", did not show abnormal sensitivity to
UV radiation of 254 nm (UV-C). An evaluation of LCL strains derived from
several basal cell carcinoma patients as part of AECL/AECB screening program
with cancer patient donors is now underway.

The use of lymphocytes as the test material has been in development at
CRNL for testing possible abnormal sensitivity to ionizing radiation. We
have also assayed lymphocytes from blood samples from six volunteers for
their UV response using this lymphocyte screening assay: even in this small
sample, appreciable variation of the Jji vitro responses of different persons
is seen. We are investigating whether variation in cell growth may be a
contributing factor. Development work is progressing. We hope that
volunteer donors with known syndromes (XP patients) can be identified by our
medical collaborators, in order to compare the potential of utilizing
fibroblasts, LCL's or lymphocytes as the test material for evaluating UV
sensitivity.

4.20 ASSESSMENT OF ULTRAVIOLET RESPONSE IN SUSPECTED XERODERMA PIGMENTOSUM
PATIENTS
- B.P. Smith, M.D. Cecil, D.P. Morrison, N.E. Gentner and C. Ramsey1

Dr. Colin Ramsey, a dermatologist from the University of Toronto,
requested our assistance in determining the ultraviolet sensitivity of skin
fibroblasts from tvo patients with severe complications as a result of
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sunburn episodes. Collaboration vith Dr. Ramsey vas initiated vith a view
to developing a faster, less expensive clinical diagnostic assay either
utilizing lymphocytes or lymphoblastoid cells (immortalized lymphocytes).
One patient, coded Neeb. vas a tventy year old, markedly sunlight sensitive
male; at the time of biopsy, he exhibited basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell
carcinoma, and malignant melanoma. Patient AR-1 vas a tvo year old male
child also presenting severe sunburn on sunlight exposure. Both vere
clinically identified as "possible/likely XP"; a survival analysis vas sought
to confirm this, if possible.

Primary fibroblast cultures vere developed at the University of
Toronto from skin punch biopsy of the tvo donors; these vere transported to
CRNL for amplification and for "survival of colony-forming ability11 assays.
Preliminary experiments of their ultraviolet survival response indicate
normalcy for AR-1. Neeb shovs a response intermediate between the highly
sensitive strain XP5 and UV-normal controls; his UV survival response in
vitro is consistent vith that of XP complementation group C.

A fibroblast sample from another clinical patient vas received from
Dr. Cloutier of Quebec City and is being tested by in vitro assays, at his
request, for possible UV sensitivity. This strain is from a patient of his
vith clinical hallmarks similar to that exhibited by the Neeb donor.

These requests demonstrate that a simple, efficient inexpensive test
for UV sensitivity to assist the medical community vith diagnoses may veil be
meeting quite a vide medical need.

* Department of Dermatology, University of Toronto, and Hospital for Sick
Children, Toronto

4.21 A COLLABORATIVE PROJECT TO ASSESS POSSIBLE UNIQUE PATTERNS OF
CARCINOGEN SENSITIVITY IN CELL LINES DERIVED FROM DONORS VITH
'HEREDITARY' OR 'SPORADIC RETINOBLASTOMA
- P. Unrau, D.P. Morrison, N.E. Gentner, M.M. Werner, J.A. Walker,
D. Cecil, T.L. Joyce, K.L. Gale, L.M. Paterson, L.D. Johnson,
B.P. Smith and B.L. Gallie1

Tvo sorts of retinoblastoma (childhood tumors of the retina) have been
described; they are designated 'hereditary' or 'sporadic'. Patients vith the
hereditary type are heterozygous for the Rb gene (Rb+/Rb"). The cancer
occurs vhen the defective form of the gene, inherited from a parental carrier
of the condition, becomes effectively homozygous (Rb"/Rb~ or Rb~/O). Some
10% of all retinoblastoma cases reflect such inheritance.

Of the remaining 90% of retinoblastoma cases, 302 have no family
history but have bilateral tumors; these 30% are carriers (Rb+/Rb~) and may
reflect mutations arising in the germ cells of the parents. The remaining
60% have unilateral tumors, and of these 9% are carriers (Rb+/Rb~) and 51JE
are not (Rb+/Rb+). For all retinoblastomas the tumors shov either
homozygosis (Rb"/Rb") or loss of one gene copy (Rb"/0). This absence of the
Rb+ gene could reflect events such as: (a) elevated Rb+ to Rb" mutation rates
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in parental sperm or eggs; (b) normal mutation rates in parental germ cells,
but enhanced mutation rates in the offspring; or (c) enhanced recombination
rates in offspring. A testable hypothesis is that bilateral sporadics cases
arise either because one of the parents, or the child, is a mutator. If
imitator phenotype in humans is correlated with either chemical or radiation
sensitivity of lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from them, then either a
parent of a bilateral patient, or the child, might exhibit sensitivity to
model carcinogens.

Direct assays for the mutator phenotype are not yet feasible. However,
the hypothesis of abnormal response to carcinogens as a root cause is. A
collaboration to explore this has been initiated. Twenty-four unidentified
(coded) LCLs derived from unilateral or bilateral patients at the Hospital
for Sick Children, Toronto, have been grown and assessed by the growback
assay for sensitivity to ionizing radiation or to mitomycin C (for the
latter, recombinational repair is believed to be required for the removal of
induced DNA lesions most responsible for lethality). The results are being
assembled for transmittal to the Hospital for Sick Children and decoding of
donor status.

1 Medical Genetics Department, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto

4.22 DETECTION OF MUTATION IN VITRO
- P. Unrau and D.P. Morrison

Concurrent amplification of more than one DNA fragment, in several
orientations, has been demonstrated in a multiple-primer model system
employing the plasmid pBR322. Methods are being developed to apply such
techniques in more complex genomes. A DNA synthesizer has been ordered to
facilitate production of primers and probes.

4.23 RBE OF TRITIUM BETA-RATS FOR INDUCTION OF MYELOID LEUKEMIA IN MICE
- J.S. Jackson, D.K. Myers, D.H. Percy*, D.V. Dunford^, H.M. Wyatt,
V.J. Murphy and M.E. Bahen

In order to help the choice of the most appropriate quality factor for
tritium beta-rays, a large experiment was started in 1985 to measure the
relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of tritium beta-rays compared to X-
rays for the induction of myeloid leukemia in male mice of the CBA/H strain.
The cost of this project was shared between AECL Research Company (45%),
Atomic Energy Control Board (27%) and the Utilities (27%; OH, HQ and NBEPC).
Descriptions of work carried out are given in previous progress reports
dating back to 1986 (see PR-PHS-HS-1). The study was designed to estimate
the lifetime incidence of myeloid leukemia in seven groups of about 750 mice
each; radiation exposures doses were approximately 0, 1, 2 and 3 Gy from
tritiated water and from X-rays at similar dose rates.

All of the mice in this study are now dead and histological
examination of tissue sections has been completed. The lifetime incidence of
myeloid leukemia in these mice increased from 0.13% in the control group to
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6-82 in groups exposed to the higher radiation doses. The results were
fitted to various equations relating leukemia incidence to radiation dose,
using both the raw data and data corrected for cumulative animal-days at
risk. The calculated RBE values for tritium beta-rays compared to X-rays
ranged from 1.0±0.5 to 1.3±0.3. A best estimate of the RBE for this
experiment was 1.2±0.3.

The Atomic Energy Control Board, following the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection, currently specifies a
quality factor (Q) of 1 for estimating the dose equivalent from tritium beta
doses. The range of RBE's observed over the years for a variety of endpoints
has made the choice of Q difficult. On the basis of the present study
together with a parallel study on chromosomal aberrations in lymphocytes and
spermatogonia of the same mice, and other experimental data which we have
reviewed, a Q value of 1 would thus appear to be more appropriate than a Q of
2 for tritium beta-rays.

A report on this topic is currently being prepared.

* University of Guelph
2 Mathematics and Computation Branch, CRNL

4.24 FOLLOV-UP OF CRNL LONG-TERM EMPLOYEES
- M.M. Werner, D.W. Dunford1 and D.K. Myers

The 1988 Hare report on The Safety of Ontario's Nuclear Reactors noted
that there had been a steady rise in the standardized mortality ratio (SMR)
for all cancers for three successive five year periods among long-term male
employees at Chalk River. The SMR ranged from 0.72 in 1971-75 to 1.07 in
1981-85. While none of these values was statistically significantly
different from the expected value, it could, nevertheless, have been
indicative of the development of latent cancers. We have added three more
years of follow-up to the data to see if this trend has continued. The SMR
for all cancers for the years 1986-88 was 0.64 (95Z confidence interval:
0.40-0.98). The wide flucuations seen in our data over time are likely the
result of the small sample size rather than problems arising from radiation
exposures of CRNL employees. A report on the data is now being prepared.

1 Mathematics and Computation Branch, CRNL

4.25 PUBLICATIONS

4.25.1 Publications

ROLE OF YEAST TOPOISOMERASES IN HEAT-INDUCED THERMAL AND
RADIORESISTANCE
A. Trivedi, D.R. Boreham, P. Unrau and R.E.J. Mitchel
In: Hvperthermic Oncology 1988 Vol. 1 (T. Sugahara and M. Sarto,
Eds.), London: Taylor and Francis, pp.13-15 (1989)
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RADIATION-INDUCED ADAPTIVE RESPONSE TO MNNG INITIATION OF
TUMORIGENESIS IN MOUSE SKIN. BLOCKING BY HYPERTHERMIA
A. Trivedi and R.E.J. Mitchel
In: Hyperthermic Oncology 1988 Vol. 1 (T. Sugahara and M. Sarto,
Eds.), London: Taylor and Francis, pp.117-118 (1989)

HYPERTHERMIC INACTIVATION, RECOVERY AND THERMOTOLERANCE IN HUMAN
NATURAL KILLER CELLS
Yang Huixin and R.E.J. Mitchel
In: Hvperthermic Oncology 1988 Vol. 1 (T. Sugahara and M. Sarto,
Eds.), p.299-300 (1989)

RECORD LINKAGE AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FOLLOW-UP OF RADIATION WORKERS
IN CANADA
M.M. Werner and D.K. Myers
In: Proceedings of the International Conference on Risk Assessment
of Energy Development and Modern Technology (T. Sugahara, T.
Aoyama, M. Ikebuchi and H. Yonehara, Eds.), Kyoto: Health Research
Foundation, pp.126-142 (1989)

HEALTH EFFECTS OF BIOMEDICAL DEVELOPMENT
D.K. Myers and M.M. Werner
In: Proceedings of the International Conference on Risk Assessment
of Energy Development and Modern Technology (T. Sugahara, T.
Aoyama, M. Ikebuchi and H. Yonehara, Eds.), Kyoto: Health Research
Foundation, pp.183-200 (1989)

SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR ABNORMAL RADIOSENSITIVITY
D.P. Morrison, N.E. Gentner and A.M. Marko
In: Proceedings of the International Conference on Risk
Assessment of Energy Development and Hodern Technology (T.
Sugahara, T. Aoyama, M. Ikebuchi and H. Yonehara, Eds.), Kyoto:
Health Research Foundation, pp.97-112 (1989)

4.25.2 Lectures. Presentations and Abstracts

LYMPHOBLASTIC RADIOSENSITIVITY IN CANCER PATIENTS
C.E. Danjoux, N.E. Gentner, P. Raaphorst and D.P. Morrison
Abstracts of the Canadian Association of Radiation Oncology (1989)

CORRELATION BETWEEN HYPERSENSITIVITY IN VITRO TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND ADVERSE REACTION TO RADIOTHERAPY IN CANCER PATIENTS
C.E. Danjoux, N.E. Gentner, P. Raaphorst and D.P. Morrison
Abstracts of the Canadian Association of Radiation Oncology (1989)

INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN CARCINOGEN SENSITIVITY
D.P. Morrison and N.E. Gentner
To Kenneth Dye, Auditor-General of Canada, accompanied by W.F.
Radburn and D.D. Molnar; at CRNL, 1989 August 09
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RADIOTHERAPY SENSITIVITY TESTING
K. Gale and N.E. Gentner
To the President-elect of the Royal Society of Canada; at CRNL,
1989 August 16

VARIATION IN RADIOSENSITIVITY: HOW MUCH EXISTS?
N.E. Gentner
To Dr. Elisabeth Cardes, International Agency for Cancer Research,
Lyons, France; at CRNL, 1989 August 17

CURRENT STATUS: JOINT PROJECT ON RADIOSENSITIVITY TESTING
N.E. Gentner and D.P. Morrison
A three hour presentation and discussions with Review Panel and
AECB Scientific Advisors; at Ottawa, 1989 August 24

RESEARCH IN RADIATION BIOLOGY BRANCH, CRNL
N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison, K. Gale, R.E.J. Mitchel and M.M.
Werner
Series of interviews with Carol Thibaudeau, Science Writer for La
Presse. Montreal; at CRNL. 1989 August 28. This resulted in:
(a) A main feature article, entitled "Etes-vous un bon candidat
au cancer" and two ancillary articles, entitled "L'abc des
radiations ionisantes" and "Les doses, le background, etc." on the
front page (B-l) of the Sciences et techniques section of La
Presse for Sunday, 10 September 1989. This was based on
interviews with N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison, K.L. Gale and M.M.
Worner
(b) Another article on page B-4 in the above issue on "Le cancer:
1'abontissement d'un processus". This was based on an interview
with R.E.J. Mitchel.
(c) A main ("Les employes d'Energie atomique du Canada n'ont pas
plus le cancer que le reste de la population") and ancillary ("Une
personne our trois attrapera le cancer") article in the following
week's La Presse (17 September 1989 issue) Sciences et technoiues
section (page B-4). This was based on an interview with M.M.
Werner

CANCER-RELATED RESEARCH AT AECL
N.E. Gentner
To Dr. Levesque, President, Atomic Energy Control Board; at CRNL,
1989 September 07

INDIVIDUAL RADIOSENSITIVITY TESTING
D.P. Morrison and N.E. Gentner
Day-long interview (plus later follow-ups) with David Lees,
Science Writer for OMNI Magazine; at CRNL, 1989 September 18. In
a special Science in Canada supplement to the December 1989 issue
of OMNI, in the Medicine section, this resulted in a feature
article, entitled "The Odds Makers", on the possible application
of the CRNL screening research to radiotherapeutic treatment of
cancer
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RADIATION AND THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE
N.E. Gentner
Banquet address, 31st Annual Radiation Protection Course; at
Pembroke, 1989 October 19

HEALTH AND DISEASE: PROPER HANDLING OF DEAD ANIMALS
N.E. Gentner
To Safety meeting, Transport Branch; at CRNL, 1989 October 19

CANCER RESEARCH AND ANIMAL RESEARCH
N.E. Gentner and R.E.J. Mitchel
To Brigadier-General Adams (Commander, CFB Petavava) and party; at
CRNL, 1989 November 21

RESEARCH IN RADIATION BIOLOGY
N.E. Gentner
To T. Sosa, Deputy Minister, Dept. of Energy, Province of Ontario,
and party; at CRNL, 1989 November 29

RADIOBIOLOGY
N.E. Gentner, C.L. Greenstock and P. Unrau
To Peter E. Gunther, Smith Gunther Associates Ltd., (Gloucester;
consultants to AECL on ENVOTECH); at CRNL, 1989 December 19

FROM MEDICAL BIOPHYSICS TO RADIATION BIOLOGY: AN UPDATE
C.L. Greenstock
Inter-Comm, 1989 July 7

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ESR SPECTROMETRY AND ITS APPLICATIONS
TO BIOLOGICAL DOSIMETRY
C.L. Greenstock
Presentation to the Radiation Biology Branch; at CRNL, 1989 July
20

A BIOLOGICAL UPDATE ON CHERNOBYL
C.L. Greenstock
Presentation to the Public Affairs Group; at CRNL, 1989 September
12

RADIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF CHERNOBYL
C.L. Greenstock
Presented as part of the 31st Annual Radiation Protection Course;
at CRNL, 1989 October 16

PUBLIC EDUCATION ON NUCLEAR ISSUES: PANEL DISCUSSION
C.L. Greenstock
Presented as part of the 31st Annual Radiation Protection Course,
at CRNL, 1989 October 18
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RADIATION AND HEALTH: PANEL DISCUSSION
C.L. Greenstock
Presented as part of the New Employee Orientation Program; at
CRNL, 1989 November 16

BIOPHYSICAL EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AND THEIR BIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES
C.L. Greenstock
Invited seminar, Physics Department, Carleton University, Ottawa,
1989 November 27

FLUORESCENCE LIFE-TIME STUDIES
C.L. Greenstock
Radiation Biology Branch Seminar, 1989 December 6

RADIATION CARCINOGENESIS
R.E.J. Mitchel
Presented to Ontario Hydro public relations personnel; at CRNL,
1989 August 23

RADIATION BIOLOGY
R.E.J. Mitchel
Lecture as part of the 31st Annual Radiation Protection course; at
CRNL, 1989 October 17

PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION BIOLOGY
R.E.J. Mitchel
Six lectures presented as part of a 4th year honours biochemistry
course; at University of Ottawa, Dept. of Biochemistry, Ottawa,
1989 October 18-30

RADIATION BIOLOGY
R.E.J. Mitchel
Lecture presented as part of a course on Radiation and
Radioisotopes run by Radiation and Industrial Safety Branch; at
CRNL, 1989 November 14

RBE OF LOW DOSE AND LOU DOSE RATE 7-RADIATION
R.E.J. Mitchel
Presentation of a proposed project to be jointly funded by AECB
and AECL; at AECB, Ottawa, 1989 November 22

CARCINOGENIC RISK OF INHALED URANIUM ORE DUST
R.E.J. Mitchel
Presentation to MacLaren Plansearch Toronto of facility
modifications and experimental protocol for a planned uranium ore
dust inhalation experiment; at Toronto, 1989 July 18
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EUROPEAN FACILITIES FOR THE STUDY OF INHALED RADIONUCLIDES
R.E.J. Mitchel
Report to AECB of findings from a tour of European Inhalation
Toxicology Labs.; at AECB, Ottawa, 1989 August 10

RADIATION BIOLOGY AT AECL
R.E.J. Mitchel
Panel discussion with visiting Terry Fox Scholars; at CRNL, 1989
September 28

FROM CRNL TO SAUDI ARABIA
B.P. Smith
Presented to the Research Company Head Office Employee Group; at
Ottawa, 1989 November 21

SAUDI ARABIA: A SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
B.P. Smith
Presented to the Deep River Science Association; at Deep River,
1989 December 1

CULTURE AND SCIENCE IN SAUDI ARABIA
B.P. Smith
Presented to the Chalk River Lions Club for the Speakers Bureau;
Lions Club, Chalk River, 1989 December 5

THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT - WHAT'S IN IT FOR US?
P. Unrau
Presented to Radiation Biology personnel; at CRNL, 1989 November 9
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